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1. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
1.1

General Description

CLICK 5000 is a unit for installation in a photo shop for use by the operator of the
establishment. It prints digital or paper pictures or films/slides from different sources, including
TM
TM
standard photo shop digital media available on the market (SmartMedia , Compact Flash ,
TM
TM
TM
Memory Stick , SD /Multimedia Card
and CD–ROM) or opaque and transparent
scanners.

1.2

Product target

The design of the equipment features several advantages for the sales point.
– The shop‟s image is boosted as it is well–equipped with modern technology.
– Help in the sale of digital cameras.
– Time–saving with specialised personnel in digital picture processing.
– The personal touch is maintained, as the photographer does the processing.
– Major increase in offer without prejudicing the current main core activity.

1.3

Handling the system

The user interface has been designed to be user–friendly and easy, and no training is
required. The aim is that handling should not be a barrier in using the equipment, and that any
employee can perform operations.
The equipment comprises an Image Processing Terminal (CLICK 5000) which is handled by
the operator. All its inputs for digital picture card, DVD/CD–RW and all the interfaces needed
to connect it to other peripherals are concentrated on it.
It is operated via a touch screen, which makes it extremely straightforward. Only the digital
retouch functions are performed with the mouse or digitizer. The keyboard is only needed for
adding texts to the image, personalising file names on saving them, and for technical
assistance.

1.4

Image capture

The equipment can capture images from the following sources:

1.4.1

Digital inputs
–
–
–
–
–

TM

TM

Digital camera card reader (SmartMedia , CompactFlash , Memory
TM
TM
Stick , SD ,....).
DVD/CD-ROM reader and recorder .
TM
Bluetooth device.
Directory / work folder / events.
USB Drive.

1.4.2 Supported Files
– Formats
· All standard formats in terms of image inputs and outputs are NON proprietary:
JPEG, TIFF, BMP, PSD (1 layer), PCD (input only), TIF and GIF files.
– Resolution
· The native resolution of the original file.
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Paper and film inputs

The equipment can scan opaque matter and films for print–out, and make the index print from
film strips, when scanner is attached.

1.5

Image processing

The equipment features different levels of Image processing:
Colour and luminosity
– Colour balance: RGB.
– Brightness, contrast and colour saturation control.
– Manual and automatic histogram adjustment.
– Auto colour
– Sharpness.
– Conversion into B/W and Sepia.
Image Correction
– Cropping
– Correction of Red Eyes:
· Easy selection of the circular area.
· Different levels of correction: bright and dark red eyes.
– Area cloning:
· Mouse–selectable brush size.
· Fixed or movable cloned area source.
· Brush with different levels of diffusion.
– Painting:
· Easy colour selection by palette or by simple colour on the image (dropper).
· Brush with several levels of diffusion.
· Mouse–selectable brush size.
– Selection of areas and filling:
· Easy area selection by colour (chroma key) or manual selection.
· The image can be filled in any colour using the palette.
· The selected area can be made transparent.
Decoration and personalisation
– Texts with selectable size, font, position and rotation.
– Superimposing and montage of pictures on background.
– Image fusion.
– Calendars and frames.
– Cliparts and motifs.

1.6

Print out

The system supports MITSUBISHI CP-3020D, MITSUBISHI CP9500DW Series, CP9550DW
Series, CP9600DW Seires, CP9800DW Series, CP9820DW Series, MITSUBISHI CP3800.
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2. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
2.1

Scanner

2.1.1 Approved and Tested Scanners
The system is only guaranteed to work with scanners approved and tested by the
manufacturer, and which operate by USB, and using TWAIN communication protocol.
The basic difference between the Approved and the Tested Scanners is that the former can
work in Basic Mode and the latter only in Advanced Mode.
Section 4.7.1. of the manual describes these two working modes in greater detail.
For a detailed description of approved and tested scanners please contact your dealer.

WARNING:

THE MANUFACTURER CANNOT BE HELD
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE OPERATION OF THE EQUIPMENT
IN THE CASE OF A SCANNER INSTALLED THAT IS NOT
APPROVED OR TESTED.

2.1.2 Film Scanner for Index Print.
The system supports the use of any film scanner with TWAIN interface, although for greater
certainty some Scanner models have been approved.
Some scanners models from Pakon ® have been integrated.
Please contact your dealer for all this information.
System operation is enhanced with a Film Scanner that can preview the whole film strip. An
Index Print is necessary.

2.1.3 Flatbed scanner
The system supports the use of any flatbed scanner with TWAIN interface, although for
greater certainty some Scanner models have been approved. Please contact your dealer for
this information.

2.1.4 Others
To use any scanner not on the list of approved models, install the Drivers supplied by the
manufacturer. Any such installation and its compatibility with the rest of the equipment is the
SOLE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE OWNER of the equipment. The manufacturer is not
responsible for correct installation and operation. Therefore, any cost arising from handling
the equipment will be met by the owner.
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3. SYSTEM START-UP
3.1

Initialising equipment and software.

WARNING: for the system to work properly, you must observe the following order when
switching on the equipment.
Steps to follow:
a) Switch on the printers attached to the system.
b) Switch on the Image Processing Terminal (CLICK 5000).
c) After a few seconds, the CLICK Pro Main Screen will appear.

3.2

Power–off

To switch off the equipment, use the “EXIT” icon on the main screen. The equipment will
switch off automatically. You may also switch off printers and scanners if you wish.
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4. THE CLICK PRO SOFTWARE
4.1

Main screen

This screen provides access to the different services of the program and its settings. It then
details which section the user should refer to depending on whether the customer requests
the processing of digital camera images, copy to copy, making a calendar with a picture,
index print from a film strip, etc.

Digital Camera Processing

Click this button for processing of pictures made on any digital camera with
TM
TM
standard storage devices like SmartMedia , CompactFlash , etc, including
USB removable storage devices.

If you click the icon, you will be prompted to insert a card or USB storage drive, in order to
load the images and work with them.

DO NOT FORGET TO SWITCH OFF THE DIGITAL CAMERA BEFORE
REMOVING THE CARD FROM THE INSIDE. OTHERWISE THE DATA ON THE
CARD MAY BE LOST.
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The camera device is selected automatically, i.e. the different inputs are checked, and the
type of card inserted is detected automatically.
The pictures will be copied temporarily to system memory to avoid changing the card data.
Once the images have been loaded the customer must remove the digital card and all the
work will be done with this copy. The pictures will be deleted automatically at the end of the
session unless they are exported.

DO NOT REMOVE THE CARD UNTIL PROMPTED TO DO SO BY THE
PROGRAM

DVD/CD Processing
Enter here to read and process DVD/CD-ROM media.

Photo ID
This menu is accessed only to take pictures for documents such as ID cards,
passports, etc., in different formats, and composing them via different
combinations, always using digital camera cards, USB drives or DIS900D
Digital ID Camera.

Professional Jobs
This utility allows processing pictures stored into work folders to perform
outstanding tasks.

Events
This utility allows processing pictures stored into events folders to perform
event and social tasks.

Copy to Copy
Application for making copies of pictures on paper from a flatbed scanner,
retouching and restoring old pictures, adding decorative motifs, and finally print
individual copies, make an Index Print or record a DVD/CD–ROM.

Film Scanning
Utility for working with pictures taken from a film scanner. It works with full or
cut strips of films and slides, depending on the scanner.
Pakon™ Scanners (F135 and F235 if are installed) are supported by a simple
interface, but exploiting all advanced options that these offer.
12
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Mobile
Choose this option to receive images via Bluetooth. Then you can operate in
the same way as with Digital Camera Processing.

4.1.1 Common buttons
There are buttons that appear on most of the screens and have the same function on all of
them:

Back to the previous screen. If you have made any changes, a dialogue box will
appear for you to confirm these changes.

Accept changes made and go back to the previous screen. It also means an
affirmative answer to a prompt or confirmation of a message launched by the
application.

Undo changes made and go back to the previous screen. It also means a negative
answer to a prompt launched by the application.

Apply the current action.

4.1.2 The Selection Screen
This screen provides access to the different parts of the program. Its purpose is to select
image files, groups of files or even whole folders with image files to carry out the same action
with all of them, whether the task is recording a CD–ROM or opening all the images at once
on the Browser screen to work with them, for example.

B
A

E

C

D

F
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A)
Folder Explorer area. This box provides access to the different folders of the input
device (digital camera card, for example), by clicking on them to open them and view their
content.
B) Image file exploration area. This area shows all the files in the folder open in area A.
C) Preview the selected image. The miniature image of the last file selected in the B or F
area will be loaded.
D) Empty the whole area of selected images: the list in box F will be emptied completely
to start selecting images again.
E) This button is used to eliminate the folders or files selected from the list in box F.
F) Area of selected folders and images.
G) Copy whole folder from box A to box F.
H) Copy all the files from box B to box F (whether or not they are selected in box B).
I) Copy only the images selected from box B to box F.

How to select images to load
Explore box A by clicking on the folders to see which files appear in area B. To have an idea
of the images in this open folder you can check a file in area B to see its image in preview
area C, remembering that the “Preview” label must be checked. If the file takes a long time to
load you can interrupt the process by clicking on the image or on the “Preview” label.
Once you have found the right folder, you can check only the images you wish and then click
button H to copy them to the selection area F. Alternatively, click button G directly, and only
the name of the folder will be shown. In this way the program will know that it has to load the
full contents of this folder.
Once you have made your selection click OK.

4.2

Application bar

The application bar is a space reserved, in the lower part of the screen, to show icons for
different services . These services or applications can be executed or maximized by clicking
on its corresponding icon on the bar.
A status led which can change its colour depending on the application status always
appears on the right side of the icon.
Blue
Green
Red
attention to.
Blinking Yellow

 Application not working.
 Application working.
 Application error. This indicates that there is a problem to pay
 Attention required.

Additionally, some short information next to the icons is often shown.
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Dispatcher Administration
It shows the Dispatcher Administration interface. This is very useful to check
the progress or pause/restart of printing queues, CD burning jobs, and so
on. Please see Appendix Dispatcher for more details.

On main screen, the application bar also allows the operator to access CLICK Pro Settings,
Statistics as well as shut down the terminal.

Settings
Settings of the CLICK Pro application. From here you can change the general
parameters of the application.

Statistics
Statistics on the use of the CLICK 5000 equipment.

Exit
Quit the CLICK Pro application.

4.3

Common Functions

4.3.1 Browser
The „Browser‟ screen shows the pictures that have been read from any available digital media
in order to modify their appearance, if needed, make layouts and eventually make a hard
copy of the results.
To select an image, just click on it: it will be framed in orange immediately. Re–click on a
selected image to deselect it. To select or deselect all images, click on the icon on the right
lower side of the image panel.
The information bar located at the top of the browser displays the data of the last image
selected: file name, size of the image (in Kbytes) and resolution in pixels.
The bar also shows how many photos have been selected out of all the photos loaded in the
memory. In the example in the picture, the image label selected shows 1/15, which means
that one photo out of a total of 15 has been selected. Both the total and the number of photos
selected refer to all images on all pages, not just to those shown on the current page.
It also shows which page of the browser the user is on. In the example the user is on page
1/2. This means that you are viewing the first of a total of two pages.
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A
F

B
C
D

E

A: Information Bar B: Image number C: Image Quality D: Filename
E: Current folder (only available for professional jobs and events)
F: Incoming images led (only for events mode)
Two items of information are given at the bottom left of each miniature: the number that
identifies it and the quality of the image. The second data item is important in order to know
whether the resolution of the image is sufficient to be able to print it in a given format. These
are the different qualities that can be seen in a miniature:

*

When an image has this red asterisk it means that the quality is not good
enough for printing. The image was taken at a very low resolution.

M

When an image has this quality it is not advisable to print it in 10x15 or
larger sizes. It may be used for small compositions, for wallet photos or
Photo ID. The picture is valid for 9x13 and smaller sizes. It should not be
printed in larger sizes.
L
The picture is valid for 10x15 and smaller sizes. It should not be printed in
larger sizes.
X The picture is valid for 13x18 and smaller sizes. It should not be printed in
larger sizes.
W The picture is valid for 15x20 and smaller sizes. It should not be printed in
larger sizes.
A4 The picture is valid for A4 and smaller sizes.
This information is valid for MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC dye sublimation printers using a
resolution of around 300-350 dpi.

The functions of the different screen buttons are detailed below.
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The first page button takes the user straight to the first page of loaded images.

The previous page button takes the user back a page.

Scroll bar for easy and quickly access to any page of the browser.

THE MAXIMUM PAGES THAT CAN BE INDEXED ARE 375
PAGES. SO THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF IMAGES ARE 4500

The next page button takes the user to the next page.

The last page button takes the user straight to the last page of loaded images.

The Resume / Pause buttons are for resuming or interrupting the loading of
images on the current page. It is not necessary to finish loading one page
to access the next one.
This button is used to refresh browser content only. It is for refreshing the content of
a page if images are being inserted into CLICK Pro from a digital camera via a direct
connection, such as Firewire.
Digital camera files reading: This button let the user to load all or the selected
images from the digital camera card in the current folder.

Picture search: It searches the picture that matches with the number introduced.

Select / Deselect All: Selects and deselects all images in browser.

Delete: It deletes the images selected. You can also access this function by
right clicking with the mouse on one of the pictures displayed.

Rotate: This button rotates the pictures selected 90º clockwise
or anticlockwise. You can also access this function by right
clicking with the mouse on one of the pictures displayed.
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Preview: Shows a full–screen view of the picture selected. The dotted line
shows the actual approximate print area.

Export Images: This access the „Export‟ dialogue box to save the images
selected to the work folder or to any suitable external device.

Carrousel: Click this button to launch the current folder as a Carrousel.
Carrousel allows you to show sliding images from a folder in a secondary
screen (if available). For more information see section 4.3.12.

Record DVD/CD. Back–ups can be made of images saved to the machine or
Customer CDs can be recorded for the end user. This also allows you to
format re-writable media.

Index print: Set up beforehand on the „Settings‟ screen, this tool creates a
print with the miniatures of all pictures that appear in Browser. The name
(path) of the files can optionally be included.

Print: This opens the „Print‟ dialogue box, where you can select the number of
copies to be printed and the print size.

Explorer: This displays the path of the current work folder and permits
modifications to other subfolders.

Adjusts: This button accesses the „Adjusts‟ screen where you can modify
certain parameters of the picture selected: colour balance, brightness, contrast
and saturation, as well as histogram, black and white, sepia and sharpness.

Retouch: This accesses the screen where you can change the format of the
image, paint, clone areas (when restoring old photos, for example) and modify
red eyes.

Decoration: This opens the screen where you can insert motifs on the image
and fuse them by softening, placing the image selected on a background,
insert text, frames or compose calendars.

18
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MultiPrint: This accesses the screen which features the utilities needed to
prepare a print comprising several images, with different layout styles
available.

4.3.2 The on-screen keyboard

A
B

C

A: Display Area

B: Special Character Selection

C: Capitals/lower case

The on–screen keyboard may be used to enter alphanumeric data, when
necessary. To do so click the icon which is available on all the screens of the
CLICK Pro program when text has to be input.
Upon pressing certain keys on the screen - such as vowels - new symbols will
appear in the special character selection area. Press the same key several times in
succession (on the image, the “o” key) to scroll through the different symbols available, in red.
To accept the symbol selected in red simply wait for a moment or press the key
corresponding to the next character you wish to write.
Upon pressing the OK button, the text displayed in the keyboard display area will be applied.
Otherwise, press Cancel if you do not wish to apply any further text.
When editing decoration text, two arrows will appear on the right of the section A in order to
navigate through multi-line text. To create a new line press the “Enter” key.

4.3.3 Digital camera files reading
This option lets the user to load all or the selected images from the digital
camera card in the current folder. The images are physically copied.
It is configurable by settings what to do if an image in the camera card exists in
the current folder with the same name.
19
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It is highly recommended that after the importation the images imported are deleted from the
camera card to avoid conflicts with the current images like importing twice the same image.
When the current folder is an event or carrousel folder, the images are shown while they are
being copied, whereas if the current folder is not an event or carrousel folder, the images are
shown at the end of the copy to maintain the order set by settings.

4.3.4 Picture search
It searches the picture that matches with the number introduced.
You can configure to use a screen keyboard to introduce the picture number,
otherwise the enter key must be pressed.
By default it is used a physical keyboard.
When an image is searched the following actions are done:
1. All pictures selected are deselected
2. It goes to the page where the picture is located
3. Finally the picture searched is selected
Because of only a search by picture number could be done if it is put a non numerical value it
will do nothing.

4.3.5 Export
When you are working in the „Browser‟ screen you may select one or several
images and save them to the work folder or any subfolder.
The export option saves images using the following formats: TIFF, BMP and
JPG. With the JPG format, CLICK Pro Works with four degrees of
compression: High, Medium and Low and Lossless (CLICK Pro proprietary Format). The
latter can be read with the CLICK Pro program, and its compatibility with other image
processing programs on the market is not guaranteed. The advantage when using this format
is that image file is compressed but image data remains as original. There is no quality loss.
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The Export option is also useful for saving half–finished work while other more important jobs
are carried out. You can choose between saving the images to the work folder or any
subfolder.
The equipment does not permit the export to digital camera memory cards. This is to
maintain the integrity of the end customer‟s images.
If you have chosen only one image to save you can change the name the file
will be saved with. To do so use the on–screen keyboard button.

You can create or delete folders using the „Delete Folder‟ and
„New Folder‟ buttons. When you press the create folder button
you will be prompted to name the new folder. If you decide to
delete a folder you must remember that the images inside it
will be lost and cannot be retrieved.
One important thing to take care of is exporting to a carrousel folder. When you export to a
carrousel folder, images will be added at the end of the previous ones when you preview
them in the browser, always preserving the order of images. Otherwise, when you export to a
normal folder, the images can be interleaved when you preview in browser, because they will
be ordered alphabetically. For further information please, see section 4.3.12

4.3.6 Print
One or several images can be printed from the „Browser' or from the
„MultiPrint screens‟, where you can choose the output size and the number of
copies. To do so, select the files and press the OK button (Print).

You can define the number of copies for each print using the Copies counter.
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Destination: in this parameter you can select the destination where you can print the images,
exist two different destinations available in the software:
Sorter: Option for print in the MPU Systems. Only appears “Sorter” in the list if this is
connected and installed in the machine.
If “Sorter” is selected isn‟t possible select the destination printer, but is possible select the
destination MPU. Always must be select the destination MPU, the software select by default
the first MPU detected.
In the parameter Destination printer show the destination MPU according to the selected
format.
Other: option for configure the printer destination specific or multiples destination printers that
are not installed in the MPU system.
The other option enable the Print distribution list where is possible select the printer
destination.

Print distribution: you can select how copies will be distributed between available printers.
Selecting Multi printer, pictures will be sent to all available printers that have the chosen paper
size. Selecting Single printer, all pictures of the current request will be sent to a unique printer
(depending on the following parameters, the printer will be chosen by the user, or by the Print
management Module).
To the select Single Printer or Multi Printer will be show all the printers connected in the
machine, but not will be show the MPU printers.
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Print Priority: you can select a priority for sending the service to print. You may cose between
“Low”, “Medium”, “High” and “Now”. “Medium” is the priority recomendad by default. Low and
High can be used to priorize printings. As an exception the priority level “Now” allows instant
printing of a piece of work. If necessary ongoing printings will be stopped and restarted later
on. When a level of priority is selected, it is safed for the next piece of work, except for the
case of priority “now”, whitch should only be used in particular cases.
You can also choose which Size the images will be printed in, and can choose between „Size
A‟, „Size B‟ or „Size C‟, defined in the „Configuration‟ screen.
On the other hand, it is possible to choose „Others‟ as well in order to use some of the
supported sizes not defined by Size A, B or C.
Working in „Single Printer‟ as Print Distribution mode, you can choose which printer (one of
available and compatible paper size printers) the pictures will be printed in.
On the other hand, if all compatible size printers are of the same model, or a specified printer
has been selected to print, you can choose the print quality between qualities offered
depending on the printer model.
According to the chosen size, you can view the remaining copies available. This information
will depend on whichever printers can offer the selected size (the sum of remaining copies),
or if a specified printer has been selected (remaining copies of selected printer)

Additional Options:
Printing Mode: you can choose between filling the printing area with an image (you can select
the print „Borderless‟ but maybe some part of the image is not printed) or „Full image‟ (you see
white paper but full image content is printed).
Optimisation allows you to choose the Print mode: Colour, Black and White (B&W), Custom 1
or Custom 2, optimising the printer for the option chosen. (This option doesn‟t convert colour
pictures to B&W or vice versa).
White border: Use this option to choose if you want a white border or not.
Automatic adjustment: allows you to print applying automatic adjustments on each image.
These adjustments can be configured in Print Server.
Overcoat: There is a two different types of overcoat: Glossy and Matte.
This parameter is compatible only with printers model MITSUBISHI CP9820DW Series, and
format print HG and Superfine quality selected.
If this parameters are not selected in the options the overcoat parameter is not display.
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NOTE:
If by mistake you print colour pictures by selecting optimisation to black and white, they will
not be printed in black and white, but with a wrong colour balance.
It is not advisable to print colour and black and white pictures in the same print request. It is
better to put colour and black and white copies in two different print requests, each one
optimised for the purpose.
PRINT ERROR:
In the event of a print error or if the print–out simply does not take place, order status should
be checked in Dispatcher Administration interface

4.3.7 Recording DVDs or CDs
It is possible to record media in two modes:
1) Customer CD (SublimeCD): this format is for end customers and allows them to view the
images at home if they have a PC or use it to order copies at the nearest establishment with a
digital processing service, among other things.
2) DVD/CD – Backup to make back–ups of images stored on the machine and thus recover
space on the hard disk.
You can save also non-image files to Customer CD and CD-BackUp, like movies or sounds.
For more information refer to section CLICKPro Configuration / Recording CDs.
In order to improve burning “Buffer Underrun” protection technology is enabled by default. It is
possible to change this option using the settings screen.
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Both modes will work in background mode, as the dispatcher takes care of these tasks. This
means that the user can use the rest of the CLICK Pro services and features without
spending time waiting for the end of the burn process.
When the recording process starts, it is possible to check the progress from Dispatcher
Administration interface.

4.3.5.1 Recording a Customer CD
SublimeCD is a CD–ROM recorded by CLICK Pro for the end customer with the images
chosen by the latter. The advantage of Customer CD over the conventional recording of
images on a CD–ROM is that it has a built–in image viewer (to view them on any PC) and
also prints an Index Print.
When non-image files coming from digital cameras like sounds or videos are being saved
onto a CDROM, these files will be available later in the CD. These files cannot be viewed
through Customer CD included software, but any Windows® Multimedia application can be
used for that.
When an inserted CD is recognized as a Customer CD the program automatically loads the
HighRes folder in the Browser.
The photographer can include the logotype and the trade name of his establishment on the
main screen of Customer CD included software. For further details on how to include the
logotype and trade name of the establishment see Appendix CDBurning.

How to record a Customer CD:
1)This button on the Browser screen accesses the CD recording menu. If you
have not selected at least one image from the Browser screen, you will not be
able to record a Customer CD in the following steps.
2)Make sure that the “Selected Images” option is checked. You will be informed
of the number of images selected and its size before recording the DVD/CD.
3)If you check the option “Simulate recording” you will be told that when the time comes to
record the DVD/CD–ROM a simulation will be run without an actual recording being made.
This can be particularly useful when there has been a problem in a first write attempt (for
example due to a faulty DVD/CD), and you wish to try again.
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4)Press this button to record a Customer CD. The recorder drive tray will open automatically
for an empty recordable DVD or CD to be inserted.

5)The user will be prompted for a name, which will be the general title that will appear on
screen in the customer's home when he views the pictures (This text is limited to 37
characters at most).
6)Once you have entered the title you will be prompted to confirm. Press OK and the recorder
tray will close automatically (if it is still open) and the recording will commence. Press
cancel to go back to point 2, although the data structure will have been created.

Then, an automatic data structure creation process will start, which will take more or less time
depending on how many pictures have been selected.
Note: this structure will only be created once, even if you run the simulation or are making a
second copy of the same disc.
Before starting the burn process the user will be prompted for printing an Index Print of the
pictures saved into the disc. If the user answers Yes, an Index Print will be generated and
sent to print at the same time that disc starts to be recorded.
Remember that if you have selected the recording simulation option the recording is not a real
one. When this is complete, uncheck the Simulation option and press the Customer CD
button again if you decide to proceed with the recording.
Important note: the Customer CD is closed definitively, which means that no further images
can be added. This guarantees the security of the customer's pictures which have already
been saved to the disc, and prevents future data corruption through disk errors.
8) The recording can be repeated as often as necessary , accessing from the Disptacher
interface (see appendix 8).
On quitting the recording menu the temporary structure will be automatically deleted.
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4.3.7.1 Recording a DVD/CD Backup.
DVD/CD BackUp is a useful tool for CLICK Pro users to make back–ups of images or image
folders contained in the Work Folder. Initially, this is the best way of saving images when you
wish to erase them from the CLICK Pro equipment.
Note: it is very important not to overload the Work Folder with images and folders as this may
affect the machine's performance. Remember that the hard disk is not only used to store
information, but also as supplementary memory when all types of operations are carried out.
If the equipment does not have enough space on the hard drive the speed and the general
performance of the CLICK Pro will fall. This is why it is important to use the DVD/CD BackUp
utility.

How to record a DVD/CD Backup:
1), 2), 3) Proceed as in steps 1 to 3 in the previous section on how to record a Customer CD,
the exception being that in step 2 you will be able to choose between selecting images either
from the Browser alone or images from different folders in the Work Folder.
4) Press this button to record a DVD/CD Backup in the DVD/CD recording
menu. If you checked the “Select files” option first, the Selection screen will
appear immediately, where you can choose image files and folders to record
on the disc. This will be carried out in the same way as section 4.4.2.
All the images and folders included at the bottom of the screen will be recorded to the
Backup, although you should remember that if a selected folder already contains one of the
images that is also included in the list the image file will only be recorded on the DVD/CD–
ROM once.
The bottom right part of the screen indicates the space available in the DVD/CD-ROM. This
number is updated each time we select a folder or a file. If it turns red, the maximum capacity
has been exceeded.
5) Press OK to go on to the next step.
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6) As in point 5 of the previous section of Customer CD, you will be prompted to provide a
name. In this case, unlike Customer CD, this name will identify the DVD/CD–ROM label.
7) You will be prompted for final confirmation to begin recording. All the procedures related to
Simulating recording, as dealt with in the section on Customer CD, are equally valid for the
BackUp CD.
8) The recording will be completed, and the DVD/CD–ROM will be left open to add further
sessions.
If you check the CD later, you will see that each time a DVD/CD BackUp is saved, a new
folder is created with the new pictures added. The name of the folder is always composed by
date and time.

4.3.7.2 Formatting DVD/CD-RW (rewritable) media.
If you need to format rewritable media you can press this button before you
start any recording. If „Quick format‟ option is checked the formatting action will
be faster, because disk only will be marked as empty, but it will not free the
disk space. For best performance it is better not to choose it.

4.3.8

Index Print

The Index print has different configurable appearances such as the amount of rows and
columns of images that will appear in the picture or the separation between them. You can
also choose whether, when printing out the copy, the images will be numbered from a specific
number, to have the numbering match that of the films.
Once the images have been obtained you can modify the levels of colour and make the Index
print at will. You also have to choose in which size the copy will be printed.
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4.3.8.1 Film Strip Index Print
Proceed as follows to make an Index Print from strips of film or slides:
1) First choose „Films‟ in the main screen of ClickPro and scan some images from film. Go to
the Browser screen.

2) Select images that you want to make Index Print and click this button. You
will automatically access the Index Print configuration screen.

D
F
E

A
Keyboard

G
F

B

C

3) As you are working with strips of film, it may be necessary to identify the reel associated
with the Index Print that is to be printed. To do so, complete the “A” space. This information
will be printed on the paper of the Index Print.
The miniatures can also be identified with the same number and letters as those that appear
on the films. To do so, write the number or letter of the first valid image of the film in section
“B”.
If the label of the strip of film begins with the letter A, it can also be selected in option “C”.
4) The number of Copies (E) can be increased and the print–out size chosen, and if you wish,
in which printer will be printed (F). You can decide if printers that print the request will be
paused when finishing, until the operator unlocks them (G), avoiding mixing of copies with
copies of another print request.
You can check how many sheets will be printed (D).
5) Press Yes (G) to print.
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4.3.8.2 General Index Print
Proceed as follows to make an Index Print from the Browser screen, if the images are not
coming from film:
1) Select images that you want to make Index Print and click this button. You
will automatically access the Index Print configuration screen.
2) The number of Copies (A) can be increased and the print–out size (B)
chosen, and if you wish, in which printer will be printed.
3) You can decide if printers that print the request will be paused when finishing (C), until the
operator unlocks them in then print management module, avoiding the copies to be mixed
with copies of another print request.
4) Press Yes (D) to print.

A

B
C

D

4.3.9

Explorer

You can navigate through subfolders of WorkFolder by clicking this icon.
If you access in ‟DVD/CD–Rom‟ mode you can also browse any folder on the
drive with this tool.
You can also view a miniature of the image selected if the „Preview‟ option is
checked. Sometimes, due to the different types of images the machine may
read, the process of reading a miniature may be slow due to the actual characteristics of the
image, and above all when reading from a DVD/CD–ROM. Therefore, the loading of a
miniature can be interrupted by pressing the image or the “Preview” option.
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4.3.10 Adjustments
You can modify the appearance of the pictures from the Browser screen using the
“Adjustments” option. This function allows you to modify the brightness of image, its contrast,
saturation, RGB colour balance, sharpness, adjust the histogram manually or automatically as
well as apply „Sepia‟ and „Black and White‟ effects. You can also automatically apply the
changes made to an image to all those in the Browser or those which are selected in it.
You can have greater control of the adjustment process thanks to the view of the original
image on the left and the modified one on the right.
Click this icon In order to retrieve the original image. You will lose all changes
made until that moment.

Click this button to undo the last action on the image on the left: you can undo up
to 20 actions.

Different tools will appear on the bottom of the adjustments screen. To change between these
tools click on the icons that appear on the right side of the screen. When you change to
another tool you validate the changes you have made (if any).
Adjust can work in “classical mode” (by default) and “sequential mode”, that are configurable
from settings. With sequential mode, you can adjust all previously selected images
sequentially in the browser, otherwise, you can only adjust one image each time you access
the adjust screen.
The operation mode is the same, but two additional buttons (A & B) appear at the top of the
screen, this allows you to navigate between selected images.
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A

B

Once you have the first image adjusted, you only have to push the “Next” button (B), and
automatically a form to validate or discard the changes will appear and you will navigate to
the next image selected. You will also be asked if you want to apply the same saving options
in all images, in order to speed up adjustments (see section 4.3.8.5). To go back to a previous
image, press “Back” button (A).
Click the OK button to exit the Adjustments screen. The same form to validate or discard the
changes of the current image will appear.

4.3.10.1

General Adjustments

This section on adjustments is for changing the following parameters very quickly:
The three buttons on the left correspond to the colour balance of the Cyan, Magenta and
Yellow channels, or the equivalents Red, Green and Blue, in that order. The three buttons on
the right correspond to the balance of Brightness, Contrast and Saturation.
There is one group of plus and minus buttons for each kind of adjustment.
To change one of these values, click on it and it will be selected. Then, click plus or minus
buttons on the right of the selected button to increase / decrease the adjustment of the value.
Note that one plus click increases on 50 and one minus click decreases on 25 (except
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Saturation, that increases 100 and decreases 50 because the changes are less perceptible).
This kind of functionality allows you to correct an image very quickly.
If you want to increase or decrease the values more accurately, you can keep plus or minus
key down and then, the values will increase or decrease slowly. On the other hand, you can
enter the number that you want for each parameter manually for perfect accuracy.

4.3.10.2

Histogram Adjustment

Click the Histogram button show the histogram tools.

What is the histogram?
Basically, it provides information on the distribution of the levels of intensity (light) in the whole
image. This can be highly useful in analysing and enhancing an image that seems to be flat or
rather “undynamic”. This is a very common problem in many digital cameras on the market,
as well as in scanners, although the latter tend to have built–in automatic image enhancement
tools when they have been bought with the device.
In the histogram, the horizontal axis has 256 different values (0 to 255) which are really the
different values of intensity that a pixel or dot of the image may have.
The vertical axis indicates how many real pixels of the image analysed have the value of the
X axis. The example shows that around a brightness value of 50 (horizontal axis), there are
many pixels or points of the image (vertical axis). We are talking about an image that tends
towards dark values.

In the example, the pixels that have the lowest value are not at the top left, and the same
occurs with the highest values, but with the top right. This means that the whole dynamic
range offered by a digital image is not being leveraged, and not all the possible values are
being used.
In the following image the adjustment cursors have been moved manually towards the parts
of the graphic where information already appears. The effect is to afford the image greater
contrast or “depth”.
This tells the program that the “form” or information form has to begin practically at zero and
end practically at the value of 255, i.e. the horizontal axis is compressed so that in actual fact
the image increases its dynamic range.
Thus, all the pixels of the image are distributed towards new values up and down the
brightness axis, thus gaining pixels in dark values and pixels in light values.
Remember that images will practically always have thousands of pixels or dots, and the
lowest values of the vertical axis will not be seen.
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It will not always be necessary to adjust the cursors to such limits. Very often it will only be
necessary to get close enough to obtain a good result if you wish to avoid an image with
saturated or “burnt” brightness. To do so, look at the image all the time as you move the
cursors to control the effect of the expansion of the dynamics.
It is possible to adjust the middle point of the histogram, too. The middle point works like
“gamma”. It represents where the limit is between dark and bright values. Moving the middle
point means compressing one side and extending the other side. If you move it to left, you are
making the image brighter, because you are making the bright side bigger, and opposite
occurs moving middle point to right.

The Auto Histogram button can be used to move the cursors automatically to
adjust the dynamics of the image. It can work fine on most images, but usually
is necessary to readjust the three points manually to obtain the desired result.

4.3.10.3

Sepia, Black and White, Auto Colour, Sharpness

The remaining functions can be accessed in the “More...” section.

This button applies the “Sepia” effect to the picture selected. The image on the
left remains intact for the purpose of comparison.
The sepia adjustments can be changed if required. To do so check the option
“Change sepia values” to activate the control bars. These three bars will
change the balance between the red, green and blue channels to obtain the
sepia adjustment required.
If you wish to retrieve the default values, double–click each one of the three numbers of the
colour channels. For the new sepia values to take effect, the effect must first be applied to the
current image.
With this button the image edited is transformed into a „black and white‟
image. The image on the left remains intact for the purpose of comparison.

The Auto Colour button allows adjusting automatically the colour levels of the
image.
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This tool allows you to modify the sharpness level of the image more or less,
as required. For further details on the sharpness screen see section 4.3.8.4.

4.3.10.4

Sharpness
This allows you to modify the sharpness of the picture. Applying positive
values will sharpen the edges of the image. Applying negative values will
leave the image slightly out of focus, thereby removing small flaws.

Once you have chosen the sharpness value click the „Apply‟ button. Whenever you press
this button the original image is used. Successive sharpness actions are not accumulated.

The image can be moved to see the results better by using the Zoom and Move options.

4.3.10.5

Saving changes

When you save changes for one image and you decide not to modify but create a new one,
you can choose the output format file between TIF, BMP, PSD (these ones with maximum
quality) and JPG (high quality and low compression). This is also valid in Decoration and
Retouch screens.
The default name for the new file is the same as original plus an added number.
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Only in Adjustments screen and
when you are in “Sequential
mode” the button “Cancel”
appears in “Save Image”
options. This button allows you
to hide the save image screen
without doing anything. “Yes”
accept changes, which are
applied according the chosen
options, and “No” does not do
anything, but performs the
action you have chosen, like
navigate to previous or next
image,
or
to
exit
the
Adjustments screen.

4.3.11 Retouch
The function of this application is to modify the format and the content of any
image by selecting it on the Browser screen and clicking the 'Retouch' button.

This tool features the following functions:
You can increase or reduce image size to work close–up. Once this action is
active you can modify the level of zoom by clicking directly on the image as
shown by the cursor icon when moved over it. The left mouse button
increases the level of zoom, and the right button reduces it.
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This function allows you to move across the image when it is bigger than the
display area by clicking on a point and moving it to its new location.

Click this icon to save a temporary copy of the image being retouched, so that it
can be recovered later.
The 'Restore' function‟ allows you to recover the saved temporary image by
clicking the button.

Click this button to discard the last change made with any tool.

Click on this button to recover the image with the appearance it had before
accessing this screen.

Press this button to print the image.

The buttons Shift, Ctrl and Alt which can be seen middle right of the screen, have different
functions depending on the action activated.

4.3.11.1

Cropping
This function allows you to redefine the size format of the image without
distorting it, optimising the size of the image, or making it possible to define it
manually using a box, maintaining the proportions if you wish.

You can choose from three picture sizes. This means that when you
create a box inside the image it will take on the proportions of the
size.
You can choose predefined sizes or select Other sizes with option
[ ? x ? ].
You can also create a box that optimises size simply by double–
clicking any of the size buttons.

Once you have defined the box you can move it over the image and make it bigger
or smaller. When the appearance is right, click „Apply‟ to validate the size format.

4.3.11.2

Red Eyes
This function eliminates the so–called “Red Eyes” effect.
To use the tool, click on the eye with this defect. You will see a circle that can
match more or less with the size of the eye. This is the region where the red
correction appears.
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Use these buttons to make the circle bigger or smaller according to the size
of the red zone. You can move the circle to fit better by dragging and
dropping it.
Finally, use this bar to adjust correction if you don‟t have good
results by default, and repeat the process for every red eye.

4.3.11.3

Cloning
Its job is to copy regions of an image from one
strokes.

place to another in diffuse

To do this you can choose between different brush sizes and
thickness.
Mark the starting point on the image and paint in the area where
you wish to copy the image.

This tool has different options:
– By pressing ALT during cloning you can select a new starting point by clicking on the
image.
– By pressing CTRL (Control) the starting point will not change position during cloning.
– By pressing SHIFT you can redefine the distance between the starting point and the target
point.
– You will see that if you press the shift key on the keyboard (without clicking any mouse
button) while the pointer is moving the starting cursor will remain fixed and the target cursor
will move. If you release the shift key and start to clone (by clicking the left mouse button), the
source–target distance will be the new one.

4.3.11.4

Paint
This function allows you to paint soft lines of colour on the image.

You can select the drawing colour using the „Dropper‟ (or
by pressing Alt) and clicking directly on a colour on the
image, or double–clicking the colour boxes and then
choosing one from the palette.

You can also choose between different Brush thickness
(transparency) and sizes.
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Filling
This tool selects a region for filling it with a given colour by clicking the „Apply‟
button.
There are two modes for selecting a region:
– Free hand: on the screen it is the button with a drawing of a
hand. You can create a closed shape by free hand. You can
choose between an uneven, square or oval outline depending
on the active selection.
– Magic wand: you need to choose a degree of colour
tolerance and then select a colour of the image. All the
contiguous pixels of the same or a similar colour will be
selected.
You can also add new regions to the current one by pressing
the Shift key on the keyboard while you draw the new area, or
eliminate part of the region created using the ctrl key.

4.3.12 Decoration
This tool allows you to add images, texts and motifs with transparencies,
chroma key effect, as well as placing picture on a background or insert it into a
frame or calendar. This screen works with the images as if they were objects
that can be moved over the main image, size and proportions can be changed
and merged with the background.
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This tool has common actions regardless of the mode you are working in:
To insert text, click on this button and then define a box on the image at the
place where you want the text to be. You can then write the contents. To do
so, click the on–screen keyboard button).
Text style is user–configurable, as can be seen in the image: you can change
the font or typeface, size, mode (normal, bold, italic) as well as the colour of
the text simply by clicking on the colour box. It is possible to write multi-line text, combine text
styles, text alignment, and aligning objects to a grid, as well as doing up to 20 undo actions.

With these panels we can choose the style and
define the text alignment.

You can press Ctrl Key on the keyboard or use this button if you want clip arts not
to respect aspect ratio.
Checking the “Grid” Check-box the objects will move through a virtual grid, in
order to be aligned easily.

If you have selected an object other than a text, this function opens a dialogue
box where you can select a fusion mask and the degree of transition, and
combine, in soft fashion, the image selected on the background.

When you have an object selected, this function rotates it 30º clockwise.

Click this button to eliminate the object or objects selected

The „Undo‟ function discards the latest 20 changes made to the image

Click on this button to recover the image with the appearance it had before
accessing this screen

The objects may be selected either by clicking or creating a window on the image, with the
objects inside it selected.
The „Decoration‟ tool allows you to work in different modes depending on the
actions you wish to carry out. The change between any of these modes will
fuse the objects you were working with and the background image into a single
image. To insert an object drag it to the image.
Backgrounds. The image you are working with becomes an object that will
float on the background selected in the list. You can combine both objects with a soft
transition between the two images.
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Motifs. In this mode there are different motifs or decorative figures to choose
from with the common characteristic of having a plain background colour,
which allows you to have transparent outline figures
.

Calendars. On accessing this mode, the calendar that is selected will be
placed on the image, which can be seen through a transparent area.
Moreover, you can modify the size and position of the picture on the calendar
(See section 4.3.12.2).

Frames. If you choose this mode you can select a frame that will be added to
the picture, and you can adjust the position and size of the image inside it (See
section 4.3.12.2).

Chroma Key. Choosing this mode will allow you to change the blue or green
background of special prepared images with CLICK backgrounds or other
prepared images (chroma key technique). (See section 4.3.12.3 for more
information).

Image browser. It shows a list of the images contained in the work folder so
that they can be inserted as objects.

It is possible to filter the images which follow the Mitsubishi naming conventions. You can
filter by Theme, Format, Year, Language, Annual/Monthly and Month (year, language,
Annual/Monthly and Month, are only available for Calendars). It is possible to accumulate the
filters.
In this way, you can view only “wedding” frames or calendars, or “2005” and “Format A”
Calendars. To do this, you can choose the filters you prefer in the drop-down lists. If the files
are not filterable, only the “All” option will appear in the lists. to show all pictures.
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To select the Calendar Type as “Monthly”, will be available the months list and will be
possible filter by the selected month. Only will display the month selected.
To select the Calendar Type as “Annual”, the months list will be disable and only will can
show the annual calendars (12 months).
It‟s also possible to filter by calendar orientation. It possible to select between the values
portrait and landscape orientation according to the desired calendar.
In the calendars mode, is will saved the last configuration selected in the filters. In this way, it
will be easier to create calendars of 12 months. This configuration will be saved meanwhile
the DPSClick application is executing and will be deleted when the machine gets shutdown or
DPSClick software gets closed.
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Fusion

When you press this button to apply the fusion effect on an object on the
„Decoration‟ screen, the fusion configuration dialogue box will appear. Here
you can define its degree and choose a mask or create it again.
To apply the fusion effect you must define the degree of fusion and select a
mask from the list of available masks. There are also other options:
You can create new masks to add to the list of available masks. After clicking
this button you can draw a region on the image.
During the region drawing process, new regions can be added to the current
one by pressing the Shift key on the keyboard as you draw the new area, or
you can delete part of the region created using the ctrl key.

This button transforms the region defined on the image into a new mask, which
must be named.

Press this button to delete created marks.

If you accept without saving the mask, the latter will be applied, although it will not
be saved for future applications.
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Calendars and Frames

The frame or calendar selected will appear on the picture that is being decorated in a preview
screen.
You can adjust the position of the image with the following tools:

You can increase and reduce size of the picture, adjusting it to the
transparent region of the frame or calendar.

Press the arrows to move the area behind the frame or calendar.

Clicking on these icons will rotate the image to fit it squarely into
the frame or calendar.

Once adjusted, you only have to press OK to return to the main Decoration screen.
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Chroma Key

Chroma key mode will allow you to process images with chroma key technique. Chroma key
images have a special blue or green background that will be substituted by post processing.
It is absolutely important to configure the background colour through chroma key
settings before trying to apply chroma key in Decoration screen. Refer chapter 4.9.12 to
configure a preset for your chroma key images. Once you have configured your preset in
settings screen, you will be able to apply the correct processing in Decoration.

When you press Chroma Key button CLICK Backgrounds will be shown on the
Image Panel.

Under the image panel appear 3 controls:
Threshold: this is the threshold or tolerance for the chroma key configured colour. Less
tolerance will affect to colours near to configured chroma key colour, and more tolerance will
affect to colours that are farther. Normally values around 0.2 should work great.
Feather: This is the feather amount along the edges of the chroma key tolerance or
threshold. A higher value in feather will result in smoothed edges. Usually we do not
recommend values lower than 5.
Edge reduction: sometimes image edges have a green or chroma colour halo. The higher is
the edge reduction value, the more reduced is this effect, but it can produce some artifacts
and undesired effects in high values. It is not recommended using values bigger than 2 or 3.
These values have to be adjusted depending on the image to process. Normally you will find
some values that will work for your configuration. Then you can go to Settings to modify the
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values in a preset in order to have the values pre-configured when you enter the Decoration
screen.
Modified Threshold, feather and edge reduction values will only be saved during the current
session. So, if you have found some values which work great, annotate them and go to
chroma settings screen (chapter 4.9.12) and modify the selected preset with the new values.
To apply a background to a chroma key
image just drag it from the image panel
on the right side and drop it over the
image on the left. Background image will
be applied. To apply another background,
repeat the process without changing the
Decoration working mode. Changing
Decoration working mode after applying a
background, will fix this background image
and if you return to chroma key mode you
will need to undo actions or restore image
in order to be able to apply chroma key
processing again.
After applying a background the image will
look like the picture.
Chroma key processing have some limitations and will not work perfectly with reflections and
some fine details, but it works great with general purpose images.

4.3.13 Multiple printing (Multiprint)

1

3
6

7

2

4

4

8
5

1: Fitting area rotation.
4: Save printing area (composition).
7: Browse.

2: Choose layout.
5: Print.
8: Back.

3: Paper size select.
6: View image.
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This screen is used to configure the print sheet on the basis of the combination of several
pictures. Different types of layouts can be chosen depending on the size format chosen. You
can also adjust the fit of a picture in the print area: this is very useful if you wish to print the
whole image instead of bleed printing and losing part of it.
Choose a picture, drag it to the adjustments box or press the transfer button, modify its size
and position and transfer the image to one or several positions of the layout. You can also
drag the picture directly to the layout if a perfect fit is not necessary.
If an image has already been inserted you can adjust the fit by dragging it to the adjust region.
When placed on the adjustment box the images are rotated in a default direction which can
be varied, see (1) on the example image.

Zoom: This tool allows you to modify the portion of image that will be displayed in
the layout, increasing or reducing its size, but without modifying its proportions.

Move: It moves the picture in the box that will later be part of the layout.

Transfer: It copies the image selected on Image Panel to the Adjustment Area.

Transfer: It copies the contents of the adjustment box to one of the boxes of the
layout or to all of them if thus specified, activating the „Transfer to all„Option. To
select certain composition boxes, check with the pointer while holding down the
Ctrl key on the keyboard.
Layouts: Use this option to choose between different
modes to compose the pictures. Each size format has its
own layouts.

Formats: You can choose from the three pre–defined sizes.
Each one of these will allow you to choose between different
types of combinations of pictures.
Format “Others” allows you to choose other sizes available

Print: It will print the layout using Print tool dialogue box, where you can select
the number of copies to be printed.
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Save printing composition: With this button, it is possible to save the printing
composition for future use. It is useful for “Academy” printings.

Browser: With this button it is possible to choose the folder where the Image
Panel reads the images from.

Preview: Use this button to preview the selected image on a full screen.

4.3.13.1

How to make “Academy” compositions

You can compose your own “Academy” pictures in Multiprint.

You should choose the
20x25 paper size and look
for “Academy” in Layouts.
In Layout Area, select the
background in red.
Now you can drag in the
background of the Layout
Area a picture you have
prepared previously. You
can search for it using the
Browser button.
Drag each picture to the
desired position. If you want,
you
can
save
the
composition and recover it
later to continue working
with it.
It is possible to delete each image inserted in compositions, including the background of
Academy. To do this you have to right click with the mouse on the image, and select the
option desired from the pop-up menu.

4.3.14 Carrousel
Carrousel allows you to preview images from a Work Directory subfolder, for a
social event or similar. It is possible to preview images in a secondary screen
or projector (if available). Carrousel makes a Slide-Show of the images that
you want, showing the number that every image has in the Browser.

To activate Carrousel in a folder, just click the icon in the Browser. Once the warning is
confirmed, the folder will become the Carrousel Folder and the following screen will appear:
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If you launch Carrousel from the Browser, the working path will be set automatically. You can
select a Background Image that will be shown at the beginning of the slide-show. This image
can be taken from any source (digital camera card, CD-ROM, etc).
It is possible to select the background colour, the font, colour, and shadow colour for the
image number, the interval between images, and fading time (in seconds).
It is possible to select the desired language and to select the target screen of the Carrousel.
Click Play to start the carrousel. Carrousel Settings will hide, and the slide-show will start to
target screen. Carrousel work in the background and, while one screen is sliding the
configured images, the operator can continue working on the other screen. To maximize
carrousel settings again use the Ctrl + Shift + S Keys combination, or click the top region of
the screen where carrousel is being shown. You can pause or stop carrousel, too. It is also
possible to hide Carrousel when you want by clicking the button “Hide”. To Close Carrousel,
just click “Exit” button.
In order to have better access to Carrousel, a Shortcut icon is placed on the
Application Bar. Click the icon to maximize Carrousel settings.
The led of the icon only shows two states: Blue if it is not working, and green if it
is working.
Note that it is not possible to launch Carrousel from Work Folder root, this is because when
you launch Carrousel in a folder, that folder automatically converts as a Carrousel folder, and
takes a different path to perform actions with the images stored.
When you launch a folder “as a Carrousel” for the first time, images in Carrousel will maintain
the same order that they had, but every image will always preserve his position (and its
number) That means that when you export to this folder, new images will be added at the end
of previous images. In addition, if you retouch an image and save to a new one, it always will
be added at the end. On the other hand, if you delete an image, it will only be marked as a
“Deleted Image”. It will disappear, but the position of that image will never be replaced by
another one.
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Example utilization:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

Read an Image Source (By Digital Camera Processing, DVD, etc.)
Select in Browser images that you want for Carrousel.
Click Export.
th
Create a folder with the name of the event (Example: “Wedding October 10 ”)
Export images to that folder.
In Browser click “Browse” and open the created folder.
Click Carrousel button.
Configure Carrousel settings if you want (i.e. select target screen)
Click Play and continue working.
Read an Image Source again.
Select in Browser images that you want to add to Carrousel.
Click Export
Select the Carrousel folder that you have created.
Click Ok. The images will be added at the end of your carrousel folder.

4.4

Digital camera, DVD/CD and mobile processing
This application has everything you need to print, quickly and easily, pictures
taken with any digital camera using standard market formats. You can view the
images comfortably and apply all kind of modifications that ClickPro offers.

4.4.1 Images from a digital camera card.
Proceed as follows when a customer delivers images taken with a digital camera with a digital
card (CompactFlash, SmartMedia, MemoryStick, etc.).

Digital Camera
Processing

Proceed as follows.
1)

On the main screen, choose the digital camera option.

2)
You will be prompted to insert the digital card: CompactFlash, MemoryStick, etc. Insert
the card before clicking OK.
3)

OK the message.
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4)
You will then be prompted to load all the images from the device or only some. This
option is useful when you know that there are a lot of images on the input device or if they are
large and you want to avoid a long loading time.
5)
If you select all images, a loading process with a progress bar will begin immediately,
and once the process is complete the browser screen will appear and display the images
loaded.
6)
If you only wish to select a few images the Selection screen will appear. To learn how it
works see section 4.1.2.
7)
Once the loading process is complete, be it all or some of the images, the user will be
prompted to remove the digital card. It is important to do this to guarantee the security and
integrity of the customer's data. Images from digital cards are copied temporarily to memory
to work safely with them. On returning to the main screen of the program they are
automatically deleted from memory. The only way to keep them on the machine (with the
customer's permission) would be to export them first.
8)
When the user accepts the message to remove the card, the Browser screen will
appear.
9)
Depending on the type of images being loaded, all the miniatures will be displayed or
else a slower one–by–one loading process will take place. This is due to the characteristics of
the original images and not the CLICK Pro system.
10) The images loaded are distributed in different pages of the main panel of the Browser
screen. The name of the pictures is the original one or a new one depending on the settings
of ClickPro software. Please see „Other‟ section in „Click Pro Configuration‟ chapter of this
manual.
11) You do not need to complete the miniature loading process on a page if you do not want
to. This process can be interrupted by clicking the pause button at the right of the image
panel. This may be useful to access the next page directly if each page is taking a long time
to load. When you go back to the pages the loading process will restart from where it was
interrupted.
12) Once the image loading process is complete you can select one and examine it with the
Preview button (see section 4.3.1 of the manual), return to the Browser screen and click the
print button, for example.

The following menu will appear, where you can change the number of copies per image to be
printed, the size (in the example it is 10x15cm) and the optimisation of the printer for colour or
Black and White / Sepia.
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On clicking OK the jobs will be placed on the spooler.
Other possible actions include clicking the Adjustments button to adjust the brightness or the
colour of the image (see section 4.3.8 of the manual) and return to the Adjustments screen to
print the adjusted image. You can also choose whether to select several images at once and
click the print button, or else press the Index Print button.

Index Print: Once the parameters have been set on the Configuration screen
this tool creates index prints using the miniatures of the pictures selected. This
may be useful for the customer to know which images he has recorded on the
digital card, for example.

4.4.2 Images from a DVD/ CD–ROM.
Proceed as follows when a customer delivers images taken with a digital camera and saved
to a DVD/CD–ROM.

1)

Choose the DVD/CD Processing on the main screen.

DVD/CD
Processing

The DVD/CD drive tray will be opened automatically, and you will be prompted to insert the
disk. Insert it and click “Yes”. The DVD/CD drive tray will close and reading will start.
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2)
If the inserted disk is a Sublime CD, the HighRes path, where images in their original
format are located, will be loaded automatically. In this case, go to point 5).
3)
If the inserted disk is of another type, the Selection screen will appear. To learn how this
works see section 4.1.2 of the manual.
4)

Once the loading process is complete, the Browser screen will appear.

5)
Depending on the type of images being loaded, all the miniatures will be displayed or
else a slower one–by–one loading process will take place. This is due to the characteristics of
the original images and not the CLICK Pro system.
6)
The images loaded are distributed in different pages of the main panel of the Browser
screen.
7)
You do not need to complete the miniature loading process on a page if you do not want
to. This process can be interrupted by clicking the pause button to the right of the image
panel. This may be useful to access the next page directly if each page is taking a long time
to load. When you go back to the pages the loading process will restart from where it was
interrupted.
8)
Once the image loading process is complete, you can select one and examine it with
the Preview button (see section 4.3.1), return to the Browser screen and click the print button,
for example.
The Printing menu will appear (see previous section 4.4.1), where you can change the
number of copies per image to be printed, the format (in the example it is 10x15cm) and the
optimisation of the printer for colour or Black and White / Sepia.
On clicking OK the jobs will be placed on the spooler.

4.4.2.1 Management of big images
Some customers are going to photo shops with DVD/CD-ROM with big image files with big
resolutions (each file 100Mb, for example).
Once the file has loaded it is very hard to adjust the colours or decorate the image. As the
maximum resolution needed for CP3020 is 25Mb, you can reduce those big files to 30Mb if
you want. You will be warned of the big resolution because this is marked in yellow in the
information bar of Browser screen.

If you double click over this information, you will be asked if you are sure you want to reduce
image size:
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If you accept, the reduction process will start.

Now you can check that image resolution has been reduced in order to work with it properly,
but with enough quality for the printers.

If a customer has more than one file greater than 50 or 60Mb saved on a CD there is a trick
you can use to work faster with these files:
Start loading the files from CD as usual, but when you see the first image is loading, press the
pause button. Double click in the background to select all empty boxes, and export them to
the hard disk. After this, the loading progress starts again but you can cancel it. Go back and
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enter through Work folder option in sources screen. Search for the folder where you copied
the files and load them now from there.

4.4.3 SublimeCD images in CLICK Pro
To access the images of a SublimeCD from CLICK Pro (for second copies, for example)
access DVD/CD Processing from the main screen.
CLICK Pro detects SublimeCD‟s and loads the HighRes folder of the CD automatically.

4.4.4 Images from Bluetooth devices
Proceed as follows when a customer delivers images taken with a Bluetooth device.

Mobile

1)

First of all, in the main screen, choose the Mobile option.

2)
Now you are prompted to search in the Bluetooth device of the customer any new
Bluetooth device called “CLICKPRO” (by default) or the name that was previously set in
CLICK Pro “Sources” tab of Settings screen, in Bluetooth ID text box. CLICK Pro system is
now waiting for any images sent from the Bluetooth device of the customer.
IMPORTANT NOTE:
If you are requested to enter a password in your mobile phone, please use „0000‟ (four zeros).
3)
Once you have detected CLICK Pro system in the Bluetooth device of the customer and
sent any image to it, CLICK Pro will warn you about new received images.
4)
When all images are sent, you can accept and all the images will be loaded in the
Browser screen automatically.
5)

4.5

Refer to section 4.4.2 if you want to print these images.

Photo ID

This tool allows you to make ID/passport–type pictures from a digital camera.
Click this button on the main screen to start the process for Photo IDs.
The next section describes the steps to be followed.
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4.5.1 Compose a Photo ID using a memory card.
1)
The user of the equipment must take the picture of the customer using a digital
camera that uses one of the digital storage devices compatible with the equipment:
CompactFlash, Smartmedia, MemoryStick, SD card, etc. The camera can be in landscape or
portrait position, as preferred, although if it is portrait then the same orientation to configure
CLICK Pro for Photo ID should be used in order to guarantee that work ia as efficient as
possible.
2)

Once the pictures have been taken, switch off the camera and remove the card.

3)
Click the Photo ID button on the main screen of CLICK Pro and insert the card when
prompted by the program. It is important to remember that the equipment can only have one
type of digital card inserted at once. If, for example, a Compact Flash and a SmartMedia card
are inserted at the same time, it is not possible to guarantee which one will be used to enter
the images.
4)
On clicking the OK button after inserting the card, the images will be copied
automatically to the memory of the equipment.
5)
Once this process is complete the user will be prompted to remove the card from the
CLICK Pro reader.
6)

After accepting this step the Photo ID screen will appear.

7)
Choose the composition you wish to work with (up to 6 compositions can be
configured). On clicking one of them, you will notice the change of format in the Adjustment
Area (B) and also in the Layout Area (I).

A
B
I
J
C
K
D

L

E

M

F

N

G
H

A: Image Panel B: Adjustment Area C: Adjustment tools: Zoom, movement and rotation D:
Rotation mode E: Display on preview screen F: Preview G: Delete Picture H: Back to main
screen I: Composition area J: Adjust K: Automatic background change L: Pre-defined
layouts M: Convert to Black & White N: Print
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8)
On the left-hand side of the screen we find the Image Panel (A). The images are
transferred from there towards the Adjustment Area (center) using the Transfer button. (It is
also possible drag and drop it, also to the Layout Area directly), although the format to be
adjusted must be known before doing so. To do so click the picture size format to be adjusted
on the Layout Area. This is necessary because the different formats (Photo ID, passport,
wallet...) do not have the same proportion.
9)
Once an image has been transferred to the Adjustment Area, its size and position
can be modified to fit it into the compulsory area.
The adjustments area box shows a dotted line that will be used in the Photo ID format to
adjust the size of the customer‟s face inside the area.
When dragging a landscaped format picture (as it comes from the digital camera) to the
adjustment area and this area has portrait format (it is higher than it is wide), the image is
automatically rotated. Nevertheless, this pre–configuration can be varied, and you can pre–
define the direction of rotation you prefer (see “Fitting Area” in the example image).
10)
Once you have adjusted the fit of the image, it can be transferred to one or several
positions of the layout (by clicking the Transfer button or by dragging the adjusted picture to
the frame of the layout). If you check the label “Transfer to all” the adjusted image will be
copied to all the boxes of the Layout part.
If the image is not properly centred in the layout box, the box will be checked, the original
image will be re-transferred from the Image Panel to the Adjustment Area (you will see how
the appearance ratio changes automatically to match the new box) and will be readjusted.
11)
Once the layout has been prepared click the print–out button (I). Proceed as in the
sections on print–out of sections 4.4.1 or 4.4.2 of the manual.
12)
It is possible to adjust ID Photo images. Transfer an image to the Adjustment Area and
Click (J). The image will be loaded on the adjustments screen (see section 4.3.8). In any
case, the edited picture cannot be saved. Adjustments will only be applied to the ID Photo
image.
13)
It is also possible to automatically change the background colour of a ID Photo image.
This background must be single-coloured and contrast with the image of the person.
Background colour can be changed by pressing (K). Pressing again the area on which the
colour change is applied grows. This option may produce undesirable effects on pictures with
no single-coloured background. The Background colour and other parameters may be
configured using the CLICK configuration screen described later on.
Configuration: The program's main Settings screen (start screen) allows you to choose the
six layout formats that can be chosen and which one will be selected by default.

Zoom: This tool allows you to modify the portion of image that will be
displayed in the layout, increasing or reducing its size, but without modifying its
proportions.

Move: It moves the picture in the box that will later be part of the layout.

Rotation: rotates the image rightening posible head movements.
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Transfer (left panel): It copies the image selected on Image Panel to the
Adjustment Area.

Transfer (central panel): It copies the contents of the adjustment box to one of
the boxes of the layout or to all of them if thus specified, activating the „Transfer to
all„ option. To select certain layout boxes check them with the pointer. Frames
selected will be marked in red.

Layouts: You can choose between 6 layouts defined beforehand in
the Settings screen.

Black & White: if this option is checked, any image sent to the
Adjustment Area or Layout Area is converted to Black&White.
Preview screen: With this buttons pictures selected on the
Image Panel or those entering from the digital camera can
be previewed (see 4.5.2. Compose a Photo ID using Hot
Folder). The aim is to show the pictures to the customer, so
that he/ she can choose one without having to enter the
backroom of the shop nor looking on the central screen.
To use this function a double VGA output (or an additional VGA card) and an additional
monitor are necessary. Otherwise the buttons remain deactivated.
The “Preview Screen” button initializes this screen, where the two last selected (or taken)
pictures are displayed.
The buttons “Lock preview images” lock the
Picture on the right or on the left, allowing
the customer to compare them with new
appearing images.
If the screen is not deactivated, when you
exit ID Photo a background Picture is
shown. It can be selected on the CLICK Pro
configuration screen. This makes it possible
to show any possible information on the
preview screen. When you enter ID Photo
again, the background disappears and the
screen is ready to receive images.

Print: It will print the layout using Print tool dialogue box, where you can select
the number of copies to be printed.
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4.5.2 Compose a Photo ID using Hot folder.
When working with wireless cameras or cameras attached through cable to IT5000, its
necessary to set „Hot folder‟ mode for Photo ID at Settings of ClickPro. Please check Click
Pro Configuration section of this manual.
Each time a picture is taken, it should appear automatically in the Image Panel. Operation
should be proceeded from point 7 of previous section.

4.5.3 Compose a Photo ID using a DIS900D Digital Camera.
1)
First of all, the user must check that the DIS900D camera is connected to CLICK Pro
system through USB port and set up in DPS mode (refer to DIS900D operation manual).
Besides, DIS900 mode must be checked in Settings screen of CLICK Pro, in the PhotoID tab.
2)
Click the Photo ID button on the main screen of CLICK Pro. After this, the Photo ID
screen will appear.
3)
Once the picture has been taken pressing DIS900D Shot button, press DIS900D print
button.
4)
When the “Sending image” message appears on DIS900D LCD screen, you should
see how automatically the image appears in the image panel and it is also composed inside
layout area.
5)

4.6

Refer to Section 4.5.1) to go on with ID composition process.

Copy to copy
This tool is designed to obtain, quickly and easily, copy to copy and
enlargements of pictures that have already been processed on, by taking
images from a flatbed scanner.
The flatbed scanner must be set up first, and while you may have different
scanners installed, you can only have one selected. This should be specified in
the „Settings‟ screen.

Once the images have been scanned or the digital storage device where pictures are located
has been selected, you will access the „Browser‟ screen, where all the tools are available.
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4.6.1 Scanning
4.6.1.1 Basic Mode

This screen provides a quick and simple way of obtaining pictures from a flatbed scanner.
If you access with the Advanced mode deactivated (see section 4.10.3 of the manual), the
following options will be offered:

Preview: It displays a preview box with a low–res image of a DIN–A4 size
scanning area.

Scan: This obtains the image through the scanner and adds it to the work
folder. The „Browser‟ screen is then accessed.

Sizes: There are different output size formats for Print out: 10x15, 13x18, 15x23
and Other sizes. The image is thus prepared proportionally to the hard copy to be
obtained. All formats are scalable and can be moved over the preview surface.
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Switch between horizontal or vertical area.

4.6.1.2 Advanced Mode
For all approved film scanners and flatbed scanners for CLICK Pro configured in Advanced
Mode the equipment will not work with the previous options, as the scanner manufacturer's
application will be activated. This provides greater control over scanning parameters, albeit
reducing ease of use. See the manufacturer's manual for instructions on how to use the
scanner.
Once you have scanned the image in Advanced Mode it will appear in the „Browser‟ screen.
IMPORTANT NOTE: CLICK Pro is Twain compatible, to run in both Basic and Advanced
modes, but it depends on the scanner software TWAIN implementation.

WARNING: THE MANUFACTURER CANNOT BE HELD
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE OPERATION OF THE EQUIPMENT IN
CASE OF THE INSTALLATION OF A SCANNER THAT IS NOT IN
THE LIST OF APPROVED OR TESTED SCANNERS.

4.7

Films
This utility allows you to make a batch scanning of full or cut film strips and
slides, mainly to make an Index Print for fast and simple access later.
It is based on rapid processing, but it also allows you to work with the images
later, print them separately or record a DVD/CD–ROM with them, depending
on the scanner.

On settings, you can configure a film scanner in advanced mode. It will then work like a
flatbed scanner in advanced mode, with Twain interface or directly with the executable
program.
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4.7.1 Pakon™ Film scanners (F135 & F235)

Pakon™ F135 and F235 are full integrated in CLICK Pro. This means you do not need to run
any kind of external software to use these film scanners.
The screen that appears when using Pakon™ scanners consists of a browser-based
interface. The biggest part of the screen will be used to show the thumbnails of the scanned
photographs. On the bottom you will find the buttons necessary to operate with the scanner.
F135 and F235 Pakon™ scanners work identically. The only difference in CLICK Pro
interface between the two scanners is the resolution and colour modes.
When you enter Pakon screen, the first action that occurs is scanner initialisation. If there are
any problem during initialisation, the scanner will not work.

Click this icon to scan. It shows a form where you can choose the scan
options.
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Frames per strip:
Full roll: Use this if you want to scan a full roll of images.
4, 5, and 6: chose one of them if you have strips of 4, 5 or 6 images, respectively.
Resolution:
Base 4: use this to print up to L size.
Base 8: use this to print up to W size.
Base 16: use this to print up to A4 size (F235 only).
Colour:
Negative: check this to scan negative films.
Positive: use this to scan positive films (F235 only).
B&W: use this to scan Black and White films (F235 only).
Other:
Scratch Removal: check this to enable Digital Ice™ scratch removal technology when
scanning. Enabling this, the scanning time will increase.
Lamp Warming: if you want to obtain the optimum quality you have to check this. Be careful
with F235, because its lamp warming can take a very long time, in order to obtain the best
results.
Once you have chosen the options, click OK to start the scanning process.

A progress bar like this appears when
scanner is performing an action. Above,
a message you must heed is shown.
When the scanning process starts, wait
while the scanner is calibrating or
warming up.

Do not insert the film into the scanner
until this prompt appears

At this point you can insert the film into
the scanner. If you insert a full roll, you
may want to wait for the scan to finish,
but it is possible to cancel the process
when you wish, by pressing the Cancel
button next to the progress bar. You will
only obtain the images scanned.
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If you have chosen scanning strips, you can insert them sequentially. Every time you have a
strip scanned, the progress bar will increase a step. To finish scanning strips, press the
Cancel button or wait for scanning to time-out.
It is possible that during the scan process you were warned with a message like this:
You can choose not show the message again (only for warning messages).
To hide message, press the OK button.
This message warns you that you have inserted the film with the emulsion down. This means
that you will obtain the scanned pictures mirrored, and the quality will be lower. In order to
obtain the best results, cancel scan and insert the film again in the correct position.
There are these other quality warnings:
Film tail first: means that you have inserted the film starting with the tail, and it is possible that
the picture numbers were recognized incorrectly.
Lens/Light bar cleaning required: means that you have dirty parts of your scanner, which can
affect the results. See the user guide or contact your dealer to find out how to clean the
scanner.
After scanning, the thumbnails of the images will appear in the Pakon browser:

If the film has been retained in the scanner, you can expel it by
moving back or forward, using these control buttons. Do not
leave a film in the scanner, because you will be warned to have
film in guides the next time you want to scan.

With this button you can view all the Pakon messages showed in this session.
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To definitively save the images you want, select them on browser and click this
button.
This dialog will appear in order to choose where you want your images to be
saved.

Delete or create folders in the
Pakon folder by using these
buttons:

The Pakon folder is a child of the
Working Directory, so you can
access it from browser screen.

You can also choose the output
format: JPG at maximum quality, BMP or TIF.
Click OK and your pictures will be saved. To follow the CLICK Pro browser where you can
print, make index print, adjust, and so on will appear.
Please, read Pakon™ users guide to find more information on limitations and more
specifications on Pakon scanners.

4.8

Events
This option allows you to start or continue an event.
The first time it is entered in event option an empty browser is shown.
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If an event already exists the browser will show the event‟s pictures.
A

A Indicates the event work mode
The event system is based on a base folder called event base folder which holds all pictures
about the current event.
In case there are pictures in the event base folder and no event exists when it is entered to
the event option the event gallery will be created with the current images.
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The main feature of the event mode is the constant picture identification. This means that
once a picture has obtained an identifier this picture will always have the same identifier,
picture number, even though more pictures are added or deleted from the event.
The behaviour of this feature is like in a carrousel folder where the deleted pictures are
marked with a special picture to indicate that it was deleted.

4.8.1 Hot folder
The event base folder, and only this folder, is a hot folder where wifi cameras could be set up
in order to send the pictures taken to this folder. So this folder must be a shared folder.
All incoming pictures are shown immediately in the browser always keeping in the current
page. This means that if the current page is full the new incoming pictures are loaded in the
following page but the current page will be the same.
If a new page is created the navigation bar and the navigation buttons are refreshed.
A notification icon is shown when new pictures are saved in the event base folder to notify
that new pictures are incoming.
This notification icon is shown only when the current work mode is event even though the
current folder is not the event base folder.

A

A Notification icon
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While pictures are taken through wifi cameras it is possible to use any functionality from the
borwser screen such as picture editions, printing, multiprint,... and also from the main screen
such as the Professional jobs, PhotoId, scanning,...
All pictures resulted from picture editions will be added to the end of the event, they will be the
last pictures unless modify picture option is selected.
If pictures are saved in the event base folder while the user is not in event mode the new
pictures will be added to the current event when it is entered in the event option from the main
screen.

4.8.2 Digital camera files reading
Since the digital camera files reading option is also available from the event option it is
possible to import images from a camera card while new images are incoming through the hot
folder.

WARNING: IF BOTH SOURCES ARE USED, CAMERA CARD AND HOT
FOLDER, THE PICTURES MAY BE MIXED WHEN THEY ARE SHOWN
IN THE BROWSER.

4.8.3 Direct access navigation
As in Professional jobs mode it is available the navigation bar to access quickly and directly to
a specific point of the event.

WARNING: THE PICTURE ORDER IS DONE BY THE ORDER OF
SAVING THE IMAGES TO THE FOLDER. THIS MEANS THAT IF ONLY
WIFI CAMERAS ARE USED THE ORDER WILL BE CHRONOLOGICAL,
BUT IF CAMERA CARDS ARE USED THE PICTURE ORDER MAY BE
NOT CHRONOLOGICAL

4.8.4 Picture search
As in Professional jobs mode it is available the search of a picture by its identification, picture
number.
This functionality in event mode is very useful since the constant picture identification.
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The user only has to remember the number of the pictures that want a copy.

4.8.5 Exporting pictures
As in Professional jobs mode it is available the option to export the pictures of any event, but
in this case there are three possibilities.

Export all images in event mode
This means that a backup of the current event will be done.
The folders shown when it is wanted to export in event mode are the folders that are
inside the event base folder.

To do the backup an empty folder must be selected, no file and no folder must exist.
If a non empty folder is selected a warning will be shown.
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Once the backup is done it is asked to close the current event that means the current
event will be completely deleted.

Export all images in Workdirectory
This option exports all images about the current event to any folder inside
WorkDirectory folder, it could be empty or not.
The folders showed when it is wanted to export in WorkDirectory mode are the folders
that are inside the WorkDirectory.
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WARNING: THE EXPORTED IMAGE ORDER TO ANY DIRECTORY
INSIDE WORKDIRECTORY FOLDER AND THE IMAGE IDENTIFIERS
ARE LOST.

Export selected images in Workdirectory
This option does the same than export all images in WorkDirectory but only exports the
selected images.

4.8.6 Deleting images
The behaviour of the delete image button is the same than delete image button from a
carrousel folder where the images deleted are replaced with another image indicating that it is
deleted.
This button has an additional functionality when it is in event mode. That is, if all images are
selected and it is pressed the Delete image button the following question is asked.

If the answer is affirmative a new event will be created and all images from the current event
will be deleted.
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If the answer is negative the normal question about delete images is asked.

4.8.7 Loading images
As in Professional jobs mode there is the possibility to load images from another folder,
backup folder from a previous event.
Once the images are loaded into the browser the user can work editing them, doing
multiprints, photobooks...
New images generated will be saved in the current folder following the order to maintain the
image identification.

4.8.8 Exiting from an event
By default when the user wants to exit from the browser, he will be asked the following
question.

If the answer is negative it will do nothing and will return to the main screen, otherwise a
backup of the current event will be done in the folder indicated by the user. This flow is the
same than if the export button is pressed selecting the option to export all images in event
mode.
Once the backup is done it is asked if it is wanted to close the current event that means that
the current event will be completely deleted.
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This behaviour can be changed by settings indicating if it is wanted to ask the “Export event?”
question or not.

4.8.9 Burning a DVD/CD
The DVD/CD Burning button is disabled like in carrousel folder that does not allow the user to
burn a DVD/CD.
If the user wants to burn a DVD/CD with the event images he should export the event images
to a folder inside WorkDirectory, exit from event mode, enter in Professional jobs mode,
navigate to the folder where the images were exported and then burn the DVD/CD.

4.8.10 Executing carrousel
To execute the carrousel with the current event images it is needed to execute it from the
carrousel browser button and not from the carrousel bar button, because executing the
carrousel from the bar is not possible to choose the path where the carrousel takes the
images to be shown.

4.8.11 Auto rotation
An event could be configured in order to rotate or not the incoming images.
This behaviour is configurable from settings. By default no rotation is done.

WARNING: EXIF INFORMATION IS ONLY TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN
JPG AND TIFF PICTURES.

4.8.12 Import an event
It is possible to import a closed event in order to continue with it.
To do this there is a new button in the load image screen, only visible when it is in event
mode and only enabled when the selected folder is different from the event base folder.
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A

A Import event button
This functionality copies the images from the selected folder to the root folder, Events folder.
If there are images in the Events folder the following question is asked.

If the answer is affirmative the images in the Events folder before the importation will be
added to the end of the event losing their current identification.
Once the event is finished the complete event should be exported to another backup folder to
have the complete event backup.
Once the complete event backup is done the old backup folder should be deleted in order not
to have duplicated backup folders for the same event.
To do that from the Load images screen, select the event folder and click over the Delete
folder button.

4.8.13 Event‟s workflow examples
This section explains how to work with events option in different situations.

4.8.13.1

Working with wifi cameras

To start a new event based in wifi cameras, the user must follow the next steps:
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The settings that affect to the events option must be configured.
1. First of all, the wifi cameras to be used must be configured in order to send the
taken images to the events base folder which is shared with the Events name in
the Click machine.
Note: Refer to the camera‟s manual in order to configure it properly. If you need
to use FTP service to communicate with wireless digital cameras, please ask for
additional documentation to your dealer.
2. The next setting to be configured is the picture rotation. The correct value for this
parameter depends on the camera type and/or the type of pictures taken,
horizontal or vertical.
To obtain more information see the auto rotation section and click pro
configuration. Please pay attention in the warning messages.
Once these settings has been set up correctly it is highly recommended to do a test to check
if settings work correctly. In order to do this a simulation of a first event can be performed:
A. The operator must choose the event option in the main screen and while the browser
is shown take a picture and see that the image taken is shown in the browser with the
correct orientation depending on the setting‟s values configured previously.
If no images are shown after taking a picture, check the camera configuration and be
sure to be inside the wifi distance limits.
B. During the whole event, the system will work basically with events base folder. It‟s
possible to change to another event folder using the „Load Image‟ button in the
browser screen, but the pictures taken with the wireless camera are always saved in
the events base folder, that belongs exclusively to current event.
During the event time, the operator can see the images taken and can work with
them, applying effects, creating multiprints, printing...
C. When the event has finished the next steps must be done:
1. The pictures must be exported, using the „Export‟ button from the browser screen,
to a different event folder than the events base folder, so that the operator can
start a new event later.
2. If the operator wants to burn a DVD/CD with the pictures taken in the event, he
should export the pictures to the WorkDirectory to burn the DVD/CD later. For
more information see Burning a DVD/CD section.
Once the first test has been finished, the test should be deleted in order not to mix the test
images with a real event images.
To do this, select all pictures, press the „Delete image‟ button and answer affirmatively the
question to create a new event, so a new event is started.

4.8.13.2

Working with digital camera cards

Working with digital camera cards is easier than working with wifi cameras because the
first step of configuring the settings could be ignored. The user has only to configure the auto
rotation setting.
The work mode with digital camera cards and wifi cameras is the same, only changes the
source where the pictures come.
For more information see 4.8.2 Digital camera files reading and 4.3.3 Digital camera files
reading sections.
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Working with digital camera cards has the advantage to load the card images into the current
folder and not only in the event base folder as working with wifi cameras.
Note: Remember to export the images to another event folder if the camera card images
have been loaded to the event base folder.
Note: In some scenarios or for special purposes, wifi camera and digital camera card working
modes can be used simultaneously.

4.9

Click Pro configuration

„Settings‟ Screen
This button of the Application Bar (only from Main screen) is used to access the
Configuration screen, where the different parameters of the program can be
configured.

4.9.1 General
This section configures the general options of the application, such as language, the type of
format you wish to print with, etc.

LANGUAGE

Selects the language of the application.

MEASURE

Unit of measurement used to display dimensions on any screen of the
program: in centimetres or inches.
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Size A

First type of predetermined print format.

Size B

Second type of predetermined print format.

Size C

Third type of predetermined print format.

CLICKPro Arts: using this icon it is possible to start an updating procedure of
new ClickArts CD, DPSCalendars CD, etc. if a new CD is available. You can
access this icon irrespective of the settings screen tab which is selected.

SublimeCD: using this icon is possible to launch the application on a
SublimeCD. You can use it to test a SublimeCD after burning. You can access
this icon irrespective of the settings screen tab which is selected.

Update…: only for updating procedures.

Monitor Manager: this button shows Monitor Manager tool. Please see
Appendix DPS Monitor.

4.9.2

Photo ID

Configuration of the options to personalise the Photo ID system Carnet (Photo ID).
You can choose the layouts to be made from Photo ID.
Print format

Predetermined format for Photo ID.

LAYOUT A, B, C,…
Types of predetermined layouts for use with Photo ID.
Here you can choose between different layouts for documents pre–established in the CLICK
Pro system.
Default layout Will select a predetermined layout for when you start working with Photo ID.
Moreover, you can preview the default layout to get a graphic idea of the layout.
DIS900 It must be checked if a DIS900D camera is going to be used for PhotoID when using
USB cable. Digital Card Reader is disabled then for PhotoID.
Bluetooth
interface.

Enable this to use DIS900D camera with a Bluetooth communication

Hotfolder

It must be checked when working with wireless cameras or cameras attached
through cable to IT5000.

Empty DIS900 folder on exit Enable this to delete DIS900 folder on exit of the Photo ID.
Auto load incoming images It must be checked for compose layout automatically when
the new image is incoming.
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4.9.3 Advanced Photo ID
This tab llows the configuration of advanced parameters related to Photo ID.

Adjustments and background options
Background colour Choose the background colour for the funtion: automatic background
change.
Inicial tolerance Tolerance used for the first change of background colour.
Tolerance steps Once the background colour has been changed subsequent pressing of the
button causes an increase of tolerance in this steps.
Fading Fading pixels between the background and the subject. Softens the line between the
background and the subject.
Rotation degrees steps Rotation degrees applied each time the rightening tool is pressed.
Incomming images rotation Indicate whether rotation is to be applied on incoming images
or not (DIS900, Wireless or Bluetooth). As a photographer usually always takes ID Photos
with the same orientation, the file can be turned on the disc and be displayed properly on the
image panel and on the preview screen.

Preview screen
To enable this options a second monitor is necessary.
Target Choose the target monitor for the preview screen. A non primary screen is too be
chosen.
Background Choose the background image to be shown on the Photo ID secundary monitor
when no pictures are being taken. The image is fit into the screen keeping its proportions.
Other options
Archive adjusted image on print If activated, the adjusted image (not the composition) is
automatically saved on printing.
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Archived ID images path Introduce the path where adjusted images are to be saved.
Combination file source path Introduce the path where the combination file is going to be
read. The combination file is an image that can be inserted into the output Photo ID
composition before printing. For exemple a barcode, the customers name, etc.. To indicate its
position Composition.ini can be used, creating “CombX” and “CombY” values for each
composition. If this values are not specified, the image will be inserted on point 0,0 of the
picture (upper left corner).
Ask filename If activated, the system will ask for the name of the file that is saved on printing
(if the saving option is activated).
Delete combination bitmap after printing If activated, the composition image (generated by
an external application) will be deleted after printing.

4.9.4 Copy to copy
On this screen you will select the scanner type for each mode, be it flatbed scanner or
35mm/slides. It also lists all the scanners installed on the system.
To the right of the box of the flatbed scanner and the film scanner selected you can also
check whether you wish to work with it in Advanced Mode (see section 4.7.1.2). It is also
possible to set the path where the .exe file of the scanner is. For some scanners it is better to
work directly with its own .exe file, instead of work through TWAIN protocol. Remember also
that when the images are scanned they must be saved into work directory (or new directory
inside work directory) to be retrieved from CLICK Pro.
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Flatbed scanner

Type of Scanner selected for flatbed scanner.

Advanced Mode

CLICK Pro works with the device manufacturer's own TWAIN
interface and .exe file, also.

Scanner 35mm/Slides Type of Scanner selected for slides or films.
TWAIN drivers

List of scanners installed on the system.

IMPORTANT: this list will be automatically updated depending on the drivers (TWAIN)
installed on the system.
To add a new Scanner simply install its drivers (have them installed by duly authorised
personnel) and the CLICK Pro system will detect it automatically and display it on the list.

NOTE: Only TWAIN type Scanners may be used. Please, contact your dealer for more
information.
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4.9.5 Decoration
This tool can be used to add new backgrounds, motifs, calendars and frames, which can later
be used in the „Decoration‟ screen.

Backgrounds,
Motifs:
+ button:

- button:
x button:

Frames:
+ Button :

- button :
x button:

Opens a browser (see section 4.10.4.1 – Add Image) to choose the
Background or Motif to be inserted. Once chosen, this will be added to the
Background or Motif collection.
Eliminates the selected Background or Motif from the collection. With CTRL
key is possible to select more than one file before delete.
Select all files from the list. Useful to delete all files at the same time with „-„
button.

This option allows you to choose a new Frame to add them to the respective
collections. A screen will then appear to select the transparent colour.
Remember that the area of the image that is to be transparent must have a
uniform colour. We also recommend that you do not work with highly
compressed images (very highly compressed *.JPG, for example) since the
outlines of the areas that are to become transparent will be uneven.
Once you have done this the image selected will be added to the
corresponding list.
Eliminates the selected Frame from the collection selected. With CTRL key is
possible to select more than one file before deleting.
Select all files from the list. Useful to delete all files at the same time with „-„
button.

NOTE: If inserting a non–vectorial motif (vectorial motifs are the following file formats: .wmf,
.emf, .dwg, .dwf) optimal image quality following layout cannot be guaranteed, particularly all
if the motif size is much greater than the original.
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Add Image

This allows you to select an image to be added to the collection you are working with.
This screen previews the image selected.

4.9.5.2

Selection of transparent colour

Select the colour to be used as transparent colour on inserting Calendars or Frames.
To select the colour, click on the colour on the image chosen.
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Index Print

Option for configuring the parameters for the Index Print.

Print Parameters:
Show Name:

If activated, the Index Print will show the name of the image file.

Comment:

Add a text to the Index Print, for example the name of the establishment
where it was made.

Logo:

To insert the logotype (image) of the photo studio. To change it click the
image and the menu will appear to be able to read the corresponding image
file.

Images per page:

Number of images per page for your index prints.

Print to High Resolution:

For versions 1.1 and above, this option is checked by default
in order to get the best quality in your Index Print copies.
However, composing Index Prints will take more time. If the
quality of your index prints is not an issue, you can disable
this option.
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4.9.7 Sources (Image reading devices)
Types of devices or media from which the pictures or images taken can be read. In this
section you can indicate the drive and path where they are located on the system.

It is default–predefined for the CLICK Pro equipment drives and need not be changed unless
absolutely necessary.
In “Custom File Extensions” box you can also set the new file extensions to be readable by
CLICK Pro. It can be useful if you want to burn a CD or DVD with files from Digital Cameras
like video or audio files, or even image files that CLICK Pro cannot show or print. These files
will appear in Browser screen but there will not be any image inside.
If you want to add a new file extension, please write it with “*.” at the beginning. For example,
*.jpg*. After that, click over “Add” button. If you want to delete one of the new file extensions
from the list, press “Delete” button.
Bluetooth Id: This is the Bluetooth identification that shows CLICK Pro in the screen when
system is waiting for any image being sent from a Bluetooth device. It must
match the Bluetooth software identification string, and this action should be
performed manually. Default values are ok.
CLICK Pro can work with 10 auxiliary digital media reader units, added to present ones.
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4.9.8 Compositions
This menu allows you to configure the formats of the compositions and import them from files.

Import Composition

Use this button to load composition files (.ini)

Measure
units.

Selecting “Cm” or “Inch” allows you to change the measurement

Apply to localized compositions

Save Composition

This should be checked when using localized
composition files. It allows special composition files
for each country.

This button saves the current settings of the compositions.

Show present Composition
Show previous Composition
Show default Composition
With these buttons it is possible to show the present, previous
or the default composition, respectively.

4.9.9 Colour management
It is possible to use screen colour management, in order to use it in combination with new
Print Server colour management.
What does colour management involve?
Colour management, also called colour matching, involves making some image adjustments
in order to obtain, in paper, colour results as close as possible as screen colours. To make
these adjustments you have to enable some print profiles, in combination with screen ones.
These profiles are generated specifically for your devices, because every device (printer or
monitor) obtains different colour outputs.
To understand this, you must know something about colour: screens represent colours of
light, combining the basic three colours of light: Red, Green and Blue. On the other hand,
printers represent pigment colours, combining the basic three pigment colours: Cyan,
Magenta and Yellow. Because the nature of light and pigment colours, you can see some
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colours in your screen that your printer is unable to represent, and your printer can represent
colours that you cannot see in your screen.
In order to obtain the best correspondence between screen and printing devices it is used a
common Colour Working Space profile. This colour working space is the reference between
both sides (editing on screen, and output printing).
Thus, colour management will provide you a way to make adjustments in your screen that will
not surprise you on paper and, if you don‟t make any adjustments, you will get paper with
more realistic colours.

Colour management activated
Apply on

Check this to enable colour management.

You can choose where you want to apply colour management.

Ignore embedded ICC Profiles

Screen ICC profile

You can choose to use file‟s embedded profiles or
not. Embedded profiles are profiles that are inlayed
on the images by some devices.

Input the location of your screen profile here.
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4.9.10 Adjust
This tab allows you to configure Adjustment options:

Sepia Allows you to choose the RGB values of the sepia effect. If you click the 'Default'
button the factory settings will be loaded.
Adjust mode

Here you can change the kind of adjustments screen you want. You can
choose between Classic Adjust and Sequential Adjust. For more information
see section 4.3.8.

4.9.11 Browser

Image ordering

Configure the order of the images inside de browser
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Digital camera files reading

This setting configures what to do when loading images from
the camera card if there is an image in the current folder with
the same name.

Ignore source files with same name
The current image in the folder is not modified, the original
image is kept, and the image from the camera card is not
copied.
Rename files
The current image in the folder is not modified, the original
image is kept, and the image from the camera card is copied
in the folder with a new name.
Overwrite
The current image in the folder is overwritten by the image
from the camera card.
Picture search

It allows the user to use the on-screen keyboard to introduce the picture
identifier when it is searched in the browser. When the user clicks in the
search box, the on-screen keyboard is shown.
By default this setting is unchecked.

4.9.12 Chroma Key
This tab allows creating and modifying presets with different settings for your different chroma
key scenarios.

There is a DEFAULT preset with suggested default values for chroma key processing. You
should configure here your preferred settings in order to apply them later in your working flow
in Decoration, otherwise chroma key will not work properly.
Click “New / Modify” to create a new Preset. Name it on the field “Preset name”. Then click on
“Load picture…” to load a sample picture with the green or blue chroma key background. This
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image will be used to get a colour sample for the chroma key image processing. Then click on
a green or blue zone of the picture. You will get an averaged colour sample in the section
“Colour” that will be used for chroma key processing. Click “Save” to save the preset.
You can also change the values for Threshold, Feather, and Edge Reduction, but we
recommend leaving the default settings the first time and go to Decoration screen to test
them. Once created a preset it will be selected by default. This preset will be used in
Decoration screen. You can have several presets configured for different scenarios and
change them every time you change the scenario, illumination, etc.
In Decoration screen you can fine tune the values and test them with real images and
backgrounds until achieve the desired effect. Then you can return back to settings in order to
change the default desired values for your preset by clicking “New / Modify” over a selected
preset.
Please, refer to Decoration chapter 4.3.12.3 for more information about Chroma Key
functionality.

4.9.13 Other

Services activation

This panel allows you to uncheck services to be disabled.

System Settings

Machine Alias. An Alias can be set to identify ClickPro orders into
dispatcher common orders.
Next Order. This value (offset) is used to „shift‟ order number to the
desired value. Useful to distinguish orders coming from different
systems.
Dispatcher initial status. Indicates in which status the order will be
generated. Possible statuses are: Approved, Pending to approve or
Paused.
Note. The Pending to approve status does not appear in a Clicklite.

Customer DVD/CD Burning Format

It allows you to choose the software included when
burning a Customer CD.
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Connection Settings Dispatcher IP. IP address to connect to Dispatcher. Default value is
OK when ClickPro software is installed in the same machine where
Dispatcher is also installed. If Click5000 IP address is changed for
any reason, this value should also be changed accordingly.
Warning: If the Dispatcher has orders pending, modifying this
parameter may cause the orders not to be processed. All orders
should be completed befote changing the IP configuration of the
machine.

Click On-line. This should be checked when statistics need to be
reported via web, when receiving remote software updates or remote
jobs.
Note. These settings do not appear in a Clicklite.

Digital Camera Source
Keep Source file names / Rename files. It is possible to choose between keeping
the original file names when loading pictures from digital
media card or to rename these files as in previous versions of
ClickPro software.
Events

This section holds the settings of Event work mode

Incoming images rotation
An event can be configured in order to rotate or not the incoming images.
The rotation is done for each incoming image, from hot folder (Wifi camera) or
camera card, and it is always shown the image saved into disk.
There are four possible values:
Do not rotate
The original thumbnail images are shown in the browser. No action is done.

WARNING: THUMBNAIL IMAGE CAN DIFFER FROM THE ORIGINAL
IMAGE.

Rotate ACW
A 90 degrees rotation is done in anticlockwise direction. The original image is
updated saving it to disk with the rotation applied.
Rotate CW
A 90 degrees rotation is done in clockwise direction. The original image is
updated saving it to disk with the rotation applied.
Auto rotate
The EXIF information is taken into account to do the image rotation. The original
image is not modified.

WARNING: IF A ROTATION VALUE IS SELECTED, THE CLICK
PERFORMANCE MAY BE AFFECTED. THE ORIGINAL PICTURE
QUALITY MAY VARY.
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Changing the setting between “Do not rotate” and “Auto rotate” values could
change the current images shown in the browser if the image and its thumbnail
are not the same because the images are not modified.
This setting is only available in event mode because the images mainly come
from known cameras whereas in professional jobs the images come from
different camera types.
Ask export event when exit from browser
This setting configures the behaviour when the user exits from the browser in
event mode. If it is checked, the question “Export this event?” will be asked,
otherwise no question will be done.

Other differences between a ClickLite and a Click are addressed below:
Pakon scanners are not installed by default
2 printers at most are supported
Carrousel is not activated by default. It should not be used in a Cick
Lite for performance questions.
Red and orange printers can be used at the same time
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5. Troubleshooting
5.1 Reading Digital Camera images (Smart Media, Compact
Flash...)
The CLICK Pro system consists of a reader that supports 12 digital media: Smart Media,
Compact Flash, Microdrive, Memory Stick, MS Pro / Duo, SD/Multimedia card, mini SD, xD,
MMC, RS and supports USB drives too. The reader is connected to the Central Processing
Unit by USB port.
Often, cards inserted may generate read/write errors, due to how often they have been used,
etc., and the drive/reader fails to recognise them, and occasionally the Operating system will
disable the device to avoid collapse.
Problem list:
Problem
CLICK Pro cannot
read digital camera
images.

Cause

Solution

The card with the images is
corrupt or there are no images on
it.

- Make sure that the digital card is
in a good state of repair.
- Check that the images can be
read from the source camera. If this
proves impossible, reformat.
- Remind the user of the digital
camera that it should ALWAYS be
switched off before the card is
removed from the inside.

The image card has been
wrongly inserted

Install properly.

It does not recognise the card.

- Check that My Computer
TM
(Windows desktop), shows the
logical drives. Otherwise restart the
system.

The USB read device has been
disabled by the Operating system,
and the logical drives assigned to
each card have disappeared.

Please shut down the system.
Disconnect power chord for 10
seconds. Connect it and restart.
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Problems in image capture from scanners

Sometimes, if the system is saturated or even due to wrong operator action, scanner–type
devices, such as film and opaque scanners, inputs, stop working properly and lose the
connection with the equipment, or they run very slowly. If this occurs, power off the device in
question and reboot the system. Start–up mechanisms in these devices, tend to be rather
slow. Thus, before starting to work with Scanners (i.e. starting to scan or preview, for
example) make sure that the relevant devices are actually running. This will be apparent from
the noise issued by the mechanical parts of the device or by the LEDS flashing on the front of
the devices. The system will then run optimally.

5.2.1 Print out Problems
Please refer to Appendix DPSPrintserver.

5.2.2 Problems recording DVD/CDs
Please refer to Appendix CDBurning.

5.2.3 Others
For any other issues regarding the interaction of peripheral hardware devices, (printer,
Scanner, etc...) with the central processing unit of the equipment, we advise that you power
off and reboot the peripheral devices and then reboot the central unit (CLICK Pro). If the
problem persists, contact your technical service /Help Desk.
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1 General information
This module controls and manages the activation process, checks the general status of the
other programs and manages communications with the DPS server if the software is ONLINE.
Its specific functions are:
•

Management of the system activation.

•

Loading all the DPS applications in the correct order when the system is turned on

•

Checking on the general state of DPS applications

•

Opening and closing all the DPS applications

•

Management of communications with the DPS server. This includes:
o Notification of incidences related to hardware malfunctioning
o Notification of the activities of all completed operations
o Notification of the state of devices and DPS applications
o Receiving software updates
o Receiving remote jobs for the DPSPhoto application

•

Update policy management

•

Backup copies and recovery management

•

Restarting of the machine at a specific time.
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The operator can access the DPS Monitor from the Kiosk Kernel operator's
menu
The main DPS Monitor window is shown below.

•

Display the global software version installed in this machine.

•

Show the machine System ID. The SystemID is used for the registration and activation of
applications in DPS Systems. The SystemID is unique for each machine.

•

The applications installed and their current version is identified in the application and
version columns.

•

The running column shows if the application is running.

•

The status and error code columns show the status of the devices (which may be ready,
warning, critical warning, error, initializing) and a code which identifies the type of error in
the device and what is necessary for the technical service to be able to solve the problem.

•

Error Msg provides a brief explanation of the type of error.
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From the main menu, it is possible to:

o

Run or close the applications manually.

o

Restart or shutdown the system.

o

Registration and activation the software. For more information, see Appendix
DPSActivation Wizard.

o

Selection application to execute in the system.

o

Enable/Disable the hardware detection to be connected the machine.

o Enable/Disable the USB device writing protection.
This option allow the writing to the internal or external USB device.
For enable this option must be select the Menu Configuration, USB Protection
section and select Enable.
For disable this option must be select the Menu Configuration, USB Protection
section and select Disable.
The default option is “Enable” for DPSKiosk software. This means that every time the
machine gets power on the USB write protection will be enabled.
For DPSClick and ClickLite software, the default option is “Disable”.

IMPORTANT
When a USB is inserted in the machine, the parameter of the USB protection assigned for
this device will be selected in that configured in the DPSMonitor en in the insertion moment.
If the USB protection parameter is changed, must will be extract and insert again the device
for apply the new parameter.

Reference:
Mitsubishi Electric DPS Software is based in technology Copyright © 1995-2006, Oracle. (All
rights reserved) for the internal management information.
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2 Updating software
Push the UPDATES button on the actions panel on the DPS Monitor main screen to access
the Updates List

The DPS Monitor allows CD or remote updates to be executed. Before installing the update,
the DPS Monitor closes all the applications. After installing the update, the DPS Monitor
allows the system to be restarted or all the applications to be reactivated (without restarting
the machine).

NOTE
Restarting the system is recommended after installing an update.
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Updates from a CD
This is used to install frames, calendars, software updates, etc. from a CD.
To carry out an update from a CD, the operator/ supervisor must:
1.
2.
3.
4.

•

Insert the update CD.
Close all the applications from the main menu of the DPS Monitor (optional)
Push the “Updates” button in the main Monitor window.
Push the Run update button.

Remote updates
These are for remote downloading, installing or deleting of updates.
Downloading: There is a store for publishing and storage of software updates on the
DPS server. There are three types:
o

Version
This is a new version of software for a DPS application, which has new specifications
and functions. Published by Mitsubishi Electric.

o

Patch
This is a modification to the current version allowing improvements to be applied or
problems to be solved. Published by Mitsubishi Electric.

o

Pack
This is an optional update that is not related to any DPS Application, which adds
functions to the system. For example: Calendars, frames, screensaver, firebreak
configuration, etc. Published by Mitsubishi Electric or the Installer or the chain
administrator

When a software update is published and sent to a Kiosk, the DPS Monitor starts to
download the data automatically. The information related to the update is shown in the list
of updates:
o
o
o
o
o
o

ID: Internal identifier.
Type: Version / Patch / Package
Application: The DPS application which will be modified.
Description: Information on the software update.
Status: This may be notified / downloading / downloaded
Run update: A panel for selecting the update executing it by pushing the Execute
update button

Install: when “downloaded” appears in the status column, the updating is ready to be
installed. The operator/supervisor is informed by an icon which appears on the main
screen of the client's interface and on the Kiosk Kernel operator's menu.
To execute a remote update, the operator/ supervisor must:
5. Close all the applications from the main menu of the DPS Monitor (optional).
6. Push the “Updates” button.
7. Choose the update to be installed.
8. Push the Run update button.
If the “update patch automatically” box is checked and the type of update downloaded is
“patch”, it will be executed automatically the next time the Kiosk is turned on.
Delete: This enables an update to be deleted. If the update is "notified" or is being
"downloaded” and the “remove update” button is pressed, the server resends the update
automatically. If the update is downloaded or installed, and the “remove update” button is
pressed, the updates file R:\Updates\id is deleted
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3 Back-up and recovery
DPS monitor automatically creates backup copies of critical files of all DPS applications.
These are saved in the folder R:\Backups. These files are the databases related to the
system configuration (Prices, general configuration, etc.) There are two types of backup
copies:
•

Partial back-up
All the information on databases and images in remote requests are saved providing that
the system is shut down (see section ‘Shut down’).
A maximum of 10 partial backup copies are made at the same time. The previous copies
are deleted from the system and only the last back-up copy is saved if two copies are
executed on the same day.

•

Total back-up
All the information on the database and all the DPS Application files (except for the
Calendars and Frames) are saved whenever a remote update is executed. A maximum of
3 total backup copies can be executed at the same time and only the last back-up copy is
saved if two copies are executed on the same day.

The operator/ supervisor can execute a back-up copy manually from the main screen of the
DPS Monitor:
9. Push the “Manual backups" button
10. Select the DPS application for which you want to make a back-up copy
11. Choose the type of back-up copy

The operator can restore the information saved manually from the DPS Monitor main screen:
12. Push the “Restores” button
13. Choose the DPS Application to be recovered
14. Choose the back-up copy for which you wish to recover data
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4 Export/ Import of prices
This tool enables the prices configured in a Kiosk to be exported and passed on to other
Kiosks.
The prices for Kiosk are configured from the prices screen on the DPSPhoto supervisor
menu.
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DPS Monitor shows a new button called Export/Import which can be used to export the prices
configured in the Kiosk which is being worked with or to manually import prices from another
Kiosk.

The exportation of prices and price ranges takes place by generating two files:
1. An executable file with the extension .bat
2. A compressed file with the extension .tgz, which contains information on prices. In
this one, the information is encrypted so that the prices cannot be changed by third
parties.

Passing on prices over the Internet
It is possible to pass on prices over the Internet, as if it was a remote package.
The two files created by the exportation must be uploaded to the website, and assigned to the
Kiosks where the prices are to be imported.
The prices are updated automatically, meaning that no actions other than assigning the
package to the right Kiosk is necessary.
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5 Selecting applications to be run
NOTE
Only personnel authorised by the manufacturer can make changes on this screen

It is possible to select the applications that will be run when the machine boots up. System
performance will increase proportionally to the number of applications disabled. Each
application is associated with a series of services and therefore disabling a given service will
stop these services from running. The following table shows the relationship between
applications and services:

Option in Click and
Kiosk

Option on Monitor
(interna name)

Services affected if disabled

Activate
Manager

Monitor_Alive

Remote updates, web statistics and
device warnings, VPN initialisation,
Backups, remote printing

DVD / CD Burning

DPSBurn

Burning DVD / CD

Labs Laboratory

DPSLab

Laboratory Services

DPS Listener

DPSLab_Listener

Incoming orders from a standalone
machine(Labs)

External orders (web)

DPSConnection

Remote updates, web statistics and
device warnings,
Webalbum
download , Registrer Kiosk on the
web, remote printing

WebAlbum

WebAlbum

Webalbum upload

Monitor
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To access this screen, click the option Running applications in the Configuration menu.

Regardless of what is selected on this screen, the system has a series of restrictions that will
modify this selection subsequently. These restrictions depend on the product and whether it is
Online or Offline, as the following table shows:

Product

Offline

Online

Kiosk Standalone

WebAlbum
or
DPSConnection are not
run

WebAlbum,
DPSConnection
Monitor are run

and

Kiosk OT

WebAlbum
or
DPSConnection are not
run

WebAlbum,
DPSConnection
Monitor are run

and

Kiosk Lite

WebAlbum
or
DPSConnection are not
run

A Kiosk Lite will not be
Online

WebAlbum,
DPSConnection
Monitor are not run

DPSConnection
Monitor are run

Click

Click Lite

WebAlbum,
DPSConnection.

or

and

A Click Lite will not be
Online
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IMPORTANT
From Click v2.6.0 and Kiosk v3.6.0 software, the Monitor Manager aplication will be avaiable
by default in all software, even in ClickLite application.
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Aim
The following tool enables the basic settings of a Kiosk or Click to be configured quickly in order
to be able to start work.
The various screens which appear in a Kiosk or Click are then described, which may be
different depending on the type of machine.

1 Welcome screen

This is the welcome screen, which shows the type of machine (Kiosk or Click) and allows the
wizard language to be changed.
The part on the left is the same on all the screens, and shows which step the user has reached
at any time.
If the Kiosk or Click is not activated, the exit button does not appear on this first screen, as the
machine cannot be used until it has been activated correctly. To do this, registration and
operator creation options appear.
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When the Kiosk or Click is activated, the exit button appears and the record and operator
creation steps are disabled.
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2 Shop information / Click information

If the wizard is being executed in a Kiosk, this shop information screen is shown, where the
basic information for the establishment can be configured, and the regional properties which will
be used by the Kiosk.
Some of this information can be changed from the Kiosk configuration screen, using the
supervisor's menu, some other information is only needed for communicate with the webserver
whether automatic register is used.
The country list is retrieved from webserver then connectivity with webserver is needed.
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If the wizard is being executed in a Click, its information screen is shown, where the Click
language and the three basic formats can be configured.
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This information is in the Click configuration.
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3 System information

The physical name of the Kiosk/Click can be configured on this screen, which is used as an
alias by default if the machine has not yet been activated. This name is also used to configure
the two possible types of bluetooth: Impulsoft and Widcomm.
The physical name of the machine can be changed using the properties of My PC.
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The Kiosk/Click alias can be changed on the Kiosk configuration screen, using the supervisor
menu.

It is possible to change the name of the machine in the bluetooth using the bluetooth properties
menu.

Impulsoft
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Widcomm
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The date and time section shows the current system date and time and it can be changed if
necessary.
This information can be modified from the Windows clock configuration.
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Finally, it is possible to assign an IP address to the Kiosk/Click following the steps shown in the
example:

This information can be changed manually from the card properties of the Kiosk/Click network.
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4 Registration

This screen enables us to show the Kiosk/Click whether or not it is online, and to register it on
the Mitsubishi website in order to keep informed of updates.
The Online information can subsequently be changed on the Kiosk configuration screen, in the
supervisor’s menu.
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The connection port information is configured in the Kiosk/Click network card properties, as
shown in the previous section.
An Internet connection and a registration identifier is needed in order to be able to register.
The part below the registration button provides information on the state of registration, whether
it has taken place correctly, whether there is an Internet connection, etc.
If you want you could register the machine automatically. You need to choose the automatic
registration option, but Standard registration is recommended.
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5 Creation of operators

On this screen, up to five operator cards can be created or the password's first operator can be
defined.
Only one of the two options can be chosen.
Note: When one of the two options is selected, any cards already created are invalidated.
Depending on the option chosen, access to the Kiosk properties will be different.
Under the buttons, information will be given on the state of operator card creation, whether they
have been created correctly, if there has been an error, etc.

This screen is not available for a Click, and the card creation option is also not available if the
Kiosk is a PT6000, as it has no card creation/reading machinery.
The operator cards and password can be created on the Kiosk operators screen, in the
supervisor’s menu.
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6 Activation finished

This screen congratulates the user for having activated the Kiosk/Click and gives information on
the next steps to be followed for it to be completely configured.
•
•
•

The printing formats are adjusted by default and must be manually configured to users'
needs.
All the prices are set by default with the value “1”.
Backup copies. Steps to follow for making a back-up copy.

From this screen, all the configured data are saved by pushing the save button, which restarts
the Kiosk/Click, or returning to previous screens is possible, in order to review and change the
configuration if necessary.
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7 Execution of the wizard without the network cable
connected to the Kiosk/Click.
If the wizard is executed for a Kiosk/Click without a network cable connected, it will tell us.

It will not allow the Kiosk/Click to be registered.
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1 Dispatcher concepts and definitions
In a Flexilab system, orders can be made from external devices, which are then processed by
a centralised Dispatcher. This structure makes it possible to connect several Kiosks in Order
Terminal mode.
In a system configured in this way, all the orders from Order Terminal Kiosks are processed
by the Dispatcher. ClickPRO orders are also brought together in the Dispatcher.
As the system operator, it can organise the execution of orders, change settings, review job
records, etc.
The following diagram shows the connectivity of all the modules in the system, and the
information flow.
(1) Creation of order

(2) Editing, Validation, Administration

(3) Execution

Complete Flexilab system based on a ClickPRO machine

click PRO
IT 5000

Service Modules
DISPATCHER
ADMINISTRATION

printSERVER

burnCD

DISPATCHER CORE
KIOSK Order Terminal

PT6000

(*1)

(*2)

dpsLAB

webALBUM

KIOSK Standalone

PT7000
PT9000
PT10000

Orders from entry systems such as Order Terminals
(*1) are transferred to Dispatcher for administration.
They are then processed in the service modules.
(*2) Orders made from ClickPRO follow the same path
although it is transparent in terms of the system
configuration.

…

•

Dispatcher CORE: This is the main Dispatcher application which must always be
operating. This application processes all the orders and services, keeping control and
managing the queue of pending jobs for the various output devices.
The monitor application starts the dispatcher core motor and makes sure it is constantly
operating.

•

Dispatcher ADMINISTRATION: This is the interface used by the operator to view and
organise orders and services. It is not necessary for Dispatcher Administration to be open
all the time for jobs to be done correctly. However, its use is recommended with
connected Order Terminal machines as it is the interface which enables the operator to
accept incoming orders that are not approved automatically (pending payment, etc…)

•

Service Module: Output devices which process the services included in a client's order.
For example, 10 x 15 cm (4 inches x 6 inches) digital photo is printed by the DPS Print
Server Service Module, which chooses the best printer for processing the image.

1.1 Application standards
The application is based on standards to facilitate its use and provide increased client
satisfaction. Some of the guides applicable to the entire system are shown below.
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1.1.1 Status colour coding
Dispatcher Administration shows the status of orders and services using coloured circles.
- Pending
- Executing
- Paused
- Error
- Done
- Batch executing (can be executed later)

1.1.2 Multiple selection
In the list of incoming orders, several orders can be selected at the same time by checking
each one separately. To deselect an order, check it again.
After several orders have been selected, the same action can be applied to the entire set
(approve, validity with pause or delete).

1.1.3 Editing, optional fields and of information.
The following standard is applied to all fields containing information:
White Background: compulsory fields. The information must be completed or selected.
Light cyan blue background: Optional fields. These can be left blank.
Grey or transparent background: Information fields. These cannot be changed.
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2 Dispatcher administration interface
Dispatcher Administration is an application which can be started manually from the
Kiosk/Click application. It can be opened and closed without this affecting the work being
done.

2.1 Preview of the main screen
The main screen consists of various sections and tool bars, depending on the objective of
each section.

Incoming orders
pending approval
Tool
bars

Active or
completed orders

Details of orders
(services)

Configuration
and
Click access

All the lists are ordered by priority and time. The left hand side of the list contains higher
priority orders, while those with a lower priority or older ones are on the right. The list of
completed orders is ordered by date of ending (more recent ones are shown first)

High priority

Most recent

•

Low priority

Oldest

Order and service files
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Each order is represented by files containing information as a summary, either about the
services involved, or about the order itself.
Entry of orders pending approval
+ Order identifier. A ticket is generated with this identifier in Kiosk or Click (999998)
+ Machine identifier. This identifier is an alias that can be configured at Kiosk or Click level
(K70XAVI)
+ Day and time of order creation (those on the same day will only be shown with a time)
+ Order priority. There are 3 possible priority levels and a change of colour to show top
priority ( "now").

Now!

High

Medium

Low

+ PRICE of the order
+ Order payment indicator. If the order has been paid for at the Order Terminal this image in
the file will appear in the file before it is approved. It shows that it can be approved before
the client comes to collect his/her completed order.

Entry of orders in transfer
+ Order identifier. A ticket is generated with this identifier in Kiosk or Click (500031)
+ Machine identifier. This identifier is an alias that can be configured at Kiosk or Click level
(C5000006)
+ Day and time of order creation (those on the same day will only be shown with a time)
+ Order priority. There are 3 possible priority levels and a change of colour to show top priority
( "now").

Now!

High

Medium

Low

+ File transfer progress bar.
+ PRICE of the order
+ Order payment indicator. If the order has been paid for at the Order Terminal this image in
the file will appear in the file before it is approved. It shows that it can be approved before the
client comes to collect his/her completed order.

Orders approved
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+ Order identifier. A ticket is generated with this identifier in Kiosk or Click(100035)
+ Machine identifier. This identifier is an alias that can be configured at Kiosk or Click level
(K7000086)
+ Day and time of order creation (those on the same day will only be shown with a time)
+ Order priority. There are 3 possible priority levels and a change of colour to show top
priority ("now").

Now!

High

Medium

Low

+ Service identifiers. Each order may have several services. This file shows the first 4 with a
short description of the type and format, and the number of copies.

Services

•

Copies, Service, Status, Samples

A service file contains details of the status of the service, its progress, date of ending of the
service, and a preview of the first and last image in the service.

•

Destination

The destination may contain one or several devices, or may even not have any assigned to it.
This latter case only arises in services that have recently been created and which still do not
have an output device assigned to them. The service module will assign devices according to
its internal assignment policy. It is possible to specify a destination before sending the service
(ClickPRO) to force it to be printed by a certain printer, for example.

2.2 Incoming orders section (does not appear in Clicklite)
All the orders requested by DPS Systems which are pending validation can be seen in this
section.
Orders that have already been paid for at the Order Terminal, or those from a Click will be
automatically transferred to the active orders section (configurable).

NOTE
It is possible to automatically accept all orders, using the Dispatcher configuration screen and
changing the setting of the “ORDERS” group labelled “AUTO_APPROVE” to TRUE.
However, to make incoming orders always pending validation, the value of
“AUTO_APPROVE” must be FALSE.
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2.2.1 Approval of orders
In order to approve an order, select it in the main browsing panel and press the “approve” or
“approve with pause” button.
This panel enables multiple selections to be made: Several orders can be selected at the
same time and all of them approved in a single operation.

Approve: After the order has been approved, it disappears from the panel and
reappears in "Active Orders" as "Pending”. This means that the order is
processed automatically as soon as the appropriate Service Module is

•
available.

•

Approve with pause: When an order is approved with a pause, it also appears
in the “Active orders” panel, but is not processed while it is “paused”.
This order waits indefinitely, until started manually by an operator.
This option is useful if an operator needs to make adjustments to the image or to
change the order options before executing it in the Service Module.

2.2.2 Browsing incoming orders
All incoming orders are stored in this section until they are approved. Hundreds of orders can
be stored this way. The arrows on the left and right must be used to view them.
The arrows are disabled if all the orders fit in the visible space on the screen. When the
arrows are enabled, they are shown in a different colour and a number appears inside them,
showing the amount of hidden elements in each direction.
The example below shows the contents of the arrows.
Visual Area

2

3

2.3 Active orders section
The orders included in this section are those that have been approved and which may be
processed at any time. This depends on the availability of the Service Modules and the status
of the order.
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The status of an order may vary, and is represented by the colour codes described above.
(*)

An order being executed may be paused at any time , and the Service Module stops work on
it.
(*)

Depending on the Service Module, it is possible that an order remains paused, due the risk
of damage to the medium or application. For example, copying a CD cannot be stopped, but
printing of a digital photo can.

2.3.1 Selecting an order
Click on an order to select it. The colour and edge will change.
When an order is selected the buttons on the toolbar show the possible actions at that point
(change configuration, stop, start, leave in pause mode, delete, etc.).
Some actions are disabled in some order statuses.

2.3.2 Services in an order
Once the order has been selected, its details appear at the bottom of the screen.
Service is deemed to mean: the format, progress, amount of images, output devices and the
first and last image of those selected.
It is also possible to select a service and the toolbar will change according to the actions that
can be taken in each case, which also depend on the status of the service.
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2.3.3 Toolbar and status bar
The toolbar consists of various buttons. Each allows different actions to be taken on the
execution of the order or the service.

There are some limitations on the way some actions can be executed. Depending on the
status of an order or service, some actions may not be available.
Some status have certain associated actions. The following list gives details of these actions.

•

RESUME
If an order has been selected, this action will start all its services with a
status
of
PENDING,
DONE,
in
ERROR,
or
PAUSE

•

DELETE
This button only affects an order which is stopped (PAUSED, ERROR or
DONE) and deletes it from the system, although some data are kept
internally for inclusion in statistics.

•

PAUSE
PAUSE is only applicable to orders or services with a status of IN
EXECUTION, or PENDING. This action stops the execution, or holds up
the queue for the order/ service in question, moving on to the next services
in the queue according to the order of priority.

•

OPTIONS
(not
available
in
Kiosks
in
Standalone
mode)
Enables the options of any element (order/service) to be seen and some of
their settings to be modified, depending on their status. The statuses that
allow modification of the data are those which are “inactive” (DONE,
ERROR, PAUSED).
When this button is pressed, the options window appears, and remains
visible until the button is pressed again.
When editing options, it is possible to change between orders and
services with no need to hide this window.

•

PICTURE ADJUST (not available in Kiosks in Standalone mode)
It is possible to access the adjustments screen from an order or from a
service. If access is from an order, all the images belonging to it will be
edited.

RESTRICTIONS
All the orders from a Kiosk in Standalone mode contain which the client's files must be
deleted for legal reasons, as explained in the terms and conditions. For this reason,
Dispatcher deletes all the images of orders from the system once they have been completed.
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2.3.3.1 Status of orders
The status of orders changes automatically according to the changes in status of services.
The following list shows the various statuses in which a service may be and how this affects
the final order. The priority is from HIGH to LOW.

PRIORITY

STATUS
OF
THE
ORDERS
ordered by the most restrictive statuses
requiring manual operation

HIGH

ERROR
PAUSED
EXECUTING

.

PENDING
.

DONE

.

LOW
For example, in a pending order with 3 services; if 2 are in EXECUTING and 1 in ERROR, the
status of the order is ERROR because this shows that an operator's attention is required.
Services in EXECUTING continue to be executed until they are completed.
Paused devices are also given a high priority on the list above as they require manual
intervention by the operator.

2.3.3.2 Limitations
If "PAUSED" is activated for an order/service, its execution is paused, but other new orders or
services continue to be executed as normal.
If RESUME is activated for an order/service which is PAUSED, in ERROR or DONE, it is
reactivated, and its status becomes PENDING. The order/ service will not be processed until
the Service Module is free again.
It is possible to “KKEP” an order from a Kiosk or Order Terminal to keep it in the system until
it is permanently deleted manually. This is useful for saving sample orders, some interesting
orders from clients you wish to save for some time, etc.
A service with an ERROR status may continue being executed using the RESUME option.
This enables the service to be resumed at the exact point where it left off.
The table below shows all the possibilities for action for orders and services depending on
their status.
Actions Toolbar & options

Type

State

START

PAU
SE

OPTIO
NS
(Orders
)

OPTIO
NS
(Servic
e
Module

DELET
E

ADJUS
TMEN
T

KEEP

EXPO
RT to
Click

(2)
(2)

(2)
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(2)

s)
(6)

ORDE
RS

Yes

PENDING
(4)

Yes

Yes (7)

Yes

PAUSED

Yes

Yes (5)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

ERROR

Yes

Yes (5)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (7)

Yes

Yes (7)

Yes

Yes

Yes

EXECUTING

Yes

Yes

BATCH_EXEC
UTING

Yes

Yes

DONE

Yes

KEEP

Depends on the status of
the orders

Depends on the status of the orders

TO_APPROVE

Yes
(validat
e)

Yes

TO_RESUME
SERVI
CES

Yes

PENDING

PAUSED

ERROR

Yes (5)

Yes
(valid
ate)
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (3)
(5)

Yes

Yes (7)

Yes

BATCH_EXEC
UTING

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (7)

Yes (3)
(5)

Yes

TO_RESUME

Yes

Yes

EXECUTING

DONE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (7)

Yes (3)
(5)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

TABLE 1
If the system has eliminated the service files, only the delete-option will be possible on it.
Only activated in a Click. A subfolder is created in the professional workfolder with the order
identifier, so that it can be easily identified.
The priority of a service cannot be modified.
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It is possible to restart an order in pending status if an order with “Now” priority has stopped
another incoming order.
The options can be seen and edited.
The button is not active if the Service Module has not published its handle (actually all Service
Modules except for WebAlbum publish it).
Shows adjustments in reading mode.

2.3.4 Details of services
The information on a service which appears when an order is selected is useful for monitoring
the steps to take and the status.

•

Copies: The number of images for processing is shown in the first section. When burning
CDs, the number of CDs is normally 1.

•

Service: Shows the print format (10 x 15) or the type of service for IndexPrint, calendars,
card photos, etc.

•

Status: Shows a progress bar and the completed / total number of copies.

•

Destination: Shows the output device/s for the service if it is already being processed. If
these services have not yet been assigned to a device, an “Output device not yet
assigned” message appears.
There is only one case in which the destination is known before assignment of the
Service Module - when a destination device isn determined from the source application.
(E.g. ClickPRO)
This information is useful for collecting jobs after they have been processed, when there
are more than one output device.
For example, a PRINTING service in balanced mode can be printed on all the connected
printers which offer this format. This section shows the “alias” of all the printers which
process this type of service.

•

First and last images: Shows a thumbnail of the first and last image in the service.

2.3.5 Order/service options
Order and service options can be edited and viewed using the options button on the
toolbar.
This window activates a pop-up window showing the options for the selected element
(order or service) and enables some settings to be modified.
The options for orders and services are not translated as they are internal Dispatcher values.
The meaning of each is listed below.
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2.3.5.1 Restrictions
It is not possible to edit options in orders or services if their status is Executing or Pending.
Changes cannot be made in these cases.
It is also not possible to EXPORT TO CLICK for an order which is being processed.
It must first be left "IN PAUSE" in order to be able to make changes.

2.3.6 Order options
Some settings or options in the order can be modified. All the internal options in the order can
be seen as complementary information.
The order settings which can be changed are:

•

PRIORITY: An indicator of priority within the following values: High, Medium, Low, Now!
(Immediate).
The Now priority is the highest, and leads to any job with a lower priority that is being
executed being stopped. When the order is completed the order is reestablished
according to what the other orders were being executed.

Some of the common read only settings in an order are:

•

INITIAL_TIME (start time): The date and time when the order was created.

•

END_TIME (end time): The date and time when execution of the order was completed.

•

SOURCE APPLICATION:The name of the application which generates the WebAlbum,
Photo, Mobile Contents, etc. order.

•

USER_TYPE: Thetype of user executing the order. This is useful for orders from an
Order Terminal/Kiosk (operator, end client, etc.)

2.3.7 Service options (optional)
The service settings shown depend on the destination Service Module and the type of
service.

•

COMMON SETTINGS:
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FORMAT: The output format which is used in this service (Example for printing: 10 x
15cm or 4 x 6 inches, etc., CD burning: DVD_8Gb, etc., DPSLab: 1 hour, 24 hour
service, etc.)
DESTINATION_DEVICE (destination printer): Enables the printer printing the service
to be changed. Only the printers using the format in question are offered.
COPIES: Number of images / CDs etc. processed for the selected service.
PAUSE_AFTER: The devices (printers, CD burners, etc.) go into pause mode when
the service is completed. This requires manual unblocking from Dispatcher admin in
order to for the new services to be processed. In the case of CD burning, the user is
asked to collect the CD.
PAUSE_BEFORE: The devices are placed in pause mode before processing the job.
This enables action to be taken or the device to be handled before starting, such as
CD burning, which requires manual insertion of the medium, etc. (a purely informative
setting).

•

PRINT SERVER:
o QUALITY: 1,2,3 (Normal, Fine, Superfine)
o BALANCED (balanced mode): TRUE/FALSE depending on whether the printing
mode is balanced or blocked
o WHITE BORDER: True/False:
o FIT_TO_PAPER: False
o COLOR_OPTIMIZED: Colour optimisation (Colour / Black and white)
o FIT_TO_PAPER: TRUE/FALSE To fit the image to the paper, trimming the image to
maintain the proportions.
o ERROR CODE: (Not visible if there is no error): An error code, only when there has
been a problem in the service.
o ERROR DESC: (Not visible if there is no error): Description of the error code.

•

CD BURNING:
o ACTION (Result of creating a CD): SUBLIME (creation of a CD with the client's
images and the SUBLIMECD application), BACKUP (back-up copy CD), ERASE
(deletion of CD), QERASE (Quick delete)
o SESSION_NAME: Internal name of the CD compilation (only available for SUBLIME
and the CD BACK-UP COPY)
o LANGUAGE: Default language for the SUBLIMECD.

•

DPSLAB:
o TAX: Amount of money for tax applied to the Service Module.
o CUSTOMER_ASK: Questions that the Kiosk or ClickPRO will ask clients to obtain
information about them (address, telephone number, etc…)
o SERVICE_ASK: Questions defining the type of service to be carried out
(Colour/B+W, White border, etc.)
o PRODUCT_ASK: Questions related to the product.

•

WEBALBUM:
o USER:
User
created
to
upload
the
album
onto
the
website:
www.mitsubishialbum.com
o PASSWORD: Key used to publish the photos in the album. This is necessary for the
client to gain access to the photos.

2.3.8 Exporting orders and services to Click
Selected orders and services can be sent to Click from the options screen
The selected orders/services are transferred to a Click work folder as a
subfile with the same name as the order number.
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Working Folder
DISPATCHER_123456
DISPATCHER_222333

To access these exported orders, access the Click application and the work folder opens to
view the order for editing.
Because an order can be exported as many times as desired, if the order exists in Click, a
folder is created with a number (1), e.g. “DISPATCHER_222333 (1)”

2.3.9 Saving orders permanently
Orders of interest can be saved permanently in the system. To delete them
afterwards, the “Cancel” button is used.
The orders saved are visible from the STORE tab.
Orders can be saved regardless of their status. A saved order can reexecuted at any time and
as many times as necessary.

2.3.10 Apply changes
This button is used to apply changes to the values in the options panel, so that
they are effective and the screens are updated with the new values.

2.3.11 Preview and touching up of images in orders/services
Orders normally consist of photographic services or include images. The first and last images
they contain are shown in the details of services (in the active orders section).
Dispatcher allows previewing of the entire contents of the services, and
adjustments to be made quickly. An order can be completely modified, moving
automatically from service to service.
All the images involved are shown on the preview/adjustments screen, where
all the changes made can be saved.

RESTRICTIONS
It is not possible to adjust images of orders/services which are being executed or pending. In
this case, it is only possible to preview the contents.
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Operation of this screen is explained in the Click manual.

2.4 Default filters for orders
From here, orders can viewed and filtered to work quickly with those needing most attention,
already processed orders can be recovered.

2.4.1 Active orders
Shows the orders currently active. This refers to orders with the following statuses:
PENDING, IN PAUSE, ERROR, EXECUTING and all their services.
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This list is ordered from high to low PRIORITY and by date. The orders on the left of the list
have the highest priority, and the ones on the right the lowest priority.

2.4.2 Completed orders
These are those with a DONE status and whose services are also DONE.
This list is ordered backwards by date and time of completion. The first order on the left will
be the last to have been processed, and the one on the right the oldest. The date shown on
the file is the creation date, but when the order is selected, the completion date of each of the
services can be seen on the progress bar.

2.4.3 All orders
This shows all orders, both active and completed, and those marked with SAVE.
Completed orders in SAVE status are shown in the panel of completed orders until the day
specified for the Garbage Collector. From this date onwards, orders are only visible from the
SAVE tab.

2.4.4 Orders to save
Orders which can be in any status but which are marked as SAVE. The operator chooses to
save them from the options panel.
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2.5 Service Modules

2.5.1 Devices
This view enables viewing of the physical devices of all the service modules and the services
of the associated orders. The visible services are those which have been assigned by the
service module, or whose destination device is already known. (e.g. specified from Click).
Unassigned services cannot be seen in this section.
This screen is useful for finding out the amount of services that will be performed by specific
devices. It is possible to PAUSE and RESTART/CONTINUE services according to needs,
using this interface.

2.5.1.1 Open specific Service Module adjustment application
To open a Service Module, press the button which identifies the Service Module to select it,
and then the OPTIONS button on the toolbar.
This action opens the Service Module screen with its options and extensive information. The
example shows the options screen of the CD Burn Service Module:
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2.5.1.2 Working with services and their actions
Changes can be made to the services using the toolbar buttons. The status of each service is
shown in the same way as on other screens (a coloured icon).
2.5.1.2.1

PLACING A SERVICE MODULE IN PAUSE MODE

It is possible to place a complete Service Module in pause mode by selecting and pressing
the “PAUSE” button. This makes the Service Module stop all the jobs it is processing until it is
released again. It will then continue working at the point where it left off.
Some Service Modules, such as CD burning, cannot be stopped when the process has
started, as the output device could be damaged. In this case, a message appears stating that
the action is impossible.
2.5.1.2.2

PAUSE MODE, RESUME, STOP AND EDIT A SERVICE

This screen enables the common actions on the toolbar to be executed on the selected
service.

2.5.1.3 Completed services - "DONE”
Completed services appear on this screen, until the execution of a new service in the same
device starts, or until the device is released, if it is in pause mode after processing. This is
useful for identifying the output device for a specific service.
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2.5.2 Formats
This screen enables viewing of all the Service Modules classified by output format, regardless
of the amount of devices they support.
The services appearing are those that the Service Module has assigned or those for which
the destination format is already known. For printing services, the formats could be 10 x 15,
13 x 18, etc.
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3 Dispatcher configuration

3.1 Configuration administration screen

Group list

Setting list

Setting detail

ORDERS

AUTO_APPROVE

TRUE:
All
orders
reaching
Dispatcher
are
automatically
approved
FALSE: All
orders
Dispatcher must be
manually.

reaching
approved

CHOOSE: Incoming orders are
approved or pending approval
depending
on
the
source
application. Pre-approved orders
can be generated automatically in
Kiosk depending on whether the
client paid for it in that Kiosk.
(Although this can be configured in
Kiosk settings)
GARBAGE

MAX TIME DONE ORDERS: 1-9999: shows how many days
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COLLECTOR

(default value 1 day)

orders are saved for.

Old orders are checked
for every 24 hours. The
configuration
of
the
following
settings
determines the action to
be taken on orders:

Frequency of cleaning up of
completed orders. Numerical
value specified in days.
MAX
TIME
CANCELLED
ORDERS: (default value 1 day)
Frequency of cleaning up of
cancelled orders. Numerical
value specified in days.

MAX TIME ERROR ORDERS:
(default value 0 days - disabled)
Frequency of cleaning up of
error orders. Numerical value
specified in days.

MAX TIME PENDING ORDERS:
(default value 0 days - disabled)
Frequency of cleaning up of
pending orders. Numerical value
specified in days.

MAX
TIME
TO_APPROVE
ORDERS: (default value 0 days
- disabled)
Frequency of cleaning of orders
to be approved. Numerical value
specified in days.
FULL GARBAGE COLLECTOR
FRECUENCY: (default value
365
days)
Frequency
of
complete cleaning.

STATISTICS_CLEANUP_TIME:
(default value 365 days)

Configuring the system to clean
orders over one year old is
recommended. If the value is 0, the
Frequency of cleaning of order statistics data are never deleted.
information from the system. The
statistics data disappears.

ORDERS (Pedidos)

AUTO_APPROVE
automatically) [they
appear in ClickLite]

(validate TRUE: All the orders that reach
do not Dispatcher
are
automatically
approved

FALSE: All the orders that reach
Dispatcher must be manually
validated.
CHOOSE: Orders enter validated
or pending validation depending on
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the source application. Kiosk can
generate
pre-validated
orders
automatically
depending
on
whether the client paid at the
actual Kiosk. (Although this can be
configured from the Kiosk settings)

TRANSFER

LOCAL PATH: Local folder,
where incoming orders are
stored. This folder must be
writable.
SHARED PATH: This is the
shared name for the LOCAL
PATH folder.

In any of the above cases, part of the order data is saved in the system for counting in
statistics.

The following parameter is used to delete these data automatically
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4 Special Features of Service Modules

4.1 Print Server
The printing service is more complex in a Flexilab system, and the effect of some status
changes on the Dispatcher administration interface warrants special attention.
Print Server can be configured in various ways. The configuration of the application and the
connected printers and their formats may affect the status shown in Dispatcher.
The following table shows all the possible cases changing the status of Dispatcher and as a
consequence is helpful in interpreting the information on the screen and quickly finding areas
which require manual intervention for the recovery of errors in the printers (no paper, etc…)

ORDER
mode

DISPATCHER

Print Server

Dispatcher
Dispatcher
ORDERS/SERVICE
DEVICES: State
S: State

Automatic
balancing
between printers

1 Printer ("ANY" Printer OK
EXECUTING
OK
If DeviceERROR
balancing option) or The printer is ERROR
in ERROR
relaunched, it is
DESTINATION
Printers OK
EXECUTING
OK
and Device ERROR
Some printers EXECUTING
in ERROR
the part of the job

n/a
NO

All the printers EXECUTING. The Device ERROR
in ERROR - or job waits for the
N Printers ("ANY"
it is impossible change of paper or
balancing option) or
to continue
solution
to
the
DESTINATION
problem.
DEVICE selected

NOT automatic
(can be changed
from Dispatcher
options)
If all the printers
left
to
finish
printing fail, there
is EXECUTING
until the problem
is solved

No other service can
take priority until the
one being executed
is completed.

1 initial printer (then Printer OK
EXECUTING
other printers with
the same format can The printer is ERROR
SPEED
"MULTIPRIN
Printers OK
EXECUTING
TER" mode
(DESTINATI Several
printers Some printers EXECUTING

OK
Device ERROR
OK
Device ERROR

n/a
NO

Yes - If another
printer providing
NO
Yes - If another
printer providing
YES
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This application is accessible from the general ClickPRO or Kiosk application.
ClickPRO: Access to statistics is from the lower toolbar on the main screen.
Kiosk: Operator access: Access to the statistics application is from the Kernel configuration.
This enables viewing and provides detailed information about the activities of any DPS
system using a common interface.
In the production report tab sheet is possible view monthly which is the number of copies
printed according to printing size, format size and service.
In the volumen report tab sheet is possible view monthly which is the number of copies
printed and by range which is the production make Turing the selected month.
For a Dispatcher which is centralising several Order Terminals, it enables selection between
showing the statistics of a specific machine or the whole Flexilab unit.
In the top right hand corner is a drop-down list with the names of all the connected machines
and the option to view them all simultaneously.
Filters
Filters can be applied by dates, to obtain statistics for a week, a day, a month, the current
year, or any range of dates.
o
o
o
o
o

“Today”: Current statistics from 00:00h to 24:00h
“This week”: Statistics for the week in progress, from Monday to Sunday inclusive.
“This month”: Statistics for the month in progress, from the 1st until the most recent
day of the month.
“This year”: The year in progress, starting on 1st January.
“Choose period”: You can determine a period between two dates, selecting elements
from the list in the “from” and “to” sections.

The total summary of consumption between the dates shown is displayed, or the details of all
the orders and services for that period.
Exporting statistics
The statistics can be exported to a flat file which is easily importable to a standard
spreadsheet (e.g. Microsoft Excel) or any other application that reads this format.
The contents of the file is plain text separated by commas (CSV) and shows the totals, and
details of all the orders, services and settings of the services.
Is exporting differents file from the production and volume report:
1.- Files with .png extension. This file is only information for the user and can print the
statistics in the local printer.
2.- Files with .mf extension. Encrypted file for the statistics validation by Mitsubishi Electric
Europe BV.
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Printing
The statistics can be printed to have a hard copy of the summary or details displayed on the
screen.
Printing of the statistics can be done on a ticket printer (optional) or a 10 x 15 cm (4 x 6
inches) printer. This latter option automatically generates an order for printing in Dispatcher.
When the print ticket option is pressed, a new screen is displayed to select the printer that will
print the ticket.

The options enabled will depend on whether the machine has a ticket printer connected to it
and whether it can send the ticket for printing by a pphoto printer depending on the machine’s
current working mode.
Standalone: The ticket can be printed by a photo printer when statistics is connected
to DispatcherCore, to the Data Base and moreover PrintServer has at least a 10x15
format printer published.
Others: Printng is possible provided that statistics is connected to DispatcherCore, to
the Data Base, since even if a printer with a 10x15 format is not available the prinmter
paper can be changed.
In both cases the order generated will appear just like any other one in DispatcherAdmin with
the nomenclature Order_Number (S) and will appear with Paused status.
The statistics production and volume report can’t print by printer ticket and format 10x15 (4x6)
neither.
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1 Statistics summary
The statistics summary tab shows all the data of the Kiosks and Clicks which generate orders
in Dispatcher, classified according to the type of service and source application.
For each service, a total (number of copies, number of contents, etc) and a price is shown.
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2 Orders (details)
This tab shows the list of all the orders between the dates and on the machines selected, and
the services they consisted of.
For each service, it shows the list of settings configuring the service in question.

The grouping levels of the services are reflected according to their chracteristics or formats.
The following table shows all the types of service that the DPS products can generate, which
would be shown in statistics.

PRINTS

COPY

Standard prints of photos

INDEXPRINT

Index copy

CALENDAR

Decoration - Calendars

FRAMES
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3 Production report
The production tab sheet show a copies statistics monthly of the machine based in different
types:
1. Copies by size report. In this report is showed the information reference to the paper
quantity or printing formats. This paper or format is similar to the paper reference that
is possible view in the paper box. As formats prints exist these, 10x15 (4x6) –
13x18(5x7) – 15x23(6x9) – 20x25(8x10) – 20x30(8x12), ...
2. Copies by print format. Can be show the quantity of printing formats and which
months was printed. As print format, means to the format selected in the configuration
print screen in the DPSClick software or in the prints formats of DPSKiosk settings.
The difference between size or print format is that in the size is possible do different
prints formats, as example multicut format, of de 15x23 can be possible do two
10x15(2).
3. Copies by service report. In this report is show the quantity of printed copies between
in what different services has been doing and how many copies has printed each
service.
In these reports are show a comparative between the closed month and the same month of
previous year, besides are added the current month. This means that in this statistics are
show 14 months total by report (Current month + the 13 previously).
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4 Volume report
The volume report tab sheet show a statistics with the number of copies printed in two
different report types:

1. Copies by size report. In this report is showed the information reference to the paper
quantity or printing formats. This paper or format is similar to the paper reference that
is possible view in the paper box. As formats prints exist these, 10x15 (4x6) –
13x18(5x7) – 15x23(6x9) – 20x25(8x10) – 20x30(8x12), ...
2. Copies by service report. In this report is show the quantity of printed copies between
in what different services has been doing and how many copies has printed each
service.

These reports type is show the current month previous selection. In these report is viewing by
range, this means the Lumber of copies make will be added in the correspond range By
example, if is doing a request with 15 copies of 10x15, these 15 copies will be added to the
number of copies exist in the range 10-19.
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5 Contents and filters
As standard criteria, all orders leading to financial changes in the system and causing costs in
consumable materials or services (Photos, CD/DVD, etc.) are shown in the statistics.
All the services administered from Dispatcher can be relaunched as many times as desired.
These repetitions are also counted in the statistics as they involve expenses in consumable
materials, although they do not affect the price.
NOTE
Statistics shows the initial price of a service. The price does not change if the service is
cancelled, has errors or is repeated several times. These logistics must be managed by the
operator.

5.1 Viewing orders/ services status
The following table shows the internal status of an order or service in the Dispatcher
database.
STATUS OF ORDERS IN
DISPATCHER
Type

Incoming
orders

State

ORDERS

SERVICES

DISPATCHER Administration

PENDING
PAUSED
ERROR
EXECUTING
DONE
TO_APPROVE
CANCELLED
OT_CANCELLED
OT_REIMBURSED
PENDING
PAUSED
ERROR
EXECUTING
DONE

Active
orders

Completed
orders

VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE

ALL

SAVE

Summary

VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE

VISIBLE
Depends
on the
selection
SAVE in
the
ACTIONS
toolbar in
Admin.

VISIBLE (*)
VISIBLE (*)
VISIBLE (*)
VISIBLE (*)
YES

VISIBLE
VISIBLE

VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE

VISIBLE

Statistics

VISIBLE (*)

VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE

VISIBLE (*)
VISIBLE (*)
VISIBLE (*)
VISIBLE (*)
VISIBLE

WebServer

Details of
orders

Transfer of
activities

VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE
VISIBLE

YES

YES
YES

YES

(*) The total is calculated using the formula:
TOTAL = Repetitions* Total photos (or the applicable number) + Progress

The following list shows the internal status of payments in Kernel, which can be viewed in the
statistics details associated with orders. The various payment statuses may be visible in
Dispatcher or statistics according to the configuration of this table:
TERMINAL
CONFIGURATION

ORDER PAYMENT MODE

State of PAYMENT
CANCELLED
CANCELLED (with payment)

ORDER TERMINAL

CREDIT CARD
CASH
PREPAYMENT CARD
FREE
OPERATOR FREE

DISPATCHER Status of entry

PAYMENT RECORD
screen in KIOSK

N/A

Yes

OT_CANCELLED

Yes

PAYING

N/A

NONE

N/A

PAID

N/A

FAILED (validation)

OT_REIMBURSED

PAY_APPROVED

N/A

DONE

PENDING

Yes
Yes
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DONE (*) & Fraud

Order Terminal (COUNTER)
OPERATOR CARD
OPERATOR PASSWORD

STANDALONE

Yes

COUNTER
N/A

TO_APPROVE

Yes

N/A
N/A
N/A

Yes

OT_CANCELLED

Yes

N/A
CANCELLED
PAYING

N/A

NONE

N/A

PAID
FAILED (validation mode)
PAY APPROVED

Operator free

N/A
OT_REIMBURSED

Yes

N/A

DONE

PENDING

Yes

DONE ( with Fraud)

PENDING

Yes

OT_CANCELLED
N/A

Yes

Block to SAI
Order Terminal

Yes

OT_CANCELLED

CANCELLED (with payment)
OPERATOR PASSWORD
Operator card
Credit card
Cash
prepayment

PENDING

Block to SAI

N/A
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1 General
The DPS PrintServer module performs the instant print function for the DPS system, and
releases the system from managing and sending information through the USB bus.
Some relevant DPS PrintServer issues:
• It can find and manage any Mitsubishi printer attached to the system. You can obtain
information about its status (out of paper, number of copies remaining, printer door open,
printing, etc…) at any time.
• It can manage any instant print format accepted by the printers (10x15/6x4, etc…)
• It applies very good ICC profiles to obtain the best printing results for each kind of printer.
• It manages the queue of images to be printed, to obtain maximum performance.
• It can be configured for speed printing (any available printer will accept any job) or be
configured for order printing (images are assigned to specific printers for those images to
be ordered by input time).

1.1 Main screen
The DPS PrintServer main screen will appear, showing the list of orders and jobs being sent
to the printer and the status of each one.

1
5
2
3

6

8

7

4
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1.1.1 Descriptors
The following functions are available on this screen.
(1) Menu
Click here for access to different actions and configuration screens.
(2) Pause button
Switches from “pause” to “play”. The button displays the status being switched to when
clicked. Use it to stop and restart the print queue.
(3) Search Printers
This button explores the ONLINE printer status.
(4) Progress panel
Shows the job being processed and the printer to which it is being sent.
(5) Hide
Hides PrintServer.
(6) Log Panel
All communication issues with the printer are shown in this panel.
(7) Log Buttons
The log panel can be cleared or saved to a file from these buttons.

1.2 Search printers screen
Click on this icon to reach the ‘Detected Printers List’ screen. The main purpose of
this screen is to show the connected printers and other important information about
them.
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From this list, the operator can check the Model of the printer, the Alias assigned to the
printer (Name for recognising the printer), the Format (Paper size), the remaining Copies of
the printer (if available), and the Status and the internal identification code of the printer
(nSerial code).
This information cannot be changed manually. The system automatically detects these
parameters (except for Alias).
The “Printers Control Panel” button gives access to the windows printer printing settings for
the printer model CP3800.
The “Special Printer Installer” starts the installation process of CP3800 printers.
For setting up CP3800 printers refer to the installations documentation.
NOTE
Some printers cannot give information about the remaining paper, so “999” will be displayed.

1.2.1 Status messages
The operator will take action according to the status information:
• If there is no printer detected (no information can be checked)
Press the ‘Scan Printers’ button to make the DPS PrintServer search for printers. Wait for
10/15 seconds.
If no printer is detected, follow these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Check that LEDs on the front panel of the printer are On and Ready.
Check that the printer is properly connected (USB and power supply cables).
Restart the printer.
Restart the DPS system.

• Ink.../Paper.../Cassette.../Jam…/etc..
They are caused by problems with the consumables kit. Remove the paper and/or ink
and make sure it is properly inserted into the printer.
• Overheating
The printer is in safe self-pause mode due to head overheating. Wait for 30 seconds and
the printer will start to work again once it has cooled down.
• Open door.
The printer door is open.
• Wrong Print Size.
The paper media is different to the format chosen. Check that the type of paper media
inserted and the print format are the same.

1.2.2 Supported printers
CP9600 Series
CP9550 Series
CP3020 Series
CP9500 Series
CP9800 Series
CP3800 Series
CP9820 Series
MPU
Canon Plotter Series
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1.2.3 Supported formats
CP95XX
Series

CP9600
Series

CP98XX
Series

CP3020
Series

CP3800
Series

Plotter
Series

A4 - 20X25 - 8X10

X

X

X

√

X

X

A4H - 20X25 - 8X10

X

X

X

X

√

X

LA4 - 20X30 - 8X12

X

X

X

√

X

X

LA4H - 20X30H - 8X12H

X

X

X

X

√

X

L - 10X15 - 4X6

√

√

√

X

X

X

LH - 10X15H - 4X6H

X

√

X

X

X

X

LHG - 10X15HG - 4X6HG

X

X

√

X

X

X

M - 9X13 - 3.5X5

√

√

√

X

X

X

MH - 9X13H - 3.5X5H

X

√

X

X

X

X

MHG - 9X13HG - 3.5X5HG

X

X

√

X

X

X

W - 15X23 - 6X9

√

√

√

X

X

X

WH - 15X23H - 6X9H

X

√

X

X

X

X

WHG - 15X23HG - 6X9HG

X

X

√

X

X

X

X

X

X

Format name - cm - inches

1

W10 - 10X15(x2) - 4X6(x2)

√

√

√

W10H - 10X15(x2)H - 4X6(x2)H

X

√

X

W10HG - 10X15(x2)HG - 4X6(x2)HG

X

X

X

X

X

√

1

X

X

X

1

X

X

X

W11 - 11.5X15(x2) - 4.4x6(x2)

√

√

√

W11H - 11.5X15X(x2)H - 4.4x6(x2)H

X

√

X

X

X

X

1

X

X

X

W11HG - 11.5X15X(x2)HG - 4.4x6(x2)HG

X

X

√

W13 - 13X18W - 5X7W

√

X

√

X

X

X

W13HG - 13X18WHG - 5X7WHG

X

X

√

X

X

X

W20 - 15X20 - 6X8

√

√

√

X

X

X

W20H - 15X20H - 6X8H

X

√

X

X

X

X

W20HG - 15X20HG - 6X8H

X

X

√

X

X

X

W21 - 15X21 - 6X8.5

√

√

√

X

X

X

W21H - 15X21H - 6X8.5H

X

√

X

X

X

X

W21HG - 15X21HG - 6X8.5HG

X

X

√

X

X

X

X - 13X18 - 5X7

√

√

√

X

X

X

XH - 13X18H - 5X7H

X

√

X

X

X

X

XHG - 13X18HG - 5X7HG

X

X

√

X

X

X

PLT - PLOTTER

X

X

X

X

X

√

LLT - 40X60 - 15x24

X

X

X

X

X

√

NLT - 30X60 - 12x24

X

X

X

X

X

√

RLT - 40X30 - 15x12

X

X

X

X

X

√

W15H - 20X15(x2)H - 8X6(x2)H

X

X

X

X

√

X

WL3H - 20X10(x3)H - 8X4(x3)H

X

X

X

X

√

X

WLH - 20X10(x2)H - 8X4(x2)H

X

X

X

X

√

X

WXLH - 20X13(x2)LH - 8X5(x2)LH

X

X

X

X

√

X

WXH - 20X13(x2)H - 8X5(x2)H
X
X
When the printer is an MPU multi-cut formats are not supported

X

X

√

X

1
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2 Printer Configuration
There are different adjustable parameters available on the Search Printers Screen. Printers
are factory-adjusted by default and the system is already configured to obtain a good printing
quality. However, in order to achieve the best quality possible it is necessary to adjust some
parameters and perform some periodical calibrations.

2.1 Colour Configuration
There are two configuration modes which can be applied on each printer individually: Classic
colour correction and Image quality management. Classic mode allows you to configure
standard printer parameters through legacy adjustment screens. The available adjustments
with classic colour correction are fine, but it is highly recommended to use the new Image
quality management system, since it represents a forward step in colour managing and
printing consistency comparing to the classic mode.

2.1.1 Classic colour correction
Access this screen by pressing the ‘Explore’ button or by
selecting Menu > Settings > Printers
•

Basic
Select Basic and click ‘Colour Setup’. The colour components
can be fine-tuned separately (R,G,B) or together (Brightness)
o
o

‘Level’ adjusts the colour saturation
‘Gamma’ adjusts the middle tones

Each printer can be adjusted individually and can be optimised for colour or for black &
white pictures. It’s also possible to define two more custom optimizations: Custom1 /
Custom2. Different profiles can also be saved / loaded.

NOTE
B&W, Custom1 and Custom2 optimisations are not applicable to DPSKiosk
• Advanced
Select Advanced and click ‘Colour Setup’.
Colour components can be fine-tuned
separately (R,G,B) or together (RGB)
Separate adjustments can be made at
every point on the curve from shadows to
highlights.
Adjustments can be made for each printer
and each format individually, and they can
be optimised for colour or for black & white
pictures and optimize more options with the
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values Custom1 / Custom2. Different profiles can also be saved / loaded.
• ICC Settings (Colour Matching, ICC Profiles)
For best colour quality improvement, use Colour
Matching.
Check ‘Apply Colour Matching’ option in ‘Colour
Matching’ panel. If you want to use picture files
embedded profiles, please also check ‘Use pictures
embedded profile’.
NOTE
Old Mitsubishi ICC profiles from DPS PrintServer versions prior to 5.6 are no longer
supported. Use the new ones provided or contact Support if you had old specific ICC profiles.
From version 5.6. DPS PrintServer allows using standard ICC profiles as well as the new
Mitsubishi ICC Profiles provided.
Select the printer you want to configure. Press the ‘ICC Settings…’ button in the ‘Printer
Settings’ panel. This setting only affects the printer selected.

• ICC Profiles list. With the list on the left, it’s possible to manage the ICC profiles placed in
the DPSPrintServer\ICCs folder. It’s possible to add new profiles to the list by pressing
‘Load ICCs’ and selecting an ICC profile placed in another location. It’s also possible to
delete them from the list by pressing ‘Delete ICCs’.
• Media Type. Each media type can be configured with a different ICC profile. Be sure to
configure at least the currently used media type.
• Quality. Each print quality has a different colour contrast and intensity. Different ICC
profiles must therefore be used.
• Colour – B/W. Colour correction for colour or black & white images can be enabled and
configured separately. Enabling Colour and disabling B/W is recommended. An ICC profile
is assigned to the Colour mode of every media type and every quality by default.
• Arrow button. Use this button to assign the selected profile from the ICC profiles list to
Colour or B/W.

Please, refer to chapter 4 for more information about classic colour correction settings.
NOTE
All default ICC profiles will be applied in any new detected printer.
References:
Part of DPS PrintServer (Mitsubishi Electric Europe, B.V.) uses “Colour Science i2e Image Enhancement
Technology”.
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2.1.2 Image Quality Management (iQ)
Image Quality Management is a new concept of printer calibration and
adjustment which makes possible to obtain the maximum quality in your
prints.
Access this screen by pressing the ‘Explore’ button or by selecting Menu
> Settings > Printers.
Then select ‘Image quality management’ and click ‘Setup…’ button to
access iQ configuration screen.

On the left side are placed all the controls which allow configuring the different adjustments
assigned to the printer. On the right side is placed the button to start a new iQ adjustment
process. It is highly recommended not to change the configuration of the left side panel. The
values are configured automatically when you perform a calibration or profiling process with
your printer, and they are only intended for administration or advanced testing purposes.
To start the iQ adjustment process, please, follow the steps on the right side: Firstly, select
the quality you want to adjust, and then press the ‘Start wizard’ button.
A new screen will appear and will guide you trough the process. To obtain fully detailed
information about the iQ management system, please, refer to chapter 5.
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2.2 Printer Settings
Printers are factory-adjusted. However, some working parameters can be adjusted.
Access this screen by pressing the Explore button or by selecting Menu > Settings > Printers.

If you select a printer and then click on “Parameters” you will be able to change some
advanced printer options which can be used to fine tune adjustments or improve print quality.
• Alias. Change this to improve printer
identification.
• Sharpness.
Detail
improvement.
Recommended values:
o CP9500DW-S: User – Manual - 6
o CP9550DW-S: Noise:Off Sharpness:4
o CP9600DW-S: Noise: Off Sharpness:4
o CP9800DW-S: Noise:Off Sharpness:8
o CP9820DW-S: Noise:Off Sharpness:8
o CP3800D: Not available
o CP3020D: Not available
• Image Quality. The default print mode of
the printer which is being configured. This
quality level is used when no image quality
is specified by the sender application.
Improved quality involves a higher quality
of image and colour, but also a slower
printing speed.
• Gamma Colour. Colour depth adjustment.
Leave the default values if you are using ICC profiles.
• Colour Tables. The recommended configuration is None-Flat and it is the correct option to
use with ICC profiles (default).
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• Number of copies near end will generate an incident when reaching the configured
number.
• Save and Exit to apply changes.
• Exclusive Formats. Activating this option CP9600DW-S will work with its own formats.
This helps to avoid CP9600DW-S printing standard 10x15 cm (6x4 inc) or 15x23 cm (6x9
inch) sizes when the printer is attached to a system together with other printers like
CP9500DW-S also using that media size. Due to HIGH QUALITY and SLOW SPEED of
CP9600DW-S printer, it is preferable to reserve this printer for special jobs like Studio
pictures, where high quality is a must. When this option is checked and the user wants to
send a request to that printer, special paper size must be chosen from the list of available
paper size 10x15 cm (6x4 inc) or 15x23 cm (6x9 inch).
• Mirror Mode. Activating this option the image will be inverted (from left to right), producing
a mirror effect. This option is deactivated by default.
• Overcoat. This option enables the printing of an overcoat layer on the picture. It is
activated by default.
The default values are usually the best, but the operator can vary these parameters to
improve the performance of the printer on a printer-by-printer basis.
NOTE
Do not change the Colour Table unless ICC profiling applies.
In this case, ‘Flat’ or ‘No tables’ will be automatically selected
NOTE
For CP9550DW (A) choosing FineDeep image quality, will make the printer print in SuperFine
mode
Restrictions:
With the format 10x15x2 based on paper-cut, white edge cannot be implemented.
When a plotter printer is selected, the “Parameters” screen shows special configuration
options that only apply to the plotter.
• Advanced interpolation. This option allows resizing the plotter images for the format
PLOTTER. This option is disabled by default.
• Max MegaPixels. This option allows specifying how many megapixels will be used when
resizing to format PLOTTER. It is only applied when advanced interpolation is activated.
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2.3 Picture automatic adjustments

Picture automatic adjustments applies
changes to specific parts of the image. It is
useful to enhance highlights and shadows,
colours, etc.
To apply automatic adjustments, a
configuration screen accessible from the
main screen has been created. Go to
Menu - Settings - Picture Automatic
Adjustments to open the configuration
menu.
Each one of the automatic adjustments
options can be individually activated or
deactivated. Moreover the impact of each
one of the parameters on the image can
be modified. The application is configured
to improve the pictures aspect, although it
is possible to adjust the configuration in
order to get best results.

• Enable picture automatic adjustments
• Adaptative brightness enhancement: This option enables the use of shadow and Highlight
enhancement.
• Shadow and highlight enhancement: this option enables highlights correction strength and
Shadows Correction Strength options.
• Adaptative colour enhancement
• Local sharpness enhancement
• Memory colour enhancement
• Local noise reduction
• Highlight contrast
• Shadow Contrast
• Shadow desaturation
”DEFAULT” button restores default factory values.

Note: Certain parts of Mitsubishi Electric DPS PrintServer have been created using “Colour-Science i2e Image
Enhancement Technology."
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2.4 Print Areas
The PrintArea option on the menu provides access to the printing area and white border
settings of each printer and to the format and quality supported by the system.
Using the Printing Area settings indications on where the image printing is to be started can
be given to the application. Therefore the paper size and the actually configured printable
area are displayed.
White
border
Limits of printable area

Non printable area

Choose printer, format and
quality

Refresh screen
Adjustment of printing
area
Save
changes

Exit

White border
adjustment

Keep proportions

Width and length of the printing area can be modified, using pixel or millimetres.
The optional white border can also be configured, in millimetres.
IMPORTANT NOTE
Cutting formats (10x15x2, 11’5x15x2) do not support white border
When printers or format are chosen, changes must be saved or cancelled.
NOTE
If cutting formats are modified (10x15x2 ; 11’5x15x2) the composition file must be modified for
optimal results.
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3 General settings
These parameters control the behaviour of the PrintServer.
There are some of them that are general for every printer and others applied only to the MPU
Sorter.
Please refer to chapter 6 for further information about MPU Sorter unit.

3.1 Adjust
Access this screen by selecting Menu > Settings >
Adjust

3.1.1 Balanced
This is the default configuration used if no
‘Balanced’ mode is specified in the requests sent. If
checked, the jobs in a request are sent to printers
that can print the selected format. Otherwise, all
jobs will be sent to one of the printers that supports
the format.

3.1.2 Balanced Type (Speed Mode)
DPS Print Server sends any order to the first printer
available. This increases the printing speed, but the printing order is lost.

3.1.3 Balanced Type (Order Mode)
A set of ordered printing jobs are assigned to each available printer. Instant prints are
ordered, but speed is lost (because an available printer could not be assigned in order to
prevent the order being lost).

3.1.4 Sorting
Whenever the print queue is ready to print, this option will reverse (Descending) or not
(Ascending) the printing order. This option is useful for copies to land on the print tray in
reverse order.
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3.1.5 Beep on finished request
If checked, a sound will be played when a request finishes printing.

3.1.6 Logging / No resize
These parameters are for technical purposes. Please leave them unchecked.

3.1.7 Full belt mode
This setting only applies to MPU unit, it indicates what is the action that the application must
do when a stack has reached the end of the belt. The values can be:
•

STOP: PrintServer will stop printing with MPU till the stack is removed from the belt
by the operator (only the stack over the sensor it’s needed to be removed).

•

MOVE: PrintServer will move the belt so the first stack will fall at belt tray.

3.1.8 Beep on full belt
This setting only applies to MPU unit, when checked PrintServer will emit a sound when a
stack has reached the belt end.

3.1.9 Number of stacks
This setting only applies to MPU unit. It allows configuring the number of the MPU output
stacks on the belt.
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4 Classic colour correction settings
This chapter refers to the classic colour corrections. It is highly recommended to use the new
iQ Image quality management system (refer to chapter 5) instead classic settings. However,
the system is predefined in classic colour correction in order to allow backward compatibility
and it is possible to keep using the classic system instead.
It is important to take into consideration that old Easy Colour Adjustments have been
removed from the Classic colour correction options because they have been embedded on
the new iQ Image quality management system as the new concept “Visual Calibration”.
(Please, refer chapter 5 for more details).
In Classic colour correction mode, after the printer is detected, some colour and quality set-up
can be carried out. A choice between using CPD colour adjustment files or ICC profiles is
possible. It is very important to set up the system according to your choice.
ICC profiles are automatically applied to each printer and it is the default Mitsubishi
recommended configuration.

IMPORTANT NOTE – ICC COMPATIBILITY
Now DPS PrintServer supports standard ICC profiles and special Mitsubishi ICC profiles.
Mitsubishi ICC profiles follow a new design and are not compatible with the old ones, so, ICC
profiles from older versions than DPS PrintSever 5.6 are not longer compatible.

4.1 CP9550DW-S/CP9600DW-S/CP9800DW-S/DP9820DW-S
using CPD file
1. Check Colour Correction group has the ‘Advanced’ option checked.
2. Press the ‘Setup’ button.
3. Check that the CPD default curve for CP9550DWS is loaded. The grey curve is a
guide if one is needed to make small adjustments, in order not to stray too far from
the current standard CPD adjustment for the printer.
4. Press the ‘Exit’ button.
5. Press the ‘Parameters’ button on the ‘Detected Printer list’ to show this form.

Load default
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a. In the ‘Colour Table’ group in the ‘Colour’ drop-down list box, select the
‘Printer Colour’ option. Do not use the ‘Flat’ colour table. The convention of
these names depends on the printer model.
b. In the ‘B/W’ drop-down list box, always leave the ‘Printer Colour’ option
selected.
c. Set ‘Noise Reduction’ to ‘off’.
d. Set ‘Sharpness’ to 4.
e. Set ‘Superfine mode’ to ‘off’.
f. Set ‘Gamma Colour’ to ‘Photo’.
g. Set ‘Mode’ to ‘normal’.
6. The ‘Apply Colour Matching’ option in the ‘Colour Matching’ panel must be
unchecked.

4.2 CP9550DW-S/CP9600DW-S using ICC profile
1.
2.
3.
4.

Check that the Colour Correction group has the ‘Advanced’ option checked.
Press the ‘Set-up’ button.
Check that NO CPD curve is loaded. The Flat line must be selected.
Press the ‘Exit’ button.

5. Press the ‘Parameters’ button on the ‘Detected Printer list’ to show the Parameters
form.
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a. Select the ‘Flat’ option in the ‘Colour Table’ group in the ‘Colour’ drop-down
list box. Do not use the ‘Printer Colour’ colour table. The full option naming
convention depends on the printer model.
b. In the ‘B/W’ drop-down list box, leave the ‘Printer Colour’ option, if there is no
special colour profile for that option.

c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Set ‘Noise Reduction’ to ‘off’.
Set ‘Sharpness’ to 4.
Set ‘Superfine mode’ to ‘off’.
Set ‘Gamma Colour’ to ‘Photo’.
Set ‘Mode’ to ‘normal’.

6. Check the ‘Apply Colour Matching’ option in the ‘Colour Matching’ panel. If you want
to use picture files embedded profiles, also check ‘Use pictures embedded profile’.

7. Press ‘ICC Settings…’ button on the ‘Printer Settings’ panel. On list on the left, you
have the previously loaded profiles.
a. Select ‘Media Type’ and the desired Quality.
b. Check the ‘Colour’ option.
c. The ICC profile on the left must be assigned using the arrow button.
d. The B/W option must be left unchecked if there is no special colour profile for
that option.
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4.3 CP9500DWS/CP3020DW using CPD files
1.
2.
3.
4.

Check that the Colour Correction group has ‘Advanced’ option checked.
Press the ‘Set-up’ button.
Load or ‘draw’ the CPD curve that you need.
Save the new curve if needed and press the ‘Exit’ button.

5. Press the ‘Parameters’ button on the ‘Detected Printer list’ to show the Parameters
form.
a. In the ‘Colour Table’ group, in the ‘Colour’ drop-down list box, select the
‘Printer Colour’ option. Do not use the ‘Flat’ colour table. These convention of
these names depends on the printer model.
b. In the ‘B/W’ drop-down list box, always leave the ‘Printer Colour’ option
selected.
c. Set ‘Sharpness’ to ‘User’ and ‘Manual’ to 6.
d. Set ‘Gamma Colour’ to ‘Photo’.
e. Set ‘Mode’ to ‘normal’.
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6. The ‘Apply ColourMatching’ option in ‘Colour Matching’ panel must be unchecked.

4.4 CP9500DWS/CP3020DW using ICC profiles
1.
2.
3.
4.

Check that the ‘Advanced’ option checked in the Colour Correction group.
Press the ‘Set-up’ button.
Check that NO CPD curve is loaded. Flat line must be selected.
Press the ‘Exit’ button.

5. Press the ‘Parameters’ button on the ‘Detected Printer list’ to show the parameters
form
a. In the ‘Colour Table’ group in the ‘Colour’ drop-down list box, select the ‘Flat’
option. Do not use the ‘Printer Colour’ colour table. The full option naming
convention depends on the printer model.
b. In the ‘B/W’ drop-down list box, leave the ‘Printer Colour’ option if there is no
special ICC profile for B/W pictures.
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c. Set ‘Sharpness’ to ‘User’ and ‘Manual’ to 6.
d. Set ‘Gamma Colour’ to ‘Photo’.
e. Set ‘Mode’ to ‘normal’.

4.5 A FINAL RECOMMENDATION
Current ICC profiles are created using the printer's flat colour curves, in order to start with
neutral corrections. They are not based in any CPD file.
Recommendation: DO NOT MIX Printer Colour curves or CPD files with ICC profiles.
Remember that each print size and print speed require different colour profiles.
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5 Image quality management iQ
Image Quality Management or, iQ management, is a new way to adjust
and calibrate printers to obtain the best colour reproduction and
consistency.
The system is based on a wizard that guides the user to calibrate each
printer-paper-quality combination. Calibration requires printing some
patterns in order to use them during the adjusting process.
In order to use the maximum capabilities of the printers, the user should obtain an Eye-One
calibrator device. However, the Eye-One device is not essential to get a good colour
reproduction. Please, contact your dealer for further information.
There are two main steps on the iQ process:
1) Calibration.
Calibration helps to keep a regular response of the printer thermal head through the whole
range of light intensity. Also helps to get the most of the thermal head dynamic range. A good
calibration will result in perfect grayscale tones, without colour casts.
Calibration can be performed with an Eye-One device or through a visual system. Eye-One
calibration is the best way to calibrate objectively the printer and obtain the best results. The
visual calibration system uses the same method as the former Easy Colour Adjustment
technology, which has been improved and included in the iQ management process.
2) Profiling
Profiling process, applied over a calibrated printer, helps to improve colour reproduction
accuracy, whatever the darker or brighter the colour is. The ICC profiles transform original
picture colour to a common colour space (sRGB).

5.1 Eye-One Calibration kit
The Eye-One calibration kit includes an i1Pro
spectrophotometer. It is a fast, handheld, colour
measurement device which measures the full
visible spectrum of the light reflected from colour
samples and it is used for monitor and printer
profiling/calibration.
It also includes a special support for measurement
and a special accessory for monitor profiling.
For monitor profiling, please install the software
provided on the CD. And follow the documentation
provided with the kit. For printer calibration it is not
necessary to install any additional software.
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5.2 Working with Eye-One device
Eye-One calibration device connects with the system through USB cable. You will find the
drivers on ‘C:\Drivers\Eye-One\’. For further information about installation, please refer the
Eye-One installation document.

EYE-ONE USB CONNECTION ADVICE
Please, do not use front USB connection to connect Eye-One Device. Use any of free
system rear USB connections instead.

Eye-One device is used by DPS PrintServer for printer calibration and profiling. To do so,
several prints with colour patches have to be made. Then they have to be read with the
device in order to obtain the required measurements for the printer adjustment.

5.2.1 Eye-One device parts
These are the most important parts of the Eye-One device:

USB plugg

White calibration tile

Operation button

The device has an operation button on the left side. This button has to be pressed for reading
samples or for device calibration.
The white calibration tile is used only for the Eye-One calibration. The device must be placed
over it and the button has to be pressed when prompted in the software. Then, Eye-One
device will be calibrated and ready to use.

5.2.2 Eye-One operation
In this point it is explained how to read the printed patches with the Eye-One calibrator
device, either you are calibrating or profiling your system. It is very important understanding it
because this process will be assumed in the following chapter 5.3, where iQ management
wizard will be explained.
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After printing one or more patterns you will have to read them with the device. Please, repeat
the following steps for each printed pattern:

1. Put the printed target on the reading support as
shown, attaching it with the upper black plastic
support.

2. Put the Eye-One device on the black plastic slider
support as shown. Eye-One device must slide freely
in horizontal direction and the transparent plastic
guide must slide in vertical direction. Make sure the
printed target is not too close to the left because the
reading process must start on a white surface.

3. Slide Eye-One and transparent support to the top
left, as shown. Eye one device must be placed
aligned with the first row of patches and pointing to a
white background on the left of the first patch. When
prompted by the software, click on the Eye-One
operation button and leave it pressed. Then, you will
hear a “beep” signal (If you don’t hear a beep signal,
because maybe your system does not include
internal speaker, just wait a couple of seconds). In
this moment slide the Eye-One device horizontally to
the right until reaching the end of the patches row.
Try to move the reading device in a constant speed.
With some practice you can read a 4x6 print in less
than a minute (45-50 seconds).

4. Move down the transparent plastic sliding support,
aligning the plastic support hole to the next row, and
return the Eye-One device to the left as shown. Then
repeat the process until finished.
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5.3 How to adjust the printer: iQ management wizard
iQ management wizard is the application that will guide you in the printer adjustment process.
If you are not satisfied with your printing quality / consistence, please follow the iQ
management steps in order to adjust your printers. If you are satisfied with your printing
quality and you have an Eye-One device you will be able to get even better quality. If you
don’t have an Eye-One device, use the wizard only if printing quality is not good, because the
visual adjustment process is not so accurate.
Access the initial screen by pressing the ‘Explore’ button or by selecting Menu > Settings >
Printers.
Then select ‘Image quality management’ and click ‘Setup…’ button.

Printer calibration will be performed with the installed media. To start the adjustment process,
follow the steps on the right side of the screen.
Firstly, choose the printing quality, and secondly, press “Start wizard” button. It is very
important to check that any of the printers installed is printing before continue. A message box
will appear warning about it. Click “Ok” to continue.
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Then, iQ wizard will be launched. It will guide you until the end of the process. The picture
below shows the main elements you can find along the wizard steps.

Shortcut buttons.
(Only for advanced
users)

Information area

Action area

Exit button

In the welcome screen you will find information about selected printer, paper and quality.
Click ‘Continue’ to go to the next step.
You will be asked whether you have or not, an Eye-One device. Choose the convenient
option and click ‘Continue’.
If you don’t have an Eye-One calibration device, follow the next point 5.3.1. If you have an
Eye-One device, please go to point 5.3.2.
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5.3.1 Calibrating the printer
There are two ways to calibrate the printers. In case of having the Eye-One calibration kit
please proceed with the calibration mode using Eye-One. Otherwise, proceed with visual
calibration.

5.3.1.1 Visual Calibration
NOTE
If you have an Eye-One calibration kit please go to the next chapter 5.3.1.2, which refers to
the calibration using an Eye-One.

Start the calibration wizard and when you are asked whether you have or not and Eye-one
device choose the option “No, I don’t”.
At the beginning of the wizard an image with a set of greyish patches will be printed, as
shown in the figure, divided into four groups.

Once printed, select the most neutral grey box (with no colour cast) of each group (area) and
enter the associated number in the corresponding boxes. In the first step is quite normal to
leave the values to 0, since none of the patches are closer enough to the desired gray, but it
will depend on the printer. Sometimes, leaving the values to 0 and pressing ‘Continue’ makes
the decision easier by reducing the distance between patches.
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For further information follow on-screen instructions.
You can repeat the process up to four times to fine-tune the result by clicking “Continue” or, if
you are satisfied with the result, you can press “Finish” at any time you want.
Then the final screen will appear. Click ‘Finish’ again to leave the iQ wizard. You will return to
the previous configuration screen.

The generated calibration will be applied automatically to the selected printer, paper and
quality. You only have to press ‘Close’ to leave the iQ configuration screen or select another
printing quality and start the process again.

5.3.1.2 Calibration with Eye-One device
With the Eye-One calibration device you will be able to obtain the best printing quality
possible, even if you think that the default quality is good enough.
Start the calibration wizard and when you are asked whether you have or not and Eye-one
device choose the option “Yes, I have an Eye-one device. After that, you will have to choose if
you want to perform a full or a quick calibration.
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Quick calibration has to be chosen only if you have performed a full calibration before. Full
calibration will provide the best calibration for your printer, but it will require 5 prints in
10x15cm – 4x6 inch. Quick calibration can be done with only 1 print, and it is intended for
everyday adjustment, but it is based on a previous full calibration. Quick calibration is only
able to correct small deviations, but will work fine on most of the cases. When quick
calibration does not perform well, it’s time to proceed with a full calibration again.
In this chapter, only full calibration will be explained, because it has more steps. If you
understand full calibration you will be able to perform a quick calibration as well.
Click ‘Continue’ to start the calibration process. You will be prompted to connect Eye-One
device. Connect it and click ‘Ok’ to continue. Calibrator application will be launched.
CALIBRATOR & PRINT PROFILER ACTIVATION CODE
When Calibrator is launched for the first time you will be prompted to insert an activation
code. This code can be found inside the Eye-One case in a paper labelled “Calibrator Unlock
Code”. Please, note that the unlock code is case sensitive.
Next you will be prompted for device calibration. Follow the shown instructions and finally
click ‘Ok’.
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You will be able then to see the following screen:
NOTE
The White Point Calibration is only available with the 9800 series printers.

1
2

Press ‘Print’ button (1) to print the white point calibration card. Please, wait for the print to
finish. Then press ‘Next’ button to continue (2).
Now you have to put the printed card on the reading support and read, row by row, as
described in the point 5.2.2 Eye-One operation.
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When finished, click ‘Next’ button to continue.
The following step will be greyscale calibration. You have to click ‘Print’ again. Some prints

will be made, and then again you will have to push ‘Next’ button to continue.
You will have to read the printed patches as described in 5.2.2 Eye-One operation point.
When you finish reading one print, the page will change automatically. You only have to
change the card in the reading support and start again with the following print.
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NOTE
Sometimes, depending on the printer model, it can appear the message below. Don’t care as
it is just an informative message.
The error may be caused by the fact that the printer is not warmed enough. But this doesn’t
prevent performing a good calibration.

Once you have finished reading all the rows of the different pages click ‘Next’ button to
continue. This is the last screen, where you have to press the button ‘Generate Tables’ (1) in
order to generate the calibration information. You will be able to see a graphics chart where
the read information will be shown.

1

2

Finally press ‘Complete’ button (2) to exit the Calibrator application.
Now you have generated a calibration for your selected printer, paper and quality. Most users
will find this calibration good enough, because can be used with the provided generic ICC
profiles. The next screen will ask if you want to use the generic ICC profiles or if you want to
improve even more the quality by generating a new profile for the selected printer, paper and
quality settings.
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5.3.2 Printer Profiling
You can access this screen from the ‘ICC Profiling’ shortcut button on the iQ screen or after
calibrating a printer. It is highly recommended to perform a full printer calibration prior to
profiling. Printer profiling should only be used for fine tuning and it is not intended for daily
adjustment.
If you don’t want to generate a new ICC profile, simply click ‘Skip’ button and the wizard will
finish. Now we will explain how to generate a new ICC profile.

Firstly, click on ‘Print Patches’ button. Several patches for your selected printer and paper
size will be printed. Wait until finished and then, click ‘Printer Profiling’ button to start the
process. Print Profiler software will appear.

CALIBRATOR & PRINT PROFILER ACTIVATION CODE
When Print Profiler is launched for the first time, if Calibrator has not been started before,
you will be prompted to insert an activation code. This code can be found inside the Eye-One
case in a paper labelled “Calibrator Unlock Code”. Please, note that the unlock code is case
sensitive.

First of all, click ‘Connect’ button to
establish the communication between
the Eye-One device and the software.
Secondly click ‘Calibrate’ to calibrate
the device. Follow the on-screen
instructions and click ‘Ok’.
1
2

After calibration, click the
green right arrow on the
bottom right of the screen
to continue.
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The following screen will appear.

Press ‘Start’ button before starting the reading process.
You will have to read the printed patches as described in 5.2.2 Eye-One operation point.
When you finish reading one print, the page will change automatically on the screen. You only
have to change the card in the reading support and start again with the following print.
When finished, click again the right green arrow to continue.
The following screen will appear:

Click ‘Create Profile…’ to
generate the ICC profile. You will
be asked about the name and
folder where the file will be
saved. Please, leave the default
name and folder for a correct file
detection.
Then you have finished profiling
your printer. Click the ‘X’ on the
top right to leave Print Profiler
application or Go to ‘File-> Quit’
menu.
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After generating an ICC profile or skipping the ICC generation step you will find the Final
screen. Click ‘Finish’ to leave the iQ management wizard and return to configuration screen.

The generated calibration and profile will be applied automatically to the selected printer,
paper and quality.
You only have to press ‘Close’ to leave the iQ configuration screen or select another printing
quality and start the wizard again.
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5.3.3 Calibration and profiling the MPU unit
The MPU Sorter unity is composed by two printers. To perform a calibration and profiling it is
necessary to do it individually to each printer composing the unit.
Please, follow the steps described in the chapter 5.3 which refers to the calibration and
profiling of printers.
Remember that the colour patches are placed on the upper tray.

5.3.4 Profiling Windows driver based Printers (CP3800 series and
Plotter Series)
Windows driver based printers have a special treatment when profiling. There are 2 main
issues to take into account:
1) Windows driver ICC management has to be disabled.
2) Printing the adjustment patches has to be made through Print Profiler software instead of
IQ Wizard ‘Print Patches’ button.
Profiling example for the printer CP3800:
First of all, we have to disable windows driver colour managing. Go to ‘Search Printers’
screen and click ‘Printers Control Panel’ button. ‘Printers and Faxes’ window will appear.

Select CP3800 printer and go to ‘File-Printing Preferences…’
Then select the tab ‘Option’ and change the ‘Color Adjustment’ setting to ‘None (N)’ as
shown.
Then click Ok to save changes and leave the printing preferences menu. ‘Printers and Faxes’
window has to be closed too. This step has to be made only once. The setting keeps
configured in Windows driver. Now we are ready to profile the printer through the IQ Wizard
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Follow the instructions of the
chapter 5.3 to start IQ Wizard
selecting CP3800 printer in the
printer list.
Click ‘Next’ button on the IQ Wizard
and the Printer Profiling screen will
appear.
‘Print Patches’ button will be
disabled, since interaction way for
this printer is through the Windows
printing interface. Click ‘Printer
Profiling’ to continue.
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Print Profiler application will
appear, with all options freely
configurable. First of all, select
the printer type.
In case of CP3800 select RGB
Dye sub (for Plotter series you
should select RGB Printer). Click
the blue links on the application
in order to obtain more
information.
Then click the green right arrow
to continue to next step ‘Select
Device’.

Click ‘Connect’ button to establish the communication between the Eye-One device and the
software and then click ‘Calibrate’ to calibrate the device. Follow the on-screen instructions
and click ‘Ok’. (See chapter 5.3.3 for detailed information).
Click the green right arrow again. ‘Define Target’ step will appear.
Here we will be able to configure and print the patches for printer profiling.

1

2

3

Click ‘Page Setup…’ to configure the printing output (1)
Then click on ‘Printer…’ (2) and select MITSUBISHI CP3800DW printer from the list (3). Click
‘Ok’ button. ‘Page Setup’ menu will now have information about the available printing sizes of
the printer.
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Now select the correct printing size according to
installed media (8x10 or 8x12) and click ‘Ok’.
The following step is selecting the number of patches
that we want to print. For optimum results in dye
sublimation printers, we recommend 1400 patches,
but you can try a lower patch count.

Finally, press ‘Print’ button in order to obtain the printed patches before the next step.
Once printed, click right green arrow to
continue with ‘Read Target’ step.
Click ‘Start’ before starting the reading
process.
Then follow the last steps described in
chapter 5.3.3 to complete the ICC
profile creation process.

5.4 Compatibility
Not all the printers are compatible with the complete iQ management flow. There are some
printers that are only compatible with ICC profiling.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: ICC PROFILING WITH CP3800 & PLOTTER SERIES
CP3800 Series and Plotter Series printers are configured by default with a windows driver
ICC profile. Please, disable ICC profiles in windows driver settings before creating a new ICC
profile with iQ management wizard.
Please, refer to Chapter 5.3.4 for detailed information
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CALIBRATION

PROFILING

CP95XX Series

√

√

CP9600 Series

√

√

CP98XX Series

√

√

CP3020 Series

X

√

CP3800 Series

X

√ (*)

MPU

√

√

Plotter Series

X

√ (*)

(*) For these printers, profiling process requires proper windows driver configuration.

For printers not compatible with calibration, only ICC profiling will be enabled on the iQ wizard
application.

5.5 Summary
There are 3 different scenarios you can apply:
1) Using provided generic calibration files and generic ICC profiles.
The system is configured by default with this scenario when iQ mode is activated. If you
do not perform any additional adjustment you will obtain a very good printing quality.
2) Calibrating the printer (visual procedure or hardware attended procedure) and
using the provided generic ICC profiles.
This option will provide you better than default results. Calibrating the printers will result in
better colour consistency. It is a quick process, so you will not spend a lot of time, and
you will improve a lot your printing quality.
3) Calibrating the printer and creating new ICC profiles.
This is the option that will give you the best results, but requires more time for adjusting a
printer.

MITSUBISHI RECOMMENDS:
Acquiring an Eye-One device and performing a full calibration the first time (printer profiling
optionally) and, periodically, re-adjust the printers with a quick calibration.
Please, read carefully chapter 5.3 to obtain detailed information and read the table below as
well.
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5.5.1 Printing quality level optimisation table

Printing Quality
optimisation level

Minimum

When…

Calibration

Profiling

-

-

Full

-

…using a new format.

Full

-

…changing the quality.

Full

-

…having a printer with no
calibration.

Full

-

Quick

-

Full

Yes

…using a new format.

Full

Yes

…changing the quality.

Full

Yes

…having a printer with no
calibration.

Full

Yes

Quick

-

…you
consider
the
printing quality with the
default ICC is good
enough.
…plugging
printer.

Recommended

in

…changing
cassette.

Optimum

…plugging
printer.

in

a

new

the

ink

a

new

…starting the workday.
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6 MPU Sorter

6.1 Introduction
The mass production unit MPU Sorter has been designed to achieve a high performance
level and a higher easiness working due to its backprinting and sorting functions.

6.1.1 Requirements and compatibility
To be able to use the MPU Sorter it’s mandatory to have an IT5000 with a Flexilab ClickPro
software version 2.5.0 or higher.
In order to achieve the best results, use an IT5000 HW4 version, or higher, and plug in the
MPU Sorter directly with the supplied USB connector. It’s advised not to use and USB
extender.
The MPU Sorter unit is compatible with Flexilab systems using PT6000, PT7000 or MT1E
machines connected in Order Terminal mode to an IT5000 working with ClickPro software
version 2.5.0 or higher.

6.2 Installation
Before connecting the unity to the IT5000, please check that you have a Flexilab Click Pro
2.5.0 version or higher and shut down all applications using the Monitor Manager.
Once the MPU Sorter is plugged in, please read thoroughly the on-screen instructions in
order to install correctly the MPU Sorter unit.
Once the installation is accomplished, reboot the system in order to let the changes be
applied.
To check the installation has been performed correctly, please verify that the MPU Sorter is
shown now in the DispatcherAdmin screen. It must be shown as a red frame framing the
contained printers.
Both printers are differentiated as the UPPER printer and the LOWER printer.

These 2 printers belong to the same
MPU Sorter.
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MITSUBISHI RECOMMENDS:
It’s necessary to calibrate the printers contained in the MPU Sorter in order to achieve an
optimum result regarding to printing quality. Please refer to the previous chapter to get more
information about printer calibration.

6.3 Working modes
A MPU Sorter unit must be always attached to an IT5000. The MPU Sorter is able to print
local Click5000 orders (working as a single printer) and other ones coming from order
terminals (working then as a central high production machine).

6.3.1 Working as a single printer
This working mode is only referred to the orders that are generated locally and printed with
the MPU Sorter.
To generate and order for the MPU Sorter, choose the option labelled as “Sorter” in the field
“Destination” of the Print page in CLICK.

Choose the available paper size and quality in MPU Sorter. Then choose the destination
MPU. In case of having more the one, both will be listed. Otherwise, the MPU Sorter unit will
be the default destination.

The MPU will only print orders sent with the option “Sorter” or, in case of having a printer
inside the MPU Sorter with a specific format, it will also print orders with the options “Multi
printers” or “Single printer”.

6.3.2 Working as a central high production unit
To be able to print with the MPU Sorter using an Order Terminal it is necessary to fulfil the
requirement that at least one printer contained in the MPU Sorter has to be the only printer in
the system with the desired format.
In the case where the MPU doesn’t own exclusively a format, it’s necessary to export the
order to CLICK so as to resend it to the MPU Sorter.
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Please refer to the chapter 4.3.5 form the Click application manual to know how to export an
order.

6.3.3 Compatible formats
The MPU unit is compatible with most of the formats supported by the 98xx series printers
except those ones called composition, or multi-cut, formats. Please refer to the formats table
from chapter 1.2.3 for further information about available formats.
NOTE
Composition or multi-cut formats are no available printing with a MPU Sorter.

6.4 Configuration
The configuration of the MPU Sorter is placed in general
settings of PrintServer (see chapter 3). The configuration
is applied to every MPU Sorter attached to the system.
The fields configurable regarding of the MPU Sorter are
the following.

6.4.1 Balanced
This setting is ignored by PrintServer when printing with
an MPU Sorter.

6.4.2 Sorting
This option determines if the MPU Sorter starts printing
the first picture or the last one.
•

Ascending: The MPU Sorter will start printing the first picture.

•

Descending: The MPU Sorter will start printing the last picture.

6.4.3 Full belt mode
The possible values:
•

STOP: MPU Sorter will stop printing until the stack is removed from the belt by the
operator (only the stack on the sensor it’s needed to be removed).

•

MOVE: MPU Sorter will move the belt when it gets full. The first stack will fall in the
belt tray and the MPU Sorter will keep printing.
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6.4.4 Beep on full belt
When this option is checked, the IT5000 will beep when the belt gets full.

6.4.5 Number of stacks
This option is used to choose how many stacks are placed on the belt. It’s possible to choose
between 2 or 3 stacks. Depending on this number the capacity of the belt will vary between
110 (2 stacks) or 165 (3 stacks) photos.

6.4.6 Recommended configuration
To achieve an optimum performance, Mitsubishi recommends using the following
configuration of PrintServer:
•

Full belt mode: MOVE if the MPU Sorter is unattended, otherwise STOP.

•

Beep on full belt: Activated

•

Number of stacks: 2

MITSUBISHI RECOMMENDS:
Do not use used paper or ink from another printer. The MPU Sorter unit performs better if
both printers have the same amount of remaining copies. Please change also paper roll
when ink cassette is exhausted.

6.5 Considerations
Printed orders are sent to the belt or to the upper tray depending on the paper size and the
priority of the order. The orders with the format L – 10x15 are placed on the belt. The orders
with X – 13x18 and W – 15x23 are placed on the upper tray. Moreover, the orders with “Now!”
priority appear on the upper tray regardless of the format, as well as the colour patches while
calibrating printers.
The number of stacks specified it’s only considered in the orders placed on the belt. The
capacity of the belt is about 110 photos (2 stacks) or 165 photos (3 stacks).
When changing from one paper size to another one, check the position of the paper selector
switch is the correct one for the new paper size.
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15x23 / 13x18 / Now! Orders

10x15

References:
Mitsubishi Electric Kiosk&Click software contains portions of imaging code based on proprietary technology
copyrighted by Pegasus Imaging Corporation, Tampa, FL. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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1 Introduction

DPSLab is one of the applications in the Flexilab Service Module interface (the new
comprehensive system for processing orders). It is responsible for processing and redirecting
print orders which are not for direct printing (INSTANT PRINT) in the MITSUBISHI
sublimation printers.
Examples of application: printing on plotters or minilabs installed in the actual establishment
(sending by LAN) or even printing in remote laboratories using the internet-based FTP
protocol.
Moreover, the application makes it possible to identify these extra services in a
"commercially" different way to other instant print services. Thus, the current version of
DPSLAB makes it possible to offer 2 additional print services at the same time, whose code
name are 1H (1-hour print service) and 24H (24-hour print service).
These code names are suggested for the default configuration of the module, i.e. 1H for local
sending to a minilab or plotter (since in this case the client can have the copies in an hour),
and 24H for Internet-based sending (to indicate a type of service in which the client comes
back to the establishment the following morning to pick up the photographs), although each
one can be configured for any service required.
For example, the first one for sending to plotter and the second for sending to a minilab, both
locally. In other words, the default code name is not linked to the type of service to be offered,
and nor the time that will be taken to process the job.
Moreover, they can also be renamed so that the establishment can identify the services
according to the configuration. For example, for 1H "counter printing" and for 24H "24-hour
Laboratory printing services", or also for 1H "Plotter Printing" and for 24H "Ready-in-1 hour
minilab printing", etc.
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1.1 System overview
The DPSLAB service module is comprised of the following elements:

ORDER

ORDER 00001

DPSLAB
ORDER 00002

Laboratory System
Protocol A
ORDER N

Protocol B

….

Components
Orders, Order 0001,
Order 0002, Order N
DPSLab
Protocols, Protocol A,
Protocol B…
Laboratory System

Description
Each of the orders sent to laboratories. They are based on the traditional
file system, structuring orders into folders .
The application discussed in this document.
The protocols can adapt to the specific way of work of each laboratory.
Destination laboratory, receiving the orders sent from a system with
DPSLab. This may also be a DPSClick machine.

When a 1H or 24H type service reach the DPSLAB module, the latter processes the images
first, prepares the necessary data structure and sends them, images and data, to their
destination. Depending on the configuration of the service, THE WHOLE process will begin
instantly or when the scheduled time slot is reached. The system can even be configured to
accumulate orders and thus at the end of the day they can all be burnt manually to CD, and
then be sent manually (by ordinary transport) to a remote laboratory.
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1.1.1 Image processing
Depending on the configuration and the characteristics of the service protocol, the DPSLAB
module will process the job images before sending them.

This is of the utmost importance, for example, when sending images via the Internet, so the
size must be reduced to make for easier sending.

In this case we should work in "MaxSizeFactor" mode (see the 'Image Processing' section the
"General" tab of the DPSLAB Services Configuration).

More specifically, The OPTSIZEDISK parameter will determine what the maximum size for an
image file on the hard drive is. If this size is surpassed the image file will be opened, its size
changed to the one that corresponds to the print size requested by the client, and it will be
compressed in ".JPG" format.

If you do not wish to changes the image size (in local area network connections, where file
size may be very high, without reducing the efficiency of sending), and you wish the target
machine to do this, OPTSIZEDISK will be increased to a sufficiently high value to prevent
processing. For example, 100000 (in bytes, 100Mbyte).

Another way of working is to adapt the image to the exact dimensions of the print size of the
target machine. It may be a requirement of this machine, and it saves processing time on it,
but it obliges the machine running the DPSLab module to perform more calculations and will
therefore reduce its performance. It is recommended only in local area network (not Internetbased) connections where large file sizes are permitted, although it is also possible for jobs
sent to remote laboratories with reasonable print sizes and forcing a JPG format
compression.

In this case there are two options available, "Cut" and "Fit Sides", explained in greater detail
at a later point in this annex.

1.1.2 Sending jobs
Jobs are sent chronologically as they arrive, regardless of the service they are associated
with (1H or 24H).

The orders accepted by the DPSLab module go from the "PENDING" to "BATCH
EXECUTING" status as long as the image processing and sending lasts. Only when the
DPSLab module reports that these jobs have been completed successfully will these orders
pass to the "DONE" status.

If during the sending of a job there is any communication error with the remote mechanism or
laboratory, or any abnormal situation arises interrupting the process, the order will be left in
the internal status "FAILED_TO_SEND" (in DPSLab environments) and the pre-established
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time will be allowed to elapse before a retry. During this waiting time DPSLab will process the
following order, if there is one.

Once the waiting time is up, since work orders are processed cyclically, in the next round the
job will be attempted again beginning with the first file that was left pending from the previous
attempt.

Throughout this process, the order is reflected in DISPATCHER in the "BATCH EXECUTING"
status.

If this error persists, a series of attempts will be made (according to configuration) until the job
is abandoned as "FAILED", and the following pending job will be processed. DPSLab jobs in
the "FAILED" status become services with the "error" status in DISPATCHER.

The services in "error" status in DISPATCHER must be relaunched manually by the operator,
and the DPSLab module will treat them as if it were processing them for the first time,
beginning from zero with each one of them.

If during the sending of a job the machine is powered off, the job will remain in the "BATCH
EXECUTING" status in DISPATCHER, and when the machine is powered up again, the
DPSLab module will check the files sent until that moment and will continue with the one after
the one last one sent before the power-off, following the same procedure as for retries
through communication failures, explained above.

The PAUSE button in Dispatcher is not effective on 1H or 24H
Services.To eliminate an order from the print queue of the DPSLab
module, the module must be switched off and the order removed from
DISPATCHER when it appears in error status after a few seconds.

2 Installation

2.1 Software installation
DPSLAB-3.0.16-setup.exe is the DPSLab installer. Double clicking on it starts the installation.
The following screens are typical of an automatic installation system and are very intuitive:
•

Welcome and introduction screen

•

Selection screen for the modules to be installed. In this case there is only the DPSLab
application.

•

Request for the installation directory. The installer proposes the preconfigured directories,
if these have already been created. (More information on this in the Flexilab manuals)

•

After the directory has been selected, the installation process begins after clicking on
"install" and a screen shows the progress of the installation.
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In the last step in the software installation process, the HASP devices which control
access to the application are configured, as are the settings of the DPSLab configuration.

Follow the instructions that appear on the screen. After the entire installation process has
ended, a concluding screen will appear. Click on “close” to complete the installation.
NOTE
At least one protocol must be installed for DPSLAB to be configured correctly.
At least one DPSLAB service must be configured.

2.2 Uninstallation process
During installation, the file ‘Uninstall_DPSLAB-3.0.16.exe’ is generated in the installation
directory. Clicking twice on it begins the DPSLab uninstallation process. This is followed by a
series of very intuitive screens which act as a guide during the process:
1. The initial screen proposes disinstalling the programme from the folder where it was
installed. Click on ‘Uninstall’ to begin the process.
2. Details of the process are shown while it is taking place.
3. Click on "close" on the last screen to complete the uninstallation process.
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3 Configuration
This section explains the application's configuration settings.
DPSLAB enables orders for printing photos and/or other services to be sent to third party
laboratories. The operational mode of DPSLab is organised by services. These consist of a
combination of the protocol configuration for sending orders, the method for sending orders to
electronic systems in the laboratory, the description of the Service itself and how it operates.
Service

Protocol

Sending method

1H

MIT_GEN_200

LAN

24H

MIT_GEN_200

FTP

The steps to be followed for configuring DPSLab services are
1. Install the protocols to use (see INSTALLATION AND CONFIGURATION OF THE
MIT_GEN_200 PROTOCOL).
.
2. Create the service to be configured and select the protocol to use in this service. At
this point, the entire selected protocol configuration has been copied to the
configuration of the service, including translations. There will be no more links
between the protocol configuration and the service configuration for the associated
protocol. The part of the service configuration relating to the associated protocol will
be called the ‘Service Protocol Configuration’ from now on.
a. The "PROTOCOLS" tab has been hidden to avoid wrong configurations.
Each protocol will be configured with the most general possibilities and each
configuration will be personalised in each service created.
b. It is now possible to duplicate a service or department already configured
when creating a new one. See further below for more details.
3. Configure the other parts of the service – the sending method and its characteristics.
4. Save the configuration.
The next section only applies to Click type machines:
There is an additional point with regard to the DPSLAB configuration and the HASP device
which protects part of the DPSLab HASP configuration.
This device enables certain actions to be taken in terms of the settings as a whole and for
some of them in particular, so that the following actions may only be taken if the HASP in
question is connected:
•

Add and/or delete services

•

Import service configurations.

•

Change the protocol associated with a service.

•

Change the sending mode associated with a service.
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3.1 Access to the configuration screen.
There are two ways of accessing the configuration screen:
•

From the DPSLAB main screen: the Settings button.

•

From the context menu of the DPSLAB application:
o The DPSLab icon appears on the operations taskbar. Place the mouse pointer on it
and right click to read the context menu below:

o

Clicking on "settings" accesses the DPSLAB configuration screen. A password is
required for access to the configuration screen. This is initially empty and is set using
the "new" button. Access to the configuration screen is then by pushing the "OK"
button.
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This screen shows the current configuration.
IMPORTANT
The configuration can only be modified when DPSLAB stops. To stop it, click on "Stop" in the
contextual menu.

3.2 The configuration screen
The configuration screen is divided into 2 sections or tabs:
•

General Config: General application settings.

•

Services: In this section the services to be published and which allow access by third
party laboratories are created and configured.

General Config
The overall settings which affect the various aspects of DPSLAB are configured in this
section.
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The settings are:
•

CD Burn: This setting is applied to CD burning.
o Speed: CD burning speed.
o Buffer underrun: If the recorder has this feature, the recording is protected against
instensive use of the CPU by another application. It is advisable to always leave this
option activated.

•

Export Settings: Settings applied to the "Export" function of the main configuration page
(see “import/ export” section of this manual)
o Default export path: Default folder to where configurations are exported.

•

LOGS: Shows the type of level of the application Logs.

•

Requests: Settings relating to the orders processed.
o Times to retry failed requests: Shows the number of times DPSLab must try to
resend a processed order to the laboratory. This is applied when there is an error in
sending.
o Retry interval (minutes): Shows the number of minutes waited between each retry.
o Days the processed orders are left: This parameter is no longer used as DPSLAB
does not save jobs that have already been processed.

•

Others: Other settings.
o Unit for alias formats: Shows the unit of measurement used in the ALIAS field of the
formats of the protocol configuration. E.g.: 10 x 15 is 10 cm x 15 cm if the value of this
field is CM – CENTIMETERS.
o Default published language: Shows the default language used for all services that
are published.

Services
This tab maintains the services that DPSLab publishes. It allows you to add, modify all data
and configure behaviour.
Each one of the services appears here in tab form. Three sections may be distinguished here:
Description of the the service, sending mode and protocol. The following sections describes
these sections.
There are two buttons to "create" and "delete" services:
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"Add Service" Button – Adds a new service tab with a new service at the end of the
existing ones. The tabs of newly-added services are marked with the (*) suffix.
a. It is also possible to create a new service or department by copying an
existing one. See below.

NEW
•

"Delete Service" Button – Eliminates the service currently displayed.

3.2.1.1.1

Add a service

The add service button behaves differently depending on whether there are services already
configured or not.
If there is no service configured it creates an empty service, without a protocol or sending
mode.
NEW

If a service has there already been created, DPSLab presents a list of the services already
configured and allows you to select the one to be copied or else create an empty one, as
shown in the following screen:

•

The "Copy Selected" button will create a new service by COPYING THE WHOLE
configuration of the the service selected, including internationalisation (Translations),
taking us back to the settings screen to personalise the new service.

•

The "Create Empty" button creates a new empty service, without protocol or sending
mode.

•

The "Cancel' button returns you to settings without doing anything.

In both cases, of creation, the service is created with the "NEW SERVICE" identifier and the
newly created suffix (*). If there is already a service with the name in question it adds the
suffix "_" to "NEW SERVICE".
The ID field identifies the service.
Each one of the sections of a service configuration are described below.
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3.2.1.2 SERVICE
The "SERVICE" section a service tab specifies a series of properties of the service.

NEW

The following fields are to be filled in:

NEW

•

ID: Unique service identifier.

•

Default language: Specifies the language of the descriptions.

•

Title: Summarised description of the service.

•

Description: Detailed description of the service.

•

Delete finished jobs on startup: This field is no longer used since DPSLab does not
save completed jobs.

•

Execution & Transfer time window: It is used to specify in which in time interval
an order for this service will be processed. If an order arrives outside the established
time interval it goes to "pending" status until the time interval arrives. DPSLab
periodically checks if the scheduled orders have reached their time interval. By
default the interval will be 24h (00:00:00 to 23:59:59).

3.2.1.3 PROTOCOL
This section is used to configure how the information to be sent to a destination (local or
remote) will be generated, how images are processed, how part of the protocol behaves, the
media supported by the protocol and even what information may be prompted of the user.
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The following screen shows the complete design of the configuration of protocol data.

This configuration is divided into the following parts:
•

General: the main configuration settings for image processing and some general aspects
of the protocol.

•

Specific: the configuration settings of specific aspects of the protocol. This includes a
description of each parameter.

•

Customer Asks: Questions related to the customer: Name, telephone number, etc. The
customer answer will be sent to the lab through the summary output file.

•

Formats: Configuration of the various printing formats offered by the laboratory. Each
protocol installs a configured group of formats, but this section is completely configurable.
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ATTENTION: Alter changing the formats for an existing service the price adjustments
of all the Kiosks that are connected to this machine must be checked, as they will be
affected by the changes.
•

Others: The properties which are totally subject to the protocol are configured in this tab.

Each setting is described in detail in the following sections.

NUEVO

NOTE
There is a series of parameters, which are specifications of the actual protocol, which have
been deactivated to avoid wrong configurations and therefore a protocol malfunction. They
have been left visible to the user to so that they can be easily read if they need to be known.

3.2.1.4 General
•

Image processing
o Compression: Shows the compression factor applied to the images when converting
them from their original format (TIF, GIF, etc.) to JPG format. 0 – Maximum quality
(minimum compression), 100 – Minimum quality (maximum compression).
o Position: Shows the position of the images which the protocol accepts.
Multiposition - The protocol accepts all photo positions.
Horizontal – The protocol requires all the photos to be in a horizontal position. If any
are not, they will be rotated.
Vertical – The protocol requires all the photos to be in a vertical position. If any are
not, they will be rotated.
o
o

o

Only JPG: If this box is checked the protocol only accepts image files in JPG format.
If not, it accepts all the formats specified in the "others" field.
Others: This specifies the image extensions that are not automatically coverted to
JPG, for sending to the laboratory, if the "only JPG" box is not checked.
One extension per line must be written with no dot before it, as shown in the image.

Type of adjust to format dimensions: There are three options for adjusting the
image to the laboratory format when the image size is larger than the formats:
 Cut - the image is reduced until one of the sides coincides with one of the
dimensions of the format. The other dimension, which will always be
bigger than that of the format, will be cut proportionally on both sides.
 Fit Sides - The image is made smaller so that both dimensions are within
the format. One of them is the same as one of the format, and the other
will therefore be smaller than the format. In this case, there will always be
a white edge on the paper when printing.
 Max. Size Factor - This reduction is only applied when the image size is
larger than the value in the field Opt. Size Disk (in KBytes) and if the
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image dimensions are larger than those of the format after applying the
Max. Size Factor. This means that the image is changed providing that
the dimensions of image x Max. Size Factor > format dimensions.

This type of adjustment is used to reduce the weight of images without
reducing their quality, in order to be able to apply it when sending by
FTP, for example.

•

General

•
o

Multiformat: This shows whether the protocol can handle transfers of orders with
more than one format type (10 x 15 and 13 x 18, for example).
 TRUE - The protocol accepts orders with more than one type of print format.


o

FALSE - The protocol only accepts one format per order.

Unicode: This shows whether the protocol accepts Unicode (texts in a non-Latin
alphabet) both in the various texts it handles and the in image and directory names
which it works with. The default UNICODE coding system UTF-8.
 TRUE - The protocol accepts Unicode


FALSE - The protocol does not accept Unicode

3.2.1.5 Specific
This enables the values of a series of variables for the protocol to be defined, which change
its behaviour as a specific protocol. It consists of a table with the property name in the lefthand field (not changeable), and the assigned value in the right (changeable). A descriptive
panel is on the right of the table, which contains information on the variable on which the
cursor is placed at any given time.

See the protocol manual for more information on the configuration of each setting.
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3.2.1.6 Customer Asks
The following tabs contain questions on user data which can be configured. It presents a
table of 3 columns:
•

Key: Identifying name of the question being configured (not changeable)

•

Asks: Editable field recording the question for the end user

•

Default Value: Editable field. Default value applied in response to the question if the user
does not select any value (this is also the default value which appears on the screen)

The currently selected value is explained in more detail in the description field on the right of
the table.

3.2.1.7 Formats
The formats tab contains a control in the form of a table which enables all the formats data to
be edited, the existing ones to be deleted and other new ones to be added.

The "delete" button enables the selected row to be deleted.
The "add" button enables more formats to be added to the end of the list. It is not possible to
add a new format if one if half specified.
The fields are as follows:
•

KIOSK ALIAS – The internal identifier of DPSLab for the format.
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•

KIOSK DESCRIPTION – Description of the format seen by the end user.

•

LAB. PRODUCT ID – Identifier of the laboratory for the format.

•

LAB. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION– Description of the format by tyhe laboratory.

•

WIDTH – Width of the format in pixels.

•

HEIGHT - Height of the format in pixels.

All the above fields are compulsory. The following are optional:
•

PRINT WIDTH – Width of the paper to be used to print the image in millimetres. This is
only used in some protocols. If not specified in the protocol, 0 can be used.

•

PRINT HEIGHT – Height of the paper to be used to print the image, in millimetres. This is
only used in some protocols. If not specified in the protocol, 0 can be used.

•

MEGAPIXELS – This value is for information purposes and specifies the size in pixels the
image should have in order to be printed in this format and to obtain an acceptable
quality.
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3.2.1.8 Others
This tab specifies totally free properties, which are only textual, in order to provide the
protocol with additional free information. This information is sent to the laboratory where it
may be read. This section is optional.

•

.

3.2.1.9 SEND METHOD
For a service, it is necessary to specify the way in which the results of this processing will be
sent to the laboratories' systems as well as the protocol responsible for processing orders.
There are 4 possible types of sending when configuring a service:
•

Delivery - The order is not sent automatically, but instead waits for recording on a
memory card or on a CD. When this happens it is deemed to be "sent".

•

LAN - Enables a route within the network to be specified, by which orders are sent for
processing .

•

FTP – Enables sending to an FTP server (File Transfer Protocol) to be specified

•

Self - In this case the protocol software establishes its own sending mode.

Of the four modes only LAN and FTP require additional settings:
FTP

•

HOST: IP or name of the HOST of the FTP server where the orders are sent.
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•

PORT: The port through which the FTP service is active on the server. This is usually 21.

•

HOME DIR: If it is necessary to leave the orders in a subfile in an FTP account, the route
must be specified in this field with the format ‘\<path to the folder>’.

•

LOGIN: User identifier for beginning a session on the FTP server.

•

PASSWORD: Password to begin a session on the FTP server.

•

USE PROXI: Shows whether a connection through a PROXY is to be used. The following
fields are only valid is the answer is TRUE.

•

HOST, PORT, LOGIN and PASSWORD in combination with USE PROXI: Defines the
necessary settings for the configuration of a PROXY.

•

TEST Button: After all the fields have been completed, this button enables access to the
configured FTP server and the feasibility of normal actions to be checked.

LAN

•

PATH: Route to the folder where processed orders are deposited.

•

‘…’ button: This enables a folder selection dialogue to be opened and the folder selected
to be copied in the PATH field.

3.2.1.10 Publication of formats
Of all the information that is configured for each one of the services, there is a part that is
published in the core Flexilab system so that it will be available to the rest of the applications.
The following information is published:
SERVICE Section: The ID, Title, TICKET INFO and DESCRIPTION are published.
PROTOCOL Section: the following screen shows the information that may or may not be
published no depending on the selection
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Formats: it is used to configure, using the check on the left, which formats, of those
configured in the formats tab, are available for selection in orders.
Customer Asks: for selecting if the use will be asked the questions configured in the
"Customer Asks" tab when an order is made for this service.
The available printing formats must be enabled to be able to process orders.
NOTE
The maximum of formats enabled in the DPSLab should be 8.
When the information to be published ++ the DPSLab must be rebooted for the changes to be
applied.
.

Internationalization
DPSLab has resources to translate texts which may appear on end user screens when there
is a change of language in the final applications.
the services configuration tab has a button called ‘Internationalization’ enabling the texts in
the configuration which end users, e.g. asks, description of services, descriptions of formats,
etc. to be edited.
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DPSLab has a specialist screen presenting the user with all the texts liable for translation in
table data form.

The top left box shows what is being edited (SERVICE) and the identifier of the element (ID of
the service).
The first tab to appear is the one texts in the default language which is the basis for the other
translations.
To add new translations, select a language in the drop-down menu in the centre of the screen
and then push the "Add Language" button. A new tab appears with the name of the language
and a copy of all the keys and original texts in the default language. The "VALUE" column is
open for each editing, with the texts in the default language for overwriting in the target
language.
The text of the selected key always appears in the default language in the text panel (‘VALUE
DEF. LANGUAGE”) on the right of the screen. This makes the task of translation easier.
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The keys identifying the texts are organised hierarchically.
•

The GROUP column shows to which large group the texts included in it belong: ASKS,
FORMATS, SERVICE, etc.

•

The VAR / ID / ALIAS column shows to which subgroup among the elements of GROUP
the texts belong, i.e.: CUSTOMERTYPE, NAME, TELEPHONE, etc .

•

The FIELD column shows which elements of the previous subgroup are translated. For
example, in the case of ASKS for each question in settings the ASK itself and its default
value is configured, meaning that what is translated on this screen is the subelement ASK
and its DEFAULT_VALUE. Furthermore, for option selection elements the description of
the options can be translated.

This system of keys means that identifying which settings belong to an entry is very intuitive.

Import / Export
Because of the large amount of information generated when the services are configured,
DPSLab has been equipped with a mechanism for exporting the configuration of the desired
services in order to be able to be import them into other DPSLABs, conveniently, comfortably
and as many times as desired.
The configurations are exported in a single file with the extension .sed (Service Exported
Data) and are imported into another DPSLAB.

3.2.1.11 Export
The "Export" button of the “settings” screen provides access to the exportation screen.
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Select the services to be exported and then push the ‘Export Checked Services’ button. A
"Save as" dialogue will open and saving the file as ServicesExported.sed will be suggested.
The name can be changed but doing so is not recommended. When "save" is pressed, the
services will be exported and the screen closes automatically.

3.2.1.12 Import
The "import" button on the "settings" screen accesses the import screen. There is a button for
selecting the .sed file to be imported. After the file has been selected, the services detected
inside it are loaded and a short description of its configuration and the loading status is given.
This shows if the services included can be imported directly or if there is any problem, such
as the protocol they use not being installed, the version of the protocol not being the same as
and not compatible with the one installed, etc.

On this screen, select the services to be imported and press ‘Import Checked Services’.
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NOTE
Final importation replaces all the current "settings" services for imported ones. If "settings” is
cancelled without saving, the original configuration is maintained.
If there is any service with a non-OK status, the reason will appear in the "Status" text panel
on the right of the screen.
Some of the reasons which may cause a service to be in a non-OK status e.g. the protocol it
uses is not installed, can be solved at the time. Install the new protocol and then press the
"Check Status" button. This will cause the new protocol to be loaded and the validation of the
service to be correct and importing to be possible.
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4 Installation and configuration of the MIT_GEN_200
protocol

4.1 Introduction to the protocol
The MIT_GEN_200 Protocol enables the DPSLAB system to send printing requests for
photos to the Mitsubishi Labs using the MITSUBISHI PROTOCOL V2.0. protocol.

4.2 Specific characteristics of the protocol
As a protocol of the DPS system, its main characteristics are:
•

It accepts UNICODE.

•

It accepts images in any position.

•

The type of image files it accepts is configured in each installation.

•

It accepts requests with various formats at the same time.
ALIAS

WIDTH / HEIGHT (Pixels)

WIDTH / HEIGHT (mm)

10 x 15

2152 / 1416

-

13 x 18

2452 / 1812

-

4.3 Software installation
The programme for starting the installation is the self-installing ‘MIT_GEN_200 -2.2.0setup.exe’ located in the software folder.
This installer is the typical type used in DPSLAB installations, which is very intuitive and easy
to use. Remember that the protocol is installed in the MODULES folder in the DPSLab
installation directory.

4.4 Configuration
This section describes the default settings specified for the protocol configuration.
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General

Field

Value

Unicode

TRUE

Compression

0

Type of format adjust

Max. Size Factor

Max. Size Factor

1.2

Opt. Size Disk

10000

Orientation

Multiorientation

Multiformat

TRUE

Only JPG

Checked

Others

Default language

English USA (ENU)
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Specifics

Key

Value

Description and values

COPIESMODE

0

This setting shows how the number of copies per
image is identified.

0 – by the name of the format folders

1 – by the name of the images.

RENDERORDER

FALSE

Specifies whether the image ‘RenderOrder.jpg’ is
generated. This is a summary of the contents of
the order in image format.

Possible values:

TRUE – RenderOrder.jpg. is generated.

FALSE – The image RenderOrder.jpg is not
generated.

FOLDER_NAME_LABEL

NAME

The folder of the order generated will include the
CUSTOMER ASK value shown here.
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SIMPLIFIED_FILENAMES

TRUE

Defines whether the convention of 8 characters for
the file names used in older systems is to be used.

TRUE – The convention of 8 characters is used.

FALSE - All the files HAVE their complete name.

The value TRUE will disable communication with
any Mitsubishi CLICK PRO 1.0 or SUPERIOR
terminal. The name of images provided by the
client does not change.

Formats

Kiosk
Alias

Kiosk
Description

Lab. Product Lab.
Id
description

Product Megapixels

10x15

Standard
photography
size 10x15

0000

Size 10 x 15

6

13x18

Big
13x18

Size 1111

Size 13 x 18

6
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Kiosk
Alias

Width (Px)

Height
(Px)

Print
(mm)

10 x15 1600

1200

-

-

13x18

1400

-

-

1800

width Print
(mm)

height

Others
Free information can be configured to be sent with the results of an order. This information
has no effect on DPSLabs behaviour. If you whish to send a specific information with each
order, you can use ‘Others’. On this tab DESCRIPTION refers to the description of the
information and KEY to the corresponding value. For example, if you whish to add the name
of the shop to each order, you can create a Key called ’NAME OF THE SHOP’ and with the
value ‘MITSUBISHI SHOP. This information is defined by the protocol itself and the values
can be modified using the settings interface
Key

Value

Description and values

OPERATOR_INFO_0.DESCRIPTION

Shop_ID

Shop identifier

OPERATOR_INFO_0.DEFAULT_VALUE

OPERATOR_INFO_1.DESCRIPTION

Value which identifies the shop
(response
to
the
previous
description)

Shop_City

OPERATOR_INFO_1.DEFAULT_VALUE

Name of the city where the shop
is located.

The city (response
previous description)

to

the

OPERATOR_INFO_2.DESCRIPTION

SendTo

Information on who to send the
order to

OPERATOR_INFO_2.DEFAULT_VALUE

Customer

The addressee (response to the
previous description)
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5 Practical Cases

Examples of configuration and use of the DPSLab module.
Some examples and the most important parameters to be configured for each case are
described below. The details on special connections to minilab or remote laboratory are not
explained in detail, in which the characteristics of printing sizes and specific communication
protocol parameters other than the "MITSUBISHI LAB protocol" must also be edited. When a
Click5000 machine is shipped, the default print size parameters are correct. The full details on
the configuration of DPSLab can be found in this manual.
a) Sending jobs from a standalone MITSUBISHI Kiosk (PT7000 with own printers) to offer a
2-hour print ing service in a Click5000. The actual Kiosk also sends to a remote laboratory for
print jobs.
In this case the 1H service is configured for sending the jobs to the Click5000 by local area
network (LAN). The most significant parameters for the 1H service would be the following:
•

TITLE1H: "2-hour printing" (for example).

•

1H DESCRIPTION: "Come back in 2H to collect your photos."

•

OPTSIZEDISK=100000. (100Mbyte. The image size does not matter as they are sent
by
local area network).

•

"Type" in "Image Processing" should be left as "MaxSizeFactor".

•

COMPATIBLE EXTENSIONS. The default list should not be changed, since
they
are all the image formats understood by the Click5000. Uncheck
"Only JPG".

•

SENDING METHOD = LAN

For the 24H service it will be regarded as being sent by the Internet.
•

TITLE24H: "Laboratory service" (for example).

•

DESCRIPTION 24H: "Come back in 2 days to pick up your photos."

•

OPTSIZEDISK=2500. (Limits the size of each file to a maximum of 2.5Mbyte

•

The "Type" in "Image Processing" should be left as "MaxSizeFactor".

•

"COMPATIBLE EXTENSIONS". Check "Only JPG". Small size files should be sent
, and JPG compression is indispensable.

•

SENDING Method = FTP.

).

•
b) Sending jobs from standalone MITSUBISHI Kiosk (PT7000 with own printers) to a
Click5000 for printing large formats and also to a minilab. The minilab of the example needs
the images in the correct size, and can only interpret JPG- and bmp-type files.

For the 1H service.
•

TITLE1H: "Enlargements in 1 hour" (for example).

•

DESCRIPTION 1H: "Come back in 1 hour to collect your 20x30 or 20x25
enlargements."
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•

OPTSIZEDISK=100000

•

The "Type" in "Image Processing" should be left as "MaxSizeFactor".

•

"COMPATIBLE EXTENSIONS". Uncheck "Only JPG".

•

SENDING METHOD = LAN.

For the 24H service.
•

TITLE24H: "Chemical developing in 1 hour" (for example).

•

DESCRIPTION 24H: "Come back in 1 hour to collect your photos on chemical
paper."

•

OPTSIZEDISK=100000

•

The "Type" in "Image Processing" should be left at "Cut", since the minilab in
question requires an exact print size.

•

"COMPATIBLE EXTENSIONS". Uncheck "Only JPG", and make sure that only
"JPG" and "BMP" appear in the "Compatible Extensions" list, deleting any other
extensions.

•

SENDING METHOD = LAN.

•
c) Sending jobs from a Click5000 to a remote laboratory with FTP connection and another
laboratory a connection but with a job collection service.
For the 1H service.
•

TITLE1H: "Chemical developing in 2 days" (for example).

•

DESCRIPTION 1H: "Get your paper copies in 48 hours."

•

OPTSIZEDISK=2500

•

The "Type" in "Image Processing" should be left as "MaxSizeFactor".

•

"COMPATIBLE EXTENSIONS". Check "Only JPG".

•

SENDING Method = FTP.

For the 24H service.
•

TITLE24H: "Chemical developing in 3 days" (for example).

•

DESCRIPTION 24H: "Get your paper copies in 3 days at the best price."

•

OPTSIZEDISK=20000. (20 megas per file. It does not matter if the files are very big
as they are burnt to a CD.

•

The "Type" in "Image Processing" should be left as "MaxSizeFactor".

•

"COMPATIBLE EXTENSIONS". Uncheck "Only JPG", and make sure that the
extensions compatible with the laboratory appear in the "Compatible Extensions"
list.If the laboratory prefers only JPG, check "Only JPG".

•

SENDING METHOD = DELIVERY.
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1 CD Burning
CD Burning is a Service Module. It is for burning images onto a CD/DVD. This CD/DVD can
be executed on a computer to show the burned images, with no need to install any
application.

1.1 CD Burning settings
All the configurable parameters of this Service Module can be viewed by pushing this button.
•

Shop name: This shop name will be shown on the application recorded on the CD/DVD.

•

URL1: Internet address. This address will be shown on the application recorded on the
CD/DVD.

•

URL2: Internet address. This address will be shown on the application recorded on the
CD/DVD. This second address is only available for SUBLIME (see SUBLIME).

•

Proprietary images: proprietary image format. When this option is activated the images
recorded on a CD/DVD can only be viewed on DPS systems.

•

Do not replace files: when this option is activated, all the files saved in the destination
file beforehand will be protected. If an attempt is made to save an existing file, the one
already saved has priority, while if this option is not activated the new file will overwrite
the previously saved file.

•

Verify mode: saves onto the CD/DVD with verification. While saving, it checks to see that
it is being done correctly. This increases the CD/DVD saving time.

•

Buffer underrun: Saving takes place with mistake proofing. Leaving this option activated
is advisable.

•

Default compilation type: defines what type of application will burn onto the CD/DVD.
o SUBLIMECD: an application allowing saved images to be viewed and printed on a
Mitsubishi printer, the images to be edited and the images to be uploaded to
Mitsubishi Album.
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BACKUP: burning of images onto a CD with no application to view them.

CD/DVD Writer Speed: the speed at which burning takes place can be selected. MAX
defines the maximum speed regardless of the burner model. If errors have taken place
during several burning sessions, we advise selecting 8x as the burning speed.

2 Activity
Shows the current state of the service module.
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Mitsubishi Album is a powerful tool connecting DPS machines with an interface which
provides many advantages. For example, it enables remote development jobs and updates
with improvements for the machines to be received.

1 The web portal
Mitsubishi Album (http://www.mitsubishialbum.com) is a portal where users can ask for
copies of their photographs and locate shops providing development services.

It also offers other advantages such as being able to store photographs, share them with
other users, send electronic postcards and preview images. For more information, visit
http://www.mitsubishialbum.com.

2 Online development service
The user can send photographs for development from Mitsubishi Album to a specific
establishment.
With a DPS machine:
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•

A specific establishment can be located using our Mitsubishi Album search system.
Any user can very easily find their nearest establishment or find one in a specific area
(search by town, street, postcode).

•

Mitsubishi Album users can remote develop their photographs in a specific
establishment. Mitsubishi Album sends the user's photographs over the Internet for
development on the DPS machine.

3 Administration interface
For an establishment to use remote development services with Mitsubishi Album, it is
necessary to do the following:
•

Access the remote web interface at http://www.mitsubishialbum.com/meeadmin . If you
do not have an authorised user, contact your installer / distributor.

•

Publish the available services on the administration website

Considerations
o

o

o

Shop configuration: shop that is going to offer an on-line developing service mush
choose which equipment the services are to be received on. Not all the formats for
each one of them need to be published.
Job assignment: When identical formats are offered in webalbum corresponding to
different equipment from the same shop, the sending of the service will be assigned
preferably to the clicks and then to the kiosk, and in alphabetical order. The services
will only be assigned to the equipment that have this format published.
Equipment failure, order retrieval: When a machine malfunctions or is switched off, no
online services will be received. To reassign the services pending to another machine
it is necessary to connect to a web administration interface and assign the format to
another machine which is on-line, and unassign the format of the machine that is not
operational.

Other services provided by the administration website
o

o
o

o

o

Consult the state of your DPS machines: i.e. whether the machine is working correctly
or if there is any problem. Any incident is recorded on the administration website and
notified by e-mail if desired.
Consult incidents record: It is possible to ascertain when any problem took place and
when it was solved.
Consult the production data of your DPS machines: This enables enquiries to be
made about periods of time, services, etc. and data such as the sums of money paid,
the mode in which orders were paid for, the number of jobs done and for what type of
user they were carried out (client, client with pre-payment card, operator, etc…)
Management of the services offered to Mitsubishi Album users: Enables development
sizes to be configured, and whether the CD burning service is offered and the price of
each service to be determined.
Creation of users authorised for management of the web interface.

Other services provided by Mitsubishi Album
Mitsubishi Album offers a free version or package updating service for machines. For
example, this allows new images to be received for the development service with calendars
and frames or future improvements for DPS machines to be available.
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To find out how to publish the services available for your establishment, consult the help
section on the administration website.
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Servicios Flexilab

1 Flexilab services by product
Functionality
SERVICES
Instant Prints
Index Print
CD/DVD burn
Decoration-Frames, Calendars
Decoration - Backgrounds
Decoration - Text
Image Adjustment (brightness,
contrast…)
Picture Retouch
Filter: B&W, Sepia
Picture Editing:Crop,Rotate
Red Eyes Reduction
Flatbed Scanning
Film Scanning
ID Photo
Printed Compositions (Multiprint)
Laboratory Prints
Carroussel
Double Screen for ID
Statistics
Statistics in webserver
ICC Profiles
One touch Image Adjustment (en
user)
Automatic Color Adjustments
(print server)
Photobook
Receive External Print Jobs
(Listener or Order Terminals)
Remote Jobs (web server)
SOURCES
Digital Media card (photo camera)
CD/DVD
Bluetooth
Wifi(ii)
Direct USB
Workdirectory
OTHERS
Maximum allowed printers
CP9600DWS
CP9800DWS
ONLINE
Webalbum upload
Backups
VPN (remote administration)

IT5000
(Click)

PT6000EH
(Click lite)

OT
(PT6000 /
PT7000)

STANDALONE
(PT7000 /
PT9000)

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
○
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
● (*1)
●
●
○
-●
●
-●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
○
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
○
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

●

●

●

○
●

---

○
●

○
●

●

--

●

●

●
●
●
○
●
●

●
●
●
○
●
●

●
●
●
○
●
●

●
●
●
○
●
●

Not limited
●
●
●
-●
●

2 (*2)
-------

Not limited
●
●
●
-●
●

Not limited
●
●
●
●
●
●

(*1) Pakon(c) Film scanners not supported
(*2) CP9500, CP9550 AND CP3020 series only

● Yes. Included functionality
○ Optional. Ask your sales office for more information
-- Not included
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1. Installing SWALBUM
1.1.

Installation – General Guidelines

System
requirements

To install SWALBUM the system needs to have the following components:
CLICK version 2.6 or newer.
If you have an older version, please contact your Mitsubishi distributor.
An Activation Key.
Please ask your dealer for an activation key. If you already own a ‘Cardcode’, please
connect to www.mitsubishiphoto.com/cardcode in order to register your new license
and get an Activation Key. Once there, you’ll be asked for a System_ID. You can get
it in the Monitor Manager application of your Click IT5000.
In some cases, Click IT5000 includes a SWALBUM demo license already installed.
When the SWALBUM service is entered for the first time, a warning message
appears showing that it’s possible to use this service for free during some days for
free. After the expiration date, the service will be disabled.
To enable it again, please contact to your dealer.

Installation

Installing CLICK SWALBUM (Include Click v2.6)
1. Insert the installation CD CLICK SWALBUM in your CD/DVD reader
1.1. Open DPSMonitor application from: CLICK >Configuration >Monitor Manager
1.1.1. Open the update section.
1.1.2. Press the ‘execute CD’ button.
1.1.3. Follow the instructions from the installer.
2. When the installation is finished, reboot the system if it’s required.
3. From Click browser screen, after selecting some pictures press the EasyAlbum
button placed in the right bottom corner.
4. The registration form will appear. Please enter the Activation Key.
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Alternative
installation

SWALBUM module installation by other means (through the Internet):
1. Contact your Mitsubishi distributor to contract the SWALBUM module.
2. Connect your CLICKPro to the Internet in order to receive the installation module
(you can see your download status on the DPS Monitor: Option UPDATES).
3. Once the download has finished (Status: DOWNLOADED), you can install it
manually with the option ‘Run update’.
4. Restart your system with the Internet connection on in order to finish the
installation.
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2. Discovering SWALBUM
2.1.

Introduction

Concept

SWALBUM is a software capable of generate an EasyAlbum with the customer's
pictures by means of an easy-to-use and multiple-function tool.
SWALBUM will cause a revolution within the digital photography and the image
cataloguing world. With this tool you will be able to easily design a complete
personalized EasyAlbum, with the images and graphic design you wish.
The application is really easy-to-use; all operations are applied without difficulties. This
tool also contains a wide range of design templates and backgrounds available to
personalize each EasyAlbum.
You will be able to carry out as many tests and restarts as you wish until you are
happy with the results. It is an easy-to-use, fast, powerful and flexible software.
You will find below detailed information about this tool and its main features.

Generating an
EasyAlbum
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2. Discovering SWALBUM
2.2.

General Guidelines for the Application

Main interface
description

This section describes the location of all the elements composing SWALBUM. The
next chapter will explain them thoroughly.
The main SWALBUM edition page is divided into six main sections:


Image Thumbnails Panel: located on the left side. It shows the thumbnails of the
selected images in the Click Browser before pressing the EasyAlbum button.
These are the images used to generate the album.



Templates and Backgrounds Panel: located on the top. It shows the thumbnails
of all available backgrounds and templates. It can be used to edit the current
album.



Edit Toolbar: located on the right. It contains a set of tools to edit a page.



Page Menu: located on the right bottom. It allows the addition and deletion of
pages.



Page Thumbnails Panel: located on the bottom. It shows the thumbnail of the
generated pages.



Page preview: located on the centre. It is the frame used to preview and edit
each page of the album.
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2. Discovering SWALBUM
2.2.

General Guidelines for the Application

Main interface
description

Templates and Backgrounds Panel

Edit Toolbar

Image Thumbnails Panel

Page Preview

Page Menu

Page thumbnails panel

Picture 1 – Main SWALBUM edition page
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2. Discovering SWALBUM
2.3.

Main functions

Description

In this chapter you will find a detailed description of all the sections included
on the main editing page and all the functions linked to them.

Image Thumbnails Panel

It allows you to view thumbnails of the images used to generate the
SWALBUM.
Its main related functions are:








Templates and
Backgrounds Panel

Up- and down-scrolling of images.
Image selection (outlined in blue).
Image transfer to the edited page.
Image preview.
Image use indication. Used ones are marked with 
Settings image as page background.
Total image amount.

It allows you to see all the background and template thumbnails which may
be used on the edited album.
Its main related functions are:




Lateral scrolling of the images included on the active thumbnail
(background/template).
Selecting a background or template (framed in blue).
Transferring the selected background or template to the edited page.
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Editing Toolbar

It allows you to use different tools to edit a page.
The selected icon on the top of this group allows working in 2 different
modes: picture content or relation between the element and the background
in terms of size, position, rotation…:
The icon to the right allows to:
 Rotating images.
 Moving images (position).
 Resizing images.
 Inserting text.
 Altering text.
 Setting the width and colour of the image frame.
 Saving alterations.
 Deleting a selection.
The icon to the left allows to:
 Rotate picture content within its boundaries.
 Zoom and Pan picture within its boundaries.
The 2 buttons in the bottom of this section allow deleting a selection and
saving changes.

Page Menu

This group of buttons, located in the right bottom of the Page Preview area,
allows creating and deleting album pages.
Its main related functions are:







Page Thumbnails Panel

Adding a page.
Deleting a page.
Altering a page.
Setting a picture as a background
Add an FX to the background picture
Show a fold line (as a guide) over the Page Preview Area.

It allows you to view the pages that are being generated.
Its main related functions are:




Scrolling the pages to access the previous or next page.
Scrolling to access directly the first or last page of the album.
Selecting the thumbnail of the page (it shows a blue frame).
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3. Generating a new EasyAlbum
3.1.

Introduction

Concept

In this section the procedure to create a new album is described in detail.
Before entering the SWALBUM application, it’s required to select the pictures at the
Click browser screen.

After pressing the EasyAlbum button in the bottom area of the Click application, the
initial screen of SWALBUM is shown:

Picture 2 – Initial screen SWALBUM

The initial screen of this application allows you to select the generation mode of your
EasyAlbum. There are two different generation modes to be selected: automatic
mode and manual mode.
A detailed explanation of the generation process of a new album by using the
automatic or manual modes follows.
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3. Generating a new EasyAlbum
3.2.

Automatic mode

Concept

When opening the application, the first step is to decide whether the EasyAlbum is
to be created with the automatic mode or with the manual mode.
With the automatic mode the program itself designs the EasyAlbum, but it will still
allow you to make some changes such as photograph, template and/or background
positioning.
The next section offers a detailed explanation of the automatic mode function.

How to use

To select the automatic mode, click the
button, which appears on the main page
of EasyAlbum. Then, the application will ask for the required data for the posterior
generation:
 Album name.
 Number of pages (total)
 Number of pages with 1 picture only.
 Printing orientation.
 Frame and shadow
 Print size
 Theme.
Every time the user enters this screen, the previous selected parameters will be
shown. This is useful when the same kind of album is generated regularly.

Picture 3 – Initial screen automatic generation
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How to use
(cont.)

See the description of each one of the required data parameters below:


Album name: you can name the album by placing the cursor on the text box.

The album name can be very long, e.g. it may contain the customer’s name and
phone number.



Page number: It shows the total number of pages of the automaticallygenerated EasyAlbum. Default value is 20 pages, but it can be changed
manually. When the number of selected pictures by the operator is not
enough to generate a standard album of 20 pages, there’s a warning
message and the number of pages is calculated automatically.



Pages with 1 picture: It shows the number of pages using only 1 picture.
Default value is 4, but it can be changed manually. When a different value of
20 is set in the box above (“Number of pages”), this value is set to a 10% of
the total amount of selected pictures.



Printing format: you may choose among different printing sizes for the
images.

Select a format by clicking the
button, which you will find next to one of the
following dimensions (height x width): 4x6 inch., 5x7 inch., and 8x6 inch.


Orientation: portrait or landscape album.



Frame & Shadow: the album will be generated using both frame & shadow
around every picture or not. This can be changed during the album editing.



Theme: select a page background theme by clicking the
next to the defined themes.

button, found

Once the theme has been selected, a preview of different backgrounds appears
on the right side of the screen. Depending on the number of pages being
generated, all of them will be used and repeated cyclically.
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(cont.)

Generating an
album

With the list of selected pictures at Click application (located in a specific directory)
and the previously selected preferences, the application will generate an album.
button. A
Once all the required information has been collected, click the
progress bar will appear on screen, showing that the EasyAlbum is being generated
automatically.

Picture 4 – Generation process bar

The SWALBUM creates the pages by taking the images according to the order
selected in the preferences. From this moment on, the application will design the
album within a few seconds.
During the automatic generation, the images are randomly distributed within the
album. The user cannot decide where an image should be placed.
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Generating an
album
(cont.)

For each album page, the process chooses the best layout according to the average
number of images included in a page (number of photographs received in the
application divided by the number of pages chosen) and according to the
correspondence between the photography orientation and the orientation of the
layout elements.
Once the EasyAlbum has been created, the application shows the album in its
‘Editing” mode in order that the user makes any necessary changes.
The screen created looks as follows:

Picture 5 – Screen ‘Editing’ EasyAlbum

The application has set the images automatically in the different generated pages.
It’s possible to change the template for each page (picture distribution in a page)
and the background, and alter two elements also: images and texts.
These editing functions are described in the next chapter ‘Editing an album’.

Cancelling an
album

The application allows you to cancel the generation process by clicking the
button. By doing so, the generation process will be interrupted.
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3. Generating a new EasyAlbum
3.3.

Manual mode

Concept

The application allows you to create an album with a manual mode. In contrast to the
automatic mode, this option allows you to personalize the product from the beginning
to the end.
We recommend choosing this option if you are an experimented user of this
application and if you wish to have more control capacity over the album generation
from the very beginning.
The next section offers a detailed explanation of the manual mode function.

How to use

To select the manual mode, click the
of SWALBUM.

button, which appears on the main page

When initializing the manual mode, the application will open a screen where you will
be asked to choose some data within the following parameters:




Album name.
Printing format.
Theme.

Picture 6 – Initial screen manual generation
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How to use
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You will find a detailed description of each of the required information parameters:


Album name: write the name of the album by positioning the cursor on the
text box.

The name of the album can be very long, e.g. it may contain the customer’s name
and phone number.



Printing format: you can choose the printing format for your images.

To do so, click the
button next to the following dimensions (height and width):
4x6 in., 5x7 in., and 8x6 in.


Theme: select a page background theme by clicking the
next to the defined themes.

button, found

Once the theme has been selected, a preview of the chosen images appears on
the right side of the screen. For example, if you select the theme 'landscape’, you
can see on screen a preview of all the images related to that theme.
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Generating an
album

Once all the required information has been collected, click the
access directly the screen Editing EasyAlbum.

button. You will

Picture 7 – Screen ‘Editing’ EasyAlbum

These editing functions are described in the next chapter ‘Editing an album’.
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4. Editing an EasyAlbum
4.1. Introduction
Concept

In this chapter we will deal with the following topics:








Opening an album
Album pages.
Backgrounds and templates.
Images.
Editing tools.
Printing an album.
Other functions (saving an album and exiting the application).

See the next sections to read how these functions work.
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4. Editing an EasyAlbum
4.2. Opening an album
Opening an
album

The SWALBUM application allows you to open an album previously created.
It’s possible to add more images to an already-created album by selecting the
desired images before launching SWALBUM application and then opening the
previously saved album.

To do so, go to the initial page of the application and click the
button, to be
found in the column ‘Open album’. Then you will enter the screen ‘Album library’
where you will find a list with all the books saved by the user. The existing books are
sorted alphabetically with their name and date.

Picture 8 – Screen ‘Album Library’

To open an album, select one from the list and click the

button.

Picture 9 – Screen ‘Opening album’

Then, a progress bar showing that the EasyAlbum created previously is being opened
will appear on your screen.
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Opening an
album
(cont.)

Then, you will directly access to the first page of the album and from here you will be
able to make the necessary alterations.

Deleting an
album

In order to delete an album, you must first select it and then click the

button.

Pictures 10 and 11 – Screen ‘Deleting an album’

Before you definitely delete an album from the created album directory, the application
will ask the following:

If you click the

button, the album will be deleted from the album library.
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4. Editing an EasyAlbum
4.3. Album pages
Adding a
page

While editing an album, the application allows to add pages if necessary. To do so,
click the
button and a new page will appear on both the editing area and the
thumbnails panel.
While editing an EasyAlbum, the Page Thumbnails Panel shows thumbnails of all the
pages which have already been created.
The new created page is positioned before the page which is currently being edited.
As pages are being added, these are registered in an indicator showing in which page
the user is in relation to the total pages of the album.

Picture 12 – Example of pages in thumbnail format

Deleting
a page

In the same way that adding pages during the album editing, it’s also possible to
delete them.
First, select the page to be deleted and click the
button. The page is deleted from
the thumbnails panel, and therefore, from the album.

Changing
a page

If you wish to edit a different page you must select it from the thumbnail panel.
The thumbnail of the selected page will be framed in blue, indicating that is the new
page being edited.
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4. Editing an EasyAlbum
4.4 Backgrounds and templates
Concept

When you are on the main editing page of an album and you wish to create a page,
you can also include themes and backgrounds on one side, and templates on the
other.

Picture 13 – Example of backgrounds

Picture 14 – Example of templates

See in the next section a detailed description of the function mentioned above.

Backgrounds

At the top of the application you will find an option to apply a background to the page
being edited.
button, you will see a thumbnail with all the application

If you click the
available backgrounds.

You can insert a background to a page by two means:
a. Click the selected background and, keeping the mouse pressed, drag and
drop it into the page being edited.
b. Select the background you wish and click the
page.

button to transfer it to the

If you are working with backgrounds, you always have the possibility of viewing them
by pressing the buttons

/

.

If you wish to have an image as a background, select it from the left thumbnail list and
click the

button. Moreover, it’s possible to add some FX to the background

picture. Every time the button
is pressed, a different FX is applied to the
background picture, cyclically. The available effects are: blur, black & white, blurred
black & white, sepia, blurred sepia and blue filter
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(cont.)

Picture 15 – Screen ‘Editing’ >Set as background

Templates

At the top of the application you will find an option to apply a template to the page
being edited.
If you click the
button, a great range of template thumbnails come up,
which can be drag and dropped into the page.
In the same way as it’s done with backgrounds, there are two ways of including a
template into the page:
a. Click the selected template and, keeping the mouse button pressed, drag and
drop it into the page being edited.
b. Select the template you wish and click the

button to transfer it to the page.

If you are working with templates, you always have the possibility of viewing them by
pressing the buttons

/

.

On the selected template you will find instructions about how to place the images on
the page. This topic is described in the next section.
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Templates can always be changed, even when images have been already placed.
The new template may have fewer or more elements than the original template.
In case the new template contains fewer images, a message will pop up asking to
delete the number of images exceeding the total allowed by the new template.

If the new template allows placing more images, these will be re-positioned randomly,
thus some blanks will be left for the missing images.

Screen with 3 images layout

Templates
(cont.)

Screen with 5 images layout

For each edited page you can choose among different templates and backgrounds.
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4. Editing an EasyAlbum
4.5. Images
Concept

Images are elements which may be included in a page and, as a consequence of this,
they may be altered. When editing a page you can carry out different actions which
affect the images. These are:
•
•
•
•

Inserting an image in a layout element.
Inserting an image in the centre of a page.
Inserting an image outside the layout in a specific place.
Previewing an image.

See the next section to read how these editing functions work.

Inserting an
image in
layout

The layout is the element distribution template which composes an editing page.
In order to add an image into the layout:


Select the template you wish to apply into the editing page and click the
button.



Select the element where you want to insert an image. A frame with discontinuous
lines pops up around the selected element.



Select the image you wish to include into the element previously marked and then
click the
button. The selected image appears framed and gets inserted into
the layout element.

A selected element might belong to an inserted image or to an empty layout image
element.
The image or element can be positioned anywhere within the editing page area. In
order to move the image or element, press on its internal area and drag and drop it to
the desired position.

Inserting an
image into
the page
centre

In order to insert an image into the centre of an editing page, select the image to be
inserted and, next, click the
button to transfer it into the page. Once the image
has been selected, it appears framed.
In the same way as in the previous section, if you wish to move the image, press on
its internal area and drag it to the desired position within the page. Do the same for
each extra image you want.
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Inserting an
image
outside
layout

If you wish to insert an image outside the layout, click on the selected image and,
keeping the mouse button pressed, drag and drop it into the desired position within
the page.

Image
preview

When working with an image, you always have the possibility of previewing it by
clicking the

button. The image is displayed in full screen mode.

Click on the image to go back to edition.

Picture 18 – Screen ‘Preview image’

Deleting a
selection

If an image has been transferred to the editing page and you wish to delete it, just
click on the image to select it and, next, click the

button.

This way, the selected image will be deleted.
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4. Editing an EasyAlbum
4.6. Editing tools
Concept

The application contains a range of editing tools which allow modifying the EasyAlbum
design. On the top right of the screen there are 2 icons:

The icon to the right enables these functions:
 Rotating images.
 Moving images (position).
 Resizing images.
 Inserting text.
 Altering text.
 Setting the width and colour of the image frame.
 Saving changes.
 Deleting images.
The left icon (crop mode) enables these functions:
 Rotating picture content into its bounds.
 Picture zooming and panning into its bounds.
See the next section to read how these tools work.

Rotating

You can rotate an image on both directions by 90° or by fractions of 5° by clicking the
button.
The image rotation allows you to go back to a straight angle.
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Picture 19 – Screen Editing tools > Rotating

In ‘crop’ mode, the picture is rotated into the current bounds. The main shape and
orientation (portrait/landscape) of the element is not changed, only the content of the
shape.

Picture 19b – Screen Editing tools > Rotating in ‘crop’ mode
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Rotating
(cont.)

Once the selected image has been rotated, you can save your changes by clicking the
button. The following message will appear on screen:

Zooming

In order to zoom the selected image, you have two buttons to resize the image.
If you wish to reduce the image, just press the
press

button; if you wish to enlarge it,

.

Picture 20 – Screen Editing tools > Zoom -

Picture 20b – Screen Editing tools > Zoom +

As in the previous function, once you have zoomed you can save your changes.
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(cont.)

In ‘crop’ mode, the picture is zoomed into the current bounds. The main shape and
orientation (portrait/landscape) of the element is not changed, only the content of the
shape.

Picture 21 > Zoom – in ‘crop’ mode

Positioning

Picture 21b > Zoom + in ‘crop’ mode

In order to move an image more smoothly and precisely within the editing page, you
can use the 'Position' tool with its four directions:


Right - it moves the image to the right.



Left - it moves the image to the left.



Up – it moves the image upwards.



Down – it moves the image downwards.

It is also possible to move an image by pressing on its internal area and, keeping the
mouse button pressed, drag and dropping it into the desired position. The image can
be positioned anywhere within the editing page area.
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Pictures 22– Screen Editing Tools > Positioning

In ‘crop’ mode, the picture is panned into the current bounds. The main shape and
orientation (portrait/landscape) of the element is not changed, only the content of the
shape.

Pictures 23– Screen Editing Tools > Positioning in ‘crop’ mode

Text

With the option ‘Text’ you can add text to the page:
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Click the

button on the editing tools panel.



Then a dialogue window will open; the text can be written in the text box and then
formatted with the different available options: font and size, colour and font style.



To apply the changes to the text you must click the
button on the window.
Then, the window will be closed and the text will appear on the page; however, the
changes will have not been added definitely at this stage.
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(cont.)



If you want to move the text, press inside the text box and drag it to the desired
position, even within the images.



In order to definitely confirm the text, click the

button.

Picture 24 – Screen Editing tools > Text

If you wish to change the text once it has been inserted, select it first and then click
the

button.

The dialogue box will open again; just make the necessary changes by following the
steps described above.
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Frame

To add a frame to the selected image, press the
immediately appear around the image.

button and a frame will

You can apply a specific colour or width to the frame surrounding the selected image.
To do so, first click the
button; on the screen a dialogue window will pop up,
where colour and width can be selected.

Regarding the colour selection, you have a colour palette with a wide range of
colours; to select the width you can choose among three sizes (single, normal and
double) from the scroll-down menu. A sample line will appear next to the selected
frame width.
To apply the changes made on the frame colour and width you must click the
button on the window. The window will be closed and changes will appear on the
screen.
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In order to definitely confirm the frame colour and width, click the

button.

Single

Normal
Double

Picture 25 – Screen Editing tools > Frame
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4. Editing an EasyAlbum
4.7. Printing an album
Process

In order to print an album, click the
application.

button, located on the bottom right side of the

Once the Printed button has been pressed, the printing configuration dialogue box will
pop up.

This printing screen uses the format selected to generate the EasyAlbum. You can
choose among the following parameters by using a scroll-down menu for each of
them:


Printing priority: low, medium, high and Now.



Optimization: for colour or black and white.



Size: It depends on the initial format selection made when generating the
EasyAlbum. In the example above, the format is 10x15 in. Then, you can print
the generated EasyAlbum in different print sizes: 10x15, 10x15H, 10x15 (x2),
10x15 (x2)H, 10x15HG and 10x15(x2)HG.
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Copy assignment: single or multiple printers.



Printers available: all available printers with the selected size for the
EasyAlbum are listed.



Printing quality: different quality values are given, where 1 = lowest.

If you choose ‘multiple printers’, you can only choose a printer quality when all
available printers are the same. If that is not the case, the quality chosen by
default will be applied and the printer quality parameter won’t be available.
Once all printing parameters have been chosen, click the
button. A progress bar
will appear on screen, indicating that the printing command is being processed.

You can cancel the printing command by clicking the

button.
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4. Editing an EasyAlbum
4.8. Other functions
Saving an
album

Showing the
fold line

If you wish to save the changes, click the
message will pop up:

In order to help to design the album when the layouts are used for editing 2
simultaneous pages side by side, it’s possible to show a ‘fold line’ in the middle of the
Page Preview Area.

The button
Exiting the
application

button, and the following confirmation

must be pressed to show or hide the fold line.

If you wish to exit the application, click the
application.

button at the bottom left of the

If the last changes have not been saved, the application will ask the following:

By clicking
your changes will be saved. By clicking
saved. The application will be closed.

the changes will not be
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Operator´s Manual

Name of Importers
Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V.

French Branch
Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V.
25 Boulevard des Bouvets, 92741
Nanterre Cedex,
France
Tel (+33) 1 55 68 55 00
Fax. (+33) 1 55 68 57 31

Scandinavian Branch
Mitsubishi Electric Scandinavia
Hammarbacken 14, P.O. Box 750
SE-191 27 Sollentuna
Sweden
Tel (+46) 8 625 10 00
Fax. (+46) 8 625 10 36

German Branch
Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V.
Gothaer Str. 8, Ratingen / P.O. Box 1548
40835 Ratingen
Germany
Tel (+49) 2120 486 9250
Fax. (+49) 2102 486 7320

UK Branch
Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V.
Travellers Lane, Hatfield
Herts AL10 8XB
U.K.
Tel (+44) 1707 278684
Fax. (+44) 1707 278541

Irish Branch
Mitsubishi Electric Ireland
Westgate Business Park, Ballymount
Dublin 24
Ireland
Tel (+353) 1 4198844
Fax. (+353) 1 4564422

Russian Branch
Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V.
Moscow Representative Office
52, bldg. 5, Kosmodamianskaya Nab.
113054, Moscow
Russia
Tel (+7) 095 721-2070
Fax. (+7) 095 721-2071

Italian Branch
Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V.
Centro Dir. Colleoni, Pal. Perseo – Ingr.2
Via Paracelso 12,
20041 Agrate B. (Milano)
Italy
Tel (+39) 039 60531
Fax. (+39) 039 6053214

Mitsubishi Digital Electronics America,
Inc.
9351 Jeronimo Road
Irvine, CA 92618, U.S.A.
Phone 949-465-6000
Fax 949-465-6338

Benelux Branch
Mitsubishi Electric Benelux
Nijverheidsweg 23A, 3641 RP Mijdrecht /
Postbus 222
3640 AE Mijdrecht
Netherlands
Tel (+31) 297 282461
Fax. (+31) 297 283936
Spanish Branch (Barcelona)
Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V.
Carretera de Rubi 76-80,
Apartado de correos 420
08190 Sant Cugat del Vallès
(Barcelona) Spain
Tel (+34) 93 565 31 54
Fax. (+34) 93 589 43 88
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